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ABSTRACT
The field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) experienced manifold changes since it emerged at
the end of the past century. While product functionality mainly defined the early days of HCI, the dif-
fusion of graphical user interfaces naturally led to further usability considerations. Especially since
the turn of the century, users increasingly expect technological products to provide a pleasant experi-
ence. The resulting sub-field of User Experience (UX) generally studies the consideration and eval-
uation of such experiences. Nowadays, various perspectives and skills from a variety of disciplines,
such as psychology, computer science, design, or engineering, are required to properly investigate
the field of UX due to the complexity of experiences and associated emotions or feelings. As a con-
sequence, UX has evolved in a mutli-disciplinary area of tension, driven by the influence of diverse
epistemological standpoints and varying perceptions of the relevant terminology as well as applicable
methods. Nevertheless, researchers from both academia and industry agree that many aspects need
to be taken into consideration to holistically address UX, e.g., gender, age, personality, and culture.
Against the background of the still ongoing globalization, the latter becomes more and more impor-
tant for globally acting companies. In sum, two key issues that the field of UX currently needs to
address is how culture influences methodological approaches in UX research & evaluation and how
different disciplines shape the consensus on how UX is understood and measured in academia and
industry. Both issues are addressed in this thesis. But how can we best measure UX? How can we
consider cultural differences during the UX process? And how can cross-functional UX teams effi-
ciently work together to holistically address UX? To bring us closer to answering these questions,
this dissertation makes three key contributions:
First, this dissertation presents an extensive analysis of the current state of research of UX evaluation
methods. This analysis serves as a basis for the subsequent parts of this dissertation. One hundred
papers from eight established and prestigeous HCI venues have been analyzed to identify common
patterns in UX evaluation, particularly in regard to mixed methods approaches, i.e., method triangu-
lation. The study reveals that the majority of UX studies in academic literature is based on a small
set of established UX methods. In addition, it provides researchers with an overview of established
evaluation approaches, currently less studied aspects in UX, and helps to guide future work in the
field of UX methods, particularly regarding method triangulation.
Second, three case studies to study how culture can be considered during the UX process represent
the core of this thesis based in the preceding analysis of UX evalation methods. Each case study
pursues a different design approach, i.e., a measuring approach based on log analysis, an empathic
approach based on ethnographic interviews, a drawing task, and observation, as well as a pragmatist
approach based on cultural theory. These types of methodological UX approaches were derived from
literature and help to study cross-cultural aspects in UX from different perspectives. The ultimate
goal was to identify which UX approach is suitable for different research objectives. As a synthesis
of the three case studies, I introduce the term culturally sensitive design in this thesis to emphasize
that my aim is not to blindly apply potentially biased design guidelines in cross-cultural contexts but
to properly consider cultural particularities for UX design, i.e., to design with culture in mind. In
addition, I present a framwork that embeds the three UX approaches in a cultural context.
Third, based on the study of UX methods, I introduce two concepts for digital UX tools that help
cross-functional teams to holistically measure and communicate UX and to maintain empathic re-
lationships with users. As UX teams, nowadays, usually consist of people from diverse educational
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and technical backgrounds, single UX methods can rarely cope with consequentially diverse research
mindsets and requirements. The evaluation of the measuring-focused tool revealed that a quantified
UX method provides a good overview for future resarch efforts and helps to benchmark a product’s
UX. The tool that focused on empathic relationships with users showcased that a user journey dash-
board inlcuding a communication feature to interact with users can effectively support UX evalation
over time. In this context, both concepts serve as a starting point to further develop the method toolik
of cross-functional UX teams.
The contribution of this dissertation centers around the ongoing discussion about a common under-
standing of methodological approaches and a joint language at the intersection of cultural and UX
research. More precisely, this dissertation contributes a state-of-the-art meta review on UX evalua-
tion methods and two software tool artifacts for cross-functional UX teams. In addition, it provides
empirical insights in the differing usage behaviors of a website plug-in of French, German and Italian
users, website design preferences of Vietnamese and German users, and learnings from a field trip
that focused on studying privacy and personalization in Mumbai, India. Finally, based on these empir-
ical insights, this work introduces the concept culturally sensitive design that goes beyond traditional
cross-cultural design considerations in HCI that do not compare different approaches to consider cul-
turally sensitive product aspects in user research. I hope to inspire a more in-depth research agenda
to eventually develop a joint conception of culturally sensitive design in the future.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Das Forschungsfeld Mensch-Computer Interaktion hat sich seit seinem Ursprung gegen Ende des
vergangenen Jahrhunderts stark verändert. Wohingegen zunächst Rechenleistung und Funktionalität
die bestimmenden Faktoren in der technologischen Produktentwicklung waren, traten insbesondere
mit der Verbreitung grafischer Benutzerschnittstellen verstärkt Fragestellungen aus dem Bereich der
Bedienbarkeit, der sogenannten Usability, in den Vordergrund. Seit der Jahrhundertwende führten die
stets steigenden Kundenanforderungen einer zunehmenden Erlebnisgesellschaft schließlich zur Ent-
stehung des Forschungsfeldes User Experience (UX). Heutzutage beschäftigen sich viele verschiede-
ne Disziplinen mit der Analyse des Nutzungserlebnisses - der UX - von technologischen Produkten,
um der Komplexität von Erlebnissen und resultierenden Emotionen und Gefühlen gerecht zu werden.
Das Forschungsfeld UX hat sich dadurch zu einem multidisziplinären Spannungsfeld entwickelt,
dessen Eckpfeiler folglich aus verschiedenen wissenschaftlichen Auffassungen und dadurch unter-
schiedlicher Meinungen bezüglich relevanter Begrifflichkeiten und methodischen Vorgehensweisen
basieren. Forscher aus der Wissenschaft und der Industrie sind sich unabhängig davon darüber ei-
nig, dass viele Aspekte bei einer ganzheitlichen Betrachtung von UX berücksichtigt werden müssen,
z.B. Alter, Geschlecht, Persönlichkeit und Kultur. Vor dem Hintergrund einer weiterhin zunehmenden
Globalisierung wird Letzterem vor allem von global agierenden Unternehmen mittlerweile mehr und
mehr Bedeutung zugesprochen. Insgesamt steht das Forschungsfeld UX aktuell vor den zwei Heraus-
forderungen zu verstehen, wie kulturelle Charakteristiken von Endnutzern das methodische Vorgehen
im Bereich UX Forschung & Evaluation beeinflussen und wie funktionsübergreifende UX Teams ef-
fizienter zusammenarbeiten können. Beide Herausforderungen werden im Zuge dieser Dissertation
adressiert. Doch wie kann UX am besten gemessen bzw. beurteilt werden? Wie können kulturelle
Unterschiede und Gemeinsamkeiten bestmöglich im UX Prozess berücksichtigt werden? Und wie
können funktionsübergreifende UX Teams effizient zusammenarbeiten, um Nutzungserlebnisse all-
umfassend zu analysieren? Das Ziel dieser Dissertations ist es, sich diesen Fragestellung zu widmen.
Der wissenschaftliche Beitrag teilt sich dazu in drei Teile auf:
Im ersten Teil präsentiere ich eine umfangreiche Analyse des aktuellen Stands der Forschung im Be-
reich der UX Evaluationsmethoden. Dieser Überblick stellt die theoretische und methodische Grund-
lage der vorliegenden Arbeit dar. Die Analyse basiert auf der Auswertung von 100 Publikationen
von acht renommierten Konferenzbänden bzw. Fachzeitschriften. Bei der Untersuchung wurde be-
sonderer Wert auf die Erforschung von Methodekombinationen bzw. Methodentriangulierung gelegt.
Es hat sich gezeigt, dass der Großteil wissenschaftlicher empirischer Studien auf lediglich ein paar
wenigen Methoden beruht, insbesondere Fragebögen, Interviews und der Analyse von Logdaten. Die
Studie dient hierbei als Überblick über den aktuell etablierten Methodeneinsatz, vernachlässigten For-
schungsfragen im Bereich UX Methoden sowie als Anstoß und Inspiration zukünftiger Forschungs-
arbeiten, insbesondere hinsichtlich der Methodentriangulierung.
Im zweiten Teil stelle ich den Kern meiner Dissertation vor. Dieser ergibt sich aus drei Fallstudi-
en, die eine geeignete Berücksichtigung von kulturellen Charakteristiken im UX Prozess diskutieren.
Jede Fallstudie verfolgt dabei einen anderen Ansatz: Zunächst wird ein Messansatz basierend auf
Logdaten mit dem Ziel, kulturelle Unterschiede “zu messen” beschrieben. Im Anschluss wird durch
Anwendung von ethnographischen Interviews ein empathiefokussierter Ansatz dargestellt. Schließ-
lich wird ein pragmatischer Ansatz verfolgt. Dieser beruht auf der Analyse und der Übersetzung der
Kulturtheorie, genauer gesagt etablierten Kulturdimensionen. Die Aufteilung in drei verschiedene
Ansätze wurde aus der Literatur abgeleitet und ermöglicht die Analyse von kulturellen Charakteristi-
v
ken aus verschiedenen Blickwinkeln. Das Ziel dieser Aufteilung ist es, zu verstehen, welcher Ansatz
in bestimmten Situation geeignet ist. Aus der Synthese dieser Fallstudien wird in dieser Dissertati-
on der Begriff kultursensitives Design etabliert. Der Begriff betont, dass die Berücksichtigung von
kulturellen Unterschieden und Gemeinsamkeiten nicht durch eine blinde Anwendung von statischen
Designrichtlinien befriedigt werden kann, sondern kulturelle Besonderheiten vielmehr “bewusst ge-
macht” und Produkte - falls sinnvoll - entsprechend angepasst werden müssen. Zusätzlich wird in
dieser Dissertation ein Framework erarbeitet, das die Anwendbarkeit der drei methodischen Vorge-
hensweisen in einen kulturellen Kontext setzt.
Im dritten Teil beschreibe ich zwei digitale UX Evaluationsapplikationen, welche funktionsübergrei-
fende UX Teams dabei unterstützen UX ganzheitlich zu messen sowie zu kommunizieren bzw. em-
pathische Beziehungen mit Nutzern aufrecht zu halten. Da sich UX Teams heutzutage in der Regel
interdisziplinär zusammensetzen um der Komplexität von Nutzungserlebnissen gerecht zu werden,
verändern sich die Anforderungen an bisher etablierte Evaluationsmethoden. Die Evalation des ers-
ten Tools, welches darauf abzielt UX ganzheitlich zu messen, hat gezeigt, dass der Ansatz hilfreich
ist um einen Überblick zu schaffen und einen guten Vergleichsindex für Produktvergleiche darstellt.
Das zweite Tool, das auf empathische Beziehungen mit Nutzern abzielt, wurde insbesondere für
langfristige Studien als hilfreich angesehen. In dem noch wenig untersuchten Bereich der funktions-
übergreifenden UX Methoden stellen diese beiden Konzepte einen ersten Schritt in Richtung einer
allumfassenden und interdisziplinären UX Evaluation dar.
Mit dieser Dissertation möchte ich das Forschungsfeld UX mit einem besonderen Fokus auf UX Me-
thoden und unter Berücksichtigung kultureller Fragestellungen weiterentwicklen. Der wissenschaft-
liche Beitrag gliedert sich hierbei in die bestehenden Diskussionen an der Schnittstelle eines gemein-
samen methodischen Verständnisses von UX sowie kultureller Unterschiede und Gemeinsamkeiten
ein. Dieser Beitrag besteht insbesondere aus einer aktuellen Meta-Übersicht über die Anwendung von
UX Methoden in der Wissenschaft sowie der Konzeptionierung zweier Software-Artefakte zur Erfor-
schung von UX für funktionsübergreifende Teams. Zusätzlich werden die empirischen Ergebnisse
aus den Untersuchungen des Nutzungsverhalten von fanzösischen, deutschen und italienischen Nut-
zern eines Website Plug-ins, bezüglich Präferenzen im Webseitendesign in Vietnam und Deutschland
sowie hinsichtlich der Wahrnehmung von Personalisierung in Mumbai, Indien, vorgestellt. Basierend
auf den empirischen Ergebnissen wird schließlich der Begriff kultursensitives Design entwickelt,
welcher über bisherge Ansätze an der Schnittstelle Kultur und UX hinausgeht. Aktuelle Vorgehens-
weisen vergleichen bisher nicht im Detail die Vor- und Nachteile verschiedene methodischer UX
Forschungsansätze. Ich hoffe daher, mit dieser Arbeit weitere Forschungsarbeiten und eine aktuel-
le Forschungsagenda anzustoßen, um schließlich eine einheitliche Auffassung von kultursensitivem
Design zu entwickeln.
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Introduction
From now on, leading-edge companies - whether they sell to consumers or
businesses - will find that the next competitive battleground lies in staging
experiences.
J. Pine & J. G. Browne, Welcome to the Experience Economy, 1998
User Experience (UX), nowadays, is a deep-rooted concept in product development processes [41].
However, researchers and practitioners often still use the term as a buzzword without a deep under-
standing of its notion and scope [7, 32]. As a consequence, diverse disciplines study and describe
various influences on as well as methods to evaluate users’ experiences, ranging from demographic
backgrounds to design and product features. In this context, this thesis investigates the status quo
of UX methods, the role of culture in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), and the resulting cross-
functional collaboration of UX teams. As a main contribution, this thesis provides a comprehensive
analysis on how to consider culture during the UX process. I start by mapping out my overall moti-
vation and derived research questions before presenting and discussing the results of all contributing
publications of this cumulative dissertation in the Chapters 2 and 3. Figure 1.1 illustrates the structure
and relation between the sections in this thesis.
1.4 Contributing Publications
1.5 Methodology
1.1 The Concept of 
User Experience
1.2 The Role of 
Culture in HCI
1.3 User Experience in
Cross-Functional Teams
RQ1 RQ2 RQ3
2.1 A Review of Method Application in UX Evaluation 
2.2 Case Studies for Culturally Sensitive UX Design 
2.3 Tools for Cross-Functional UX Teams
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Abstract
While the consideration of User Experience (UX) has be-
come embedded in research and design processes, UX
evaluation remains a challenging and strongly discussed
area for both researchers in academia and practitioners
in industry. A variety of different evaluation methods have
been developed or adapted from related fields, building on
identified methodology gaps. Although the importance of
mixed methods and data-driven approaches to get well-
founded study results of interactive systems has been em-
phasized numerous times, there is a lack of evolved un-
derstandings and recommendations of when and in which
ways to combine different methods, theories, and data re-
lated to the UX of interactive systems. The workshop aims
to gather experiences of user studies from UX profession-
als and academics to contribute to the knowledge of mixed
methods, theories, and data in UX evaluation. We will dis-
cuss individual experiences, best practices, risks and gaps,
and reveal correlations among triangulation strategies.
Author Keywords
User Experience; Evaluation; Mixed Methods; Triangulation
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Investigating Perceptions of Personalization
and Privacy in India
Hanna Schneider(B), Ceenu George, Malin Eiband, and Florian Lachner
LMU Munich, Munich, Germany
hanna.schneider@ifi.lmu.de
Abstract. Technological products are increasingly equipped with data
collection and personalization mechanisms that allow them to adapt to
an individual user’s needs [4]. However, the value and perception of these
practices for users is still unclear. This field trip proposal investigates
users’ mental models of personalization as well as perceived benefits and
drawbacks using semi-structured interviews. The interviews make use of
the critical incident technique and drawing tasks. We expect that findings
from the field trip will result in rich understanding of the prospective
of a collectivist society on personalization and privacy. Results of the
field trip can, hence, be contrasted to the results of an equivalent study
conducted in Germany, an individualistic society. The overall goal of
our studies is to highlight differences in user needs of collectivist and
individualistic societies for researchers and practitioners who develop
highly personalized systems.
Keywords: Privacy · Personalization · Value-driven design
1 Introduction
As data collection and processing techniques improve, technological products are
increasingly equipped with personalization mechanisms that allow them to adapt
to an individual user’s needs [4]. One of the main purposes of personalization
and customization is to evoke or foster a feeling of individuality or “me-ness”,
which is especially important in individualistic and particularly Western soci-
eties [4,8]. However, the notions of individuality and privacy are perceived very
differently, and often in a negative light, in societies with a collectivist world
view [7], e.g. in the Arab Gulf [1], in Africa [3], or in India [2]. The goal of
this fieldtrip is to investigate users’ perceptions of benefits and drawbacks of
personalization in India. Currently, we are conducting an equivalent study in
Germany. The pre-study in Germany indicated differing mental models of per-
sonalization and varying privacy sensibility when using personalized products
or services. We, therefore, want to further investigate this relation. However,
to objectively address this research question, we want to understand privacy
concerns of personalization in both individualistic and collectivist countries.
c⃝ IFIP International Federation for Information Processing 2017
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UX Metrics: Deriving Country-Specific Usage
Patterns of a Website Plug-In from Web
Analytics
Florian Lachner(B), Florian Fincke, and Andreas Butz
LMU Munich, Human-Computer Interaction Group,
Amalienstr. 17, 80333 Munich, Germany
{florian.lachner,butz}@ifi.lmu.de, florian.fincke@campus.lmu.de
Abstract. Metrics for User Experience (UX) often involve traditional
usability aspects, such as task success, but also mental aspects, such as
interpretation and meaning. The actual experience of a user also highly
depends on personal characteristics, such as the social and cultural back-
ground. In this paper, we investigate the relation between users’ coun-
try of origin and their interaction patterns with an e-commerce website
plug-in. We used a quantitative web analytics approach based on six
UX-related metrics to evaluate the applicability of a quantitative UX
evaluation approach in an international context. In a 34 day study we
analyzed the usage patterns of 5.843 French, 2.760 German, and 5.548
Italian website visitors and found that they show significantly different
patterns. This indicates that website metrics are a suitable means for
cost-effective UX analysis on a large scale, which can provide valuable
starting points for a further in-depth analysis.
Keywords: User experience · Cross-cultural design · User tracking ·
Data logging · Interfaces · Globalization · Localization
1 Introduction
The theory of User Experience (UX) goes back to the consideration of pleasure
and emotions as part of a product’s characteristics. Early approaches emerged
from a user-centered design perspective, and the awareness of human factor
professionals that user satisfaction is insufficiently considered in the concept of
usability [26]. The consideration of pleasure and emotions was further increased
by the focus on the interplay between affect and cognition. Due to this enhanced
view on product design and development, aesthetics, pleasure, and usability
became a balanced triad in the HCI community [40].
Nowadays, the primary goal of UX designers and engineers often is to create
a pleasurable interaction between the user and the product that goes beyond tra-
ditional usability considerations [19]. It also has become common ground in the
HCI community that experiences are subjective in nature and highly dependent
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Florian Lachner
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ABSTRACT
Considering country-speci￿c preferences in user interface (UI) de-
sign is a time-consuming task. We present a case study with German
and Vietnamese users to explore how cultural theory can be ap-
plied in early design phases to support culturally sensitive design.
We present an analysis of cultural dimensions and a comparison
of German and Vietnamese question-and-answer (Q&A) websites.
Based on the derived insights, we developed two UI concepts of
a Q&A-website that di￿er in information architecture, navigation
structure, and visual presentation. The prototypes were assessed
with 14 German and 14 Vietnamese users in a think aloud setting.
We were able to draw a conclusion about our initial analysis and
the di￿ering evaluation of the participants from the two countries
due to their preferences regarding information retrieval, trust, and
error handling. Our analysis provides ￿rst insights into the applica-
bility of cultural theory in UI design but also opens up questions
for further research.
CCS CONCEPTS
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1 INTRODUCTION
Placing users’ needs at the center of the design process has been ac-
cepted as crucial to ensure commercial success and customer loyalty
for a long time [1, 64]. In addition, since the turn of the century, de-
sign teams and researchers are increasingly aware that users’ needs
do not only circle around a usable design but favour a pleasant
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Figure 1: Screenshots of the main page (left) and an exem-
plary sub-page (right) of our two prototype versions target-
ing high Power Distance cultures (top, Vietnamese version)
and low Power Distance cultures (bottom, German version).
Photos and partner logos were anonymized for this paper.
and emotional experience [72]. With an increasing focus on plea-
surable products and hedonic design attributes beyond traditional
usability aspects, user-centered design became more and more com-
plex. Particularly in our digital and widely connected online world,
where competing services are just a few clicks away, user interface
(UI) designers can no longer primarily concentrate on a clickable
and usable design but need to take further UI elements such as
visuals, content structure, information architecture, and more into
account (see Figure 1). It is not su￿cient anymore to understand er-
gonomic human factors in design. Instead, users’ evaluation of a UI
today depends on many further factors, such as the emotional state,
prior experiences, expectations, age, gender, and culture [69, 79].
Researchers and designers from both academia and industry use
diverse tools and methods, ranging from interviews and observa-
tions to questionnaires and data logging [7, 66, 69, 80, 93] to study,
understand, and consider these in￿uencing factors.
In general, design teams can observe and measure the impact
of di￿erent factors by a suitable study setup and choice of study
participants. The consideration of culture, however, usually requires
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ABSTRACT
Creating an empathic, holistic understanding of the user expe-
rience and communicating it within the design team is a con-
stant challenge in UX design projects. This paper explores the
potential of digital tools to support designers and researchers
in this task. We explored the needs of different stakeholders in
semi-structured interviews and hosted an ideation workshop
to generate design ideas for suitable software tools. Based on
the resulting insights and ideas, we implemented a first pro-
totype that balances individual feedback visualizations with
detailed user profiles, a user journey and a communication fea-
ture. The prototype was assessed in seven focus groups with a
total of 26 participants and with the AttrakDiff questionnaire.
We found out that the persona view, the user journey view
and the flexible filters of our prototype allowed designers to
gain a insightful picture of users’ experiences. Future work is
needed to better understand how digitally-mediated empathic
relationships evolve over the long term.
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EMPATHY IN UX RESEARCH
"Understanding the user", or user research, has been widely
accepted as critical for good design by interaction designers
and researchers alike. Time- and labour-intensive research
methods, such as ethnography-inspired field work, diary stud-
ies, and cultural probes are arguably best suited to facilitate
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Figure 1. Mockup of our UX evaluation prototype showing two user
profiles including contact details to allow user-researcher interactions.
an empathic relationship between designers and participants,
often seen as the goal of user-centered design [56].
However, in the dilemma of staying within time and budget
and living up to their own standards of user research, design-
ers are often pushed towards cheaper and more practicable
methods. To use available resources effectively, they are more
and more relying on digital User Experience (UX) evaluation
tools that collect, store and/or analyze UX questionnaire, inter-
view, and logging data such as the commercial tools NVivo1
or Dedoose2. While these tools are a promising addition in
the UX tool kit, this paper aims to explore how such tools can
facilitate empathic relationships with users (e.g., see Figure 1).
Empathy has been described as vital to design practice [45,
52]. It "means that people are seen and understood from
where they stand, not as test subjects but as persons with feel-
ings" and it requires "personal contact and connection with the
1https://qsrinternational.com
2http://dedoose.com
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ABSTRACT
User Experience (UX) is increasingly being recognized as an
important factor for the commercial success of digital prod-
ucts. In fact, it has become a buzzword, which is interpreted
differently by different parties. This lack of common un-
derstanding inevitably leads to misunderstandings and inef-
ficiency in industrial practice. We therefore propose a quan-
tifiable way of describing User Experience (QUX). Based on
the analysis of 84 UX evaluation methods, a sample of UX
characteristics from literature, and 24 interviews with experts
from academia and practice, we propose a formalism and a
corresponding tool to measure, visualize, and communicate a
product’s UX within organizations. We showcase the benefits
of our approach by integrating it into the product development
processes of companies from three different industries.
Author Keywords
User experience; evaluation; interdisciplinary teams
ACM Classification Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
With increasing maturity of an industry, usability is more and
more taken for granted [55]. Pleasurable and hedonic prod-
uct attributes are at least as important as pragmatic product
attributes for commercial success and customer loyalty [2, 6].
Hence, it is not surprising that the concept of User Experience
(UX) is widely discussed within the Human-Computer Inter-
action (HCI) community, among both academics and industry
practitioners. Still, UX has remained a buzzword that is much
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Figure 1. Quantified UX evaluation tool (radar diagram represents ex-
emplary outcome for one industry partner after implementation).
rather used as a collective term for investigating the quality-
in-use of interactive products [21, 38]. Furthermore, there is
a variety of additional stakeholders with diverse perspectives
involved in the creation of a product’s UX [2, 25].
In this paper, we present the development of a tool that aims
to support a common organizational understanding of a prod-
uct’s UX and the selection of further in-depth UX evaluations
(see Figure 1). Against this background, it is crucial to un-
derstand the role that UX plays in the process of product de-
velopment. Traditionally, a company’s product development
has been structured as follows. First, user researchers and
psychologists identify user needs and UX objectives. Second,
designers and engineers translate these goals into product fea-
tures and their design characteristics. Third, experts in mar-
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ABSTRACT
User experience (UX) evaluation is a growing field with di-
verse approaches. To understand the development since previ-
ous meta-review efforts, we conducted a state-of-the-art review
of UX evaluation techniques with special attention to the tri-
angulation between methods. We systematically selected and
analyzed 100 papers from recent years and while we found
an increase of relevant UX studies, we also saw a remaining
overlap with pure usability evaluations. Positive trends include
an increasing percentage of field rather than lab studies and a
tendency to combine several methods in UX studies. Triangu-
lation was applied in more than two thirds of the studies, and
the most common method combination was questionnaires
and interviews. Based on our analysis, we derive common
patterns for triangulation in UX evaluation efforts. A critical
discussion about existing approaches should help to obtain
stronger results, especially when evaluating new technologies.
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INTRODUCTION
User experience (UX) has attracted increasing interest in re-
cent years. One comparable indicator, at least for academia, is
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Figure 1. Commonly applied methods and triangulation strategies found
in our literature study. The size of the nodes (methods) and links (com-
binations) is proportional to the number of occurrences.
the number of papers published. In Google Scholar, for exam-
ple, the search term “user experience” roughly returns 20,800
results for the publication year 2010, increasing to more than
32,500 for the year 2016 (+56% in total). While UX considera-
tions have become embedded in research and design processes,
they still remain a challenging and strongly discussed area for
both researchers in academia and practitioners in industry.
The focus of UX, for example defined as “A person’s per-
ceptions and responses that result from the use or anticipated
use of a product, system or service” [21], has shifted from
simply acknowledging usability and performance aspects of
interactive products, towards the emotional, hedonic aspects of
interaction. Reaching beyond usability, UX has been extended
to incorporate hedonic qualities such as aesthetics, stimula-
tion and identification [37]. UX also is a dynamic concept
influenced by contextual aspects, such as place, social and tem-
poral aspects of use as well as the users’ specific emotional
states [47, 23]. It is thus clear that UX offers a much more
holistic and dynamic take on interaction with products than
pure usability.
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Figure 1.1: Overview and relation of the chapters in this thesis - including the relation of the respective
research questions (RQ).
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Introduction
1.1 The Concept of User Experience
“Knowing your users” has been accepted as a guiding principle for the field of Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) since its early days in the 1990s [97]. Initial work in this context mainly focused on
an established usability paradigm with task- and feature-related product considerations at the center
of interest [36]. At this time, prevalent epistemologies and methodologies have shaped a HCI mindset
that was predominantly based on the way of thinking “to measure is to know” [53]. However, around
the turn of the millenium, research in the field of HCI has witnessed a substantial shift in the general
perception of its theoretical principles and methodologies to “understand users” [51, 53]. The needs
of the post-materialistic society in those days shifted from work- to experience-related factors [31,
50]. As a consequence, researchers and pracitioners alike generally agreed that for a holistic and
successfull product development process both pragmatic and hedonic design characteristics beyond
usability need to be considered to ensure commercial success in an “experience economy” [33, 51,
69]. The resulting concept of User Experience (UX), nowadays, still represents a core aspect of both
academic and industrial HCI research [55, 57, 62, 67, 76].
Until today, however, researchers from academia and industry did not yet agree on a joint definition
of UX and hence the term itself is often still used as a buzzword [2, 78]. In addition, since human
experiences related to technological products and associated emotions are complex in nature [8, 17,
54, 80], the field of UX requires an interdisciplinary research and design approach leading to termino-
logical and methodological influences from diverse disciplines (e.g., computer science, psychology,
egonomics, human factors, or engineering) [2, 14, 37]. Nowadays, the scope of UX continues to
additionally consider further aspects and disciplines, such as branding and marketing in recent HCI
literature [82, 85]. Current definitions of UX range from, e.g., “a person’s perceptions and responses
that result from the use or anticipated use of a product, system or service” [1], “a momentary, primar-
ily evaluative feeling (good-bad) while interacting with a product or service” [33], to “all aspects of
the end-user’s interaction with the company, its services, and its products” [66].
The essential difference between traditional usability considerations and UX is the recognition that
emotions, feelings, and thoughts and with that a user’s product appraisal can be formed and shaped
before, during, and after an interaction with a product or service (see Figure 1.2) [3, 49, 52, 78].
In this context, Karapanos et al. [47] highlight that the development of UX follows the distinct
temporal pattern of anticipation, orientation, incorporation, and identification. Along this cognitive
process, researchers need to take diverse contextual aspects into account, ranging from stimulation
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an experience
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Figure 1.2: Temporal dimensions of UX illustrating the origin of experiences at different stages as well
as the internal evaluation process and associated dependencies (adapted from Roto et al. [78]).
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and learnability over usefullness and usability to personal reflection and social interaction [10, 24, 47,
58]. As a consequence, the field of UX yielded diverse methods and tools to consider and measure
such diverse aspects and eventually established UX evaluation as vital part for human-centered design
approaches [9]. However, there is still an ongoing debate about how to best describe and evaluate
users’ experiences [2].
One of the main discussions in UX evaluation that emerged over the last two decades is based on vary-
ing appreciations of qualitative and quantitative evaluation approaches [51, 67]. This discussion is
led by divergent understandings of UX as a psychological needs-driven concept or a system-oriented
concept focusing on task-fulfillment [9, 21, 83, 92]. Whereas psychological needs (see, e.g., Sheldon
et al. [89]) and associated hedonic “be-goals” (i.e., why users want a product) focus on the creation
of general product concepts and features from a macro perspective, a task-oriented concept based on
“do-goals” (i.e., how users use a product) is rather suitable to identify product improvements, e.g., on
a visceral level (see Norman [65]), and UX details from a micro perspective [33, 34, 35, 86]. As a
consequence, different UX approaches are suitable for different contexts. Beyond the mere focus on
evaluation, Battarbee & Koskinen [11] describe three general UX research and design approaches:
• Measuring approaches: Approaches that primarily focus on measurable aspects of UX based
on suitable monitoring and feedback mechanisms.
• Empathic approaches: Approaches that are mainly based on considering emotional aspects
of UX through interacting with users to “observe and feel the user”.
• Pragmatist approaches: Approaches that are inspired by pragmatist philosophy and generally
rely on insights from theoretical models.
In conclusion, the differing perceptions of UX evaluation approaches still represent a major challenge
for current UX researchers and practitioners. Whereas Alves et al. [2] recently presented a study of
UX evaluation practice, the in-depth analysis of the academic status quo of empirical UX studies
dates back to the turn of the last decade. In that sense, the first objective of this disseration is to shed
light on the status quo of UX evaluation based on the following research question RQ1:
RQ1: “How is user experience evaluated in empirical HCI studies?”
Definition of UX within this thesis. It is important to note that the understanding of UX in this
thesis is based on the concept of Hassenzahl and colleagues (see [33, 35, 36]). Although hedonic
aspects can be primarily seen as a driver or motivator for experiences, pragmatic and hedonic aspects
jointly form and influence both a user’s purpose or need for and the actual interaction with a product
[34]. Consequently, I set out to study both pragmatic and hedonic product aspects in the context of
this thesis. In the theoretical analysis of the current state of research to address RQ1, however, no
papers were excluded due to differing understandings or definitions of UX. In fact, the respective
contributing publication [P6] considers the individual perspectives of the respective authors within
the analyzed papers and hence all papers that mention a focus on UX have been considered in the
analysis.
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Contribution. This thesis contributes to an extensive state of research via a literature review on UX
evaluation method application based on the analysis of empirical UX studies in 100 papers from eight
renowned HCI venues. Due to the multi-dimensionality of UX, the review puts a particular emphasis
on the investigation of method triangulation and the consideration of the different temporal stages for
UX evaluation. The combined application of UX methods has not been adressed in previous reviews
published around the turn of the decade, yet this is an important next step for a better methodological
understanding of UX [9, 92]. As a consequence, the review serves as an extension of previous UX
method overviews in academic UX studies to derive current gaps and future directions. In addition,
the analysis represents a theoretical grounding for further contributing publications in this thesis,
particularly with regards to the discussion about quantitative vs. qualitative UX approaches, one
of the core questions of this dissertation related to cultural (see Section 1.2) and cross-functional
considerations (see Section 1.3) as illustrated in Secion 1.5.
1.2 The Role of Culture in Human-Computer Interaction
The role of culture has been a topic of interest for the field of HCI since a long time. With an ongoing
globalization process and technological maturity of the web, the majorities of users in many countries
have access to products and services from any country within just a few clicks. As a consequence,
industries have started to adapt their products for different markets while researchers have investi-
gated the theoretical background of cultural differences in HCI [71, 94]. The scope of culture in HCI,
however, has changed over the course of the last two decades. Initially, when considering unique
characteristics of international user groups, HCI researchers and pracitioners primarily focused on
the adaption of visible product aspects, e.g., font, language, and further aspects for the development
of adapted user interfaces (UI) [64]. In this context, Barber & Badre [6] derived the concept of cul-
turability to emphasize cultural influences on traditional usability considerations. With the shift from
a task-related usability perspective in HCI to a needs-driven UX perspective, cultural considerations
became one of the key influencing factors on a product’s UX [78].
Until now, the landscape of cultural considerations in HCI still lacks a common theoretical ground-
ing, hence is characterized by controversial opinions and discussions [40, 73]. Established general
definitions of culture range from "race and ethnicity [...] manifested in customary behaviours, [...]
values, patterns of thinking and communication style" [18] over "a system of meaning that underlies
routine and behaviour in everyday working life" [15] to "the collective programming of the mind
that distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from another" [38]. The common
ground of these perspectives in relation to HCI is the presence of both visible or conscious (e.g., lan-
guage) and invisible or unconscious differences between cultures (e.g., values). Various meta models
illustrate this breakdown of conscious and unconscious cultural aspects (e.g., the iceberg model from
Hoft [40], see Figure 1.3, or the onion and pyramid model from Hofstede et al. [39]). In addition,
Hofstede et al. [39] highlight that culture can be studied at different levels, e.g., at a national level
(i.e., country of origin), regional or ethnic level, gender or generation level, social class, or at an
organizational and corporate level.
Due to the lack of a common descriptive definition of culture in HCI or a generally accepted theo-
retical framework, two divergent streams of literature have emerged in the field of HCI within the
recent years [95]. On the one hand, a cultural theory focused perspective primarily based on cultural
dimension (see, e.g., Ford & Kotzé [23], Aaron & Gould [56], or Reinecke et al. [72]). On the other
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Figure 1.3: Different metaphorical layers of culture according to the iceberg model whereof a large part
of cultural characteristics are not directly observable (adapted from Hoft [40] and Galletta & Zhang [26]).
hand, a perspective that aims to give users a greater agency during the research process through a
distinct focus on an interaction at eye level between users and researchers in the age of “postcolonial
computing”, particularly with regards to emerging countries (see Irani et al. [43] and Irani & Dourish
[42]). In contrast to the latter, the first, i.e., cultural theory focused perspective, aims to derive cul-
tural insights or justification directly from cultural dimensions. In general, cultural dimensions are
personal traits that characterize a culture’s general preferrence regarding common societal problems
[38]. Geert Hofstede and colleagues [39], Shalom Schwartz [88], Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner
[90], Edward Hall [29, 27, 28], Kluckhohn & Strodtbeck [48], and David Victor [93] present currently
established cultural dimensions.
Until today, research in the field of UX in relation to cultural considerations still rather explores
suitable approaches than establishing common cross-cultural research patterns. As a consequence,
the investigation and comparison of different UX approaches in cross-cultural contexts represents a
core part in the context of this dissertation. Thus, the second part of this thesis aims to address RQ2:
RQ2: “How can we consider cultural characteristics in UX research?”
Definition of culture within this thesis. The overall understanding of culture in this thesis is based
on the iceberg model of Hoft [40] as illustrated in Figure 1.3 and the concept of national cultures.
Narrowing down the theoretical framework of culture in this thesis to the iceberg metamodel and not
a textual description was helpful to consider both pragmatic and hedonic aspects of UX and to allow
for an independent application of all three case study approaches, i.e., a measuring, an empathic,
and a pragmatist approach at a suitable theoretical level. Consequently, it was possible to deal with
established cultural theory as well as the opposing concept of postcolonial computing. However, I ac-
knowledge that the focus on the concept of national culture comes along with inherent limitations and
challenges to potentially neglect further influences, e.g., from sub-cultures or preferences of different
generations. The decision to study national cultures, however, emerged from a detailed analysis of
current HCI work in relation to cross-cultural consideration and the recognition that country borders
represent a relevant topic of interest in both academic UX research and industrial practice.
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Contribution. Over the course of my doctoral research, I conducted three case studies to inves-
tigate the applicability of different UX approaches in cross-cultural contexts. Based on the results
of addressing RQ1, the case studies broaden the scope of this dissertation and juxtapose different
methods for UX research. Thus, it is possible to consider specific study setting requirements of the
applied methods to investigate suitable cultural layers. Each case study applies a different UX re-
search approach yet pursues the same goal, i.e., identify cultural differences as part of a UX-focused
user research process, to eventually draw a conclusion on benefits and drawbacks of different strate-
gies. I base my methodological foundation, in this context, on the work of Battarbee & Koskinen [11]
that distinguish between a measuring approach, an empathic approach, and a pragmatist approach as
overall concepts in the field of UX research and design. This breakdown aligns currently established
research streams in the field of cross-cultural UX and the insights from [P6] that adresses RQ1 .
The first case study in [P1] follows a measuring approach and investigates the development of UX
metrics based on the analysis of log data from an e-commerce website plug-in. Whereas Battar-
bee & Koskinen [11] primarily mentioned the measurement of sensations, e.g., through physio-
psychological user feedback, this study is based on log data as the use of large-scale behavioral
data represents an up-to-date topic in quantitative UX evaluation (see, e.g., Rodden et al. [77]). The
second case study in [P7] and [P8] focuses on an empathic approach and presents an ethnographic
interview study in Mumbai, India based on the idea that “designers must both observe and feel for
the users” [11, 46]. The third case study in [P3] investigates how cultural theory, in particular cultural
dimensions, can be applied to consider cultural characteristics for UX research. As part of this study,
I substantiate the concept of culturally sensitive design (see [P3], page 2). Similiar to the idea of
value-sensitive design according to Friedman [25], I establish the term culturally sensitive design to
emphasize that the core idea of my research is to design with culture in mind and that the consid-
eration of cultural characteristics requires different research approaches in different contexts. The
overaching contribution of the three case studies is twofold. First, each case study presents distinct
user insights derived from the study itself. The insights can be used as starting points for further
domain specific case studies in similar contexts. Second, the different UX approaches allow me to
juxtapose different methodologies to eventually derive the concept of culturally sensitive design as
part of this thesis in Chapter 3.
1.3 User Experience in Cross-Functional Teams
The historical evolution of the field HCI is commonly seen as a gradual process that was pushed
forward in three waves. The first wave describes the initial effort of experts from the fields of cognitive
science and ergonomics in the second half of the 20th century to rather define product characteristics
based on user behavior and not the other way round. With the advent of personal computing, the
user (or human) perspective became increasingly important. The second wave emerged from the
realization that technical systems actually represent a collaborative system of several users. Bannon
[4] describes this step between the 1990s and 2000s as the move from “human factors to human
actors”. Since the beginning of this century, the third wave eventually embraced experiences as well
as meaning-meaking and hence contextual factors became more important [16, 30, 63]. Today, more
and more voices raise the question if we are currently experiencing the development of a fourth wave
forged ahead by more and more disciplines entering the stage of HCI as well as a more distinct focus
on ethical values, creativity, well-being, and self-realization [5, 13, 16, 74].
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The shift from human-centered design question as an isolated responsibility to an interdisciplinary
discourse can also be seen in practice. Whereas the conventional product development process used
to be a stage-gate process of all involved departments, the disciplinary borders of UX teams have
blurred steadily to adress the complexity of current design questions in the 21st century. Traditionally,
human factor engineers or user researchers identified user requirement and derived design objectives.
Next, computer scientists and designers created prototypes and conducted user tests to develop an
optimized version of the product. Finally, marketing experts translated the branding strategy and
product characteristics into an appealing sales slogan [45, 91]. Nowadays, companies see product
development and particularly the consideration of UX more as a company-wide topic of interest. At
the same time, research increasingly investigates the relation between an established design-focused
UX perspective and an originally marketing-focused brand experience perspective [79, 81, 84]. As a
consequence, current UX teams are typically staffed with experts from different disciplines [44]. To
properly address this change, the field of HCI should not only be seen as an individual research area
but as an interdisciplinary research field or an “inter-discipline” [12, 19, 70].
Nevertheless, established UX methods and tools rarely cope with the interdisciplinary and diverse
needs of all stakeholders within the UX process [2]. Whereas design-focused stakeholders often
ask for qualitative insights and methods based on a strong end-user involvement to derive concrete
product decisions, business-focused stakeholders generally require quantified feedback to validate
business decisions [53, 91]. However, although design education, nowadays, is already seen as an
interdisciplinary endeavour [13], the field of HCI and associated methods still reside in a “chaos of
multiplicity” [16]. Yet, as an effective and efficient cross-functional collaboration between all UX
stakeholders is necessary in the context of cross-cultural considerations to ensure customer loyalty
and global product success, the third contribution of this dissertation results from the analysis of RQ3:
RQ3: “How can digital tools support cross-functional UX teams?”
Contribution. With the guidance of RQ3, this thesis presents two concepts for digital UX evalua-
tion applications for cross-functional teams. Both concepts have been developed along the method-
ological journey of this dissertation as illustrated in Section 1.5. To begin with, together with my
co-authors of the respective publication [P2], I developed a UX measurement tool that supports cross-
functional UX teams to measure, visualize, and eventually communicate UX feedback. In general,
the tool aims to break down the concept of UX to a quantifiable level that we called Quantified UX
(QUX). This tool was developed at the beginning of this dissertation with a general focus on measur-
ing approaches in UX. Next, based on further insights and results in the meantime, the second tool
from [P4] focuses on establishing and maintaining digitally-mediated longterm relationships between
UX teams and users. The concept of this tool is based on the idea of empathic UX approaches that
strongly influenced the second phase of this dissertation. The overall contribution of both associated
publications [P2] and [P4] can be summarized at a methodological and at an artifact level (see also
Chapter 3). First, both tools can be integrated in the established method toolkit of cross-functional
UX teams. On the one hand, a tool that serves as starting point and guidance for further in-depth
evaluations as well as a quantified communication tool and, on the other hand, a tool that supports
empathic relationships between UX teams and users. Second, the respective publications summarize
the development of the concepts including a requirement analysis and definition phase, a prototyping
and concept phase, and eventually a test and feedback phase. In addition to the final results also the
interim results can be used for future work and help to develop further suitable UX methods.
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1.4 Contributing Publications
The results of this cumulative dissertation have been published in individual publications before.
This thesis, therefore, serves as a summary of all projects. The underlying publications are listed in
alphabetical order in the separate reference list below. Citations of these publications are marked with
a “P” (e.g., [P3]). The original publications are fully attached in Appendix: Original Publications.
[P6] received an Honourable Mention Award at the respective conference (CHI ’18).
[P1] Florian Lachner, Florian Fincke, and Andreas Butz. “UX Metrics: Deriving Country-Specific
Usage Patterns of a Website Plug-In from Web Analytics”. In: 16th IFIP TC 13 Interna-
tional Conference on Human-Computer Interaction. INTERACT 2017. Springer-Verlag, 2017,
pp. 142–159. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-67687-6_11 (cited on pp. 6, 9, 11, 13, 15, 16,
19–22, A 1).
[P2] Florian Lachner, Philipp Naegelein, Robert Kowalski, Martin Spann, and Andreas Butz.
“Quantified UX: Towards a Common Organizational Understanding of User Experience”. In:
Proceedings of the 9th Nordic Conference on Human-Computer Interaction. NordiCHI ’16.
ACM, 2016, 56:1–56:10. DOI: 10.1145/2971485.2971501 (cited on pp. 7, 9, 11, 17, 19, 22,
23, A 1).
[P3] Florian Lachner, Mai-Anh Nguyen, and Andreas Butz. “Culturally Sensitive User Interface
Design: A Case Study with German and Vietnamese Users”. In: Proceedings of the 2nd
African Conference on Human Computer Interaction. AfriCHI ’18. ACM, 2018. DOI: 10.
1145/3283458.3283459 (cited on pp. 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15–17, 19, 21, 22, A 1).
[P4] Florian Lachner, Hanna Schneider, Lisa Simon, and Andreas Butz. “Nurturing Empathy be-
tween UX Design Teams and Users in Digitally-Mediated User Research”. In: Proceedings
of the 10th Nordic Conference on Human-Computer Interaction. NordiCHI ’18. ACM, 2018.
DOI: 10.1145/3240167.3240182 (cited on pp. 7, 9, 11, 17, 19, 22, A 1).
[P5] Ingrid Pettersson, Anna-Katharina Frison, Florian Lachner, Andreas Riener, and Jesper Nol-
hage. “Triangulation in UX Studies: Learning from Experience”. In: Proceedings of the 2017
ACM Conference Companion Publication on Designing Interactive Systems. DIS ’17 Com-
panion. ACM, 2017, pp. 341–344. DOI: 10.1145/3064857.3064858 (cited on pp. 9, 11, 12,
19, A 1).
[P6] Ingrid Pettersson, Florian Lachner, Anna-Katharina Frison, Andreas Riener, and Andreas
Butz. “A Bermuda Triangle? - A Review of Method Application and Triangulation in User
Experience Evaluation”. In: Proceedings of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Factors in
Computing Systems. CHI ’18. ACM, 2018, 461:1–461:16. DOI: 10.1145/3173574.3174035
(cited on pp. 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 19, 20, A 1).
[P7] Hanna Schneider, Ceenu George, Malin Eiband, and Florian Lachner. “Investigating Percep-
tions of Personalization and Privacy in India”. In: 16th IFIP TC 13 International Conference on
Human-Computer Interaction. INTERACT 2017. Springer-Verlag, 2017, pp. 488–491. DOI:
10.1007/978-3-319-68059-0_57 (cited on pp. 6, 11, 13, 14, 16, 19–22, A 1).
[P8] Hanna Schneider, Florian Lachner, Malin Eiband, Ceenu George, Purvish Shah, Chinmay
Parab, Anjali Kukreja, Heinrich Hussmann, and Andreas Butz. “Privacy and Personaliza-
tion: The Story of a Cross-cultural Field Study”. In: Interactions 25.3 (2018), pp. 52–55. DOI:
10.1145/3197571 (cited on pp. 6, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 19–22, A 1).
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1.5 Methodology
The objective of this thesis is to study the applicability of different UX methods in the context of
cross-cultural design. To better understand the relation and origin of the different contributing publi-
cations (see Section 1.4) as well as corresponding methods, I proceed with an overview of the applied
methods and the underlying structural framework.
Applied Research Methods
To study the applicability of different UX methods this cumulative dissertation represents a method-
ological journey itself. In addition to the reflection on method application in Section 2.2.4, I clarify
the reasonings for all applied methods in the originally published publications below.
• Literature analyses were generally applied in order to understand relevant theory as well as
UX method requirements, e.g., in [P2]. In addition, [P6] represents an extensive structured
literature review adapted from the QUOROM statement (see Moher et al. [60]) to adress RQ1.
• Semi-structured interviews served as method in early design stages for design exploration in
[P8] and concept defintion in [P2], or for expert feedback in [P2] and group evaluation in [P4].
• Together with my co-authors, I developped a questionnaire based UX measurement tool in
[P2] as questionnaires represent one of the currently most applied UX methods [9].
• [P1] presents a log analysis that was used to study the applicability of quantitative UX metrics
based on large-scale behavioral data.
• Workshops were organized to discuss initial study results with further experts in [P5] and to
gather and rate design options for the UX tool in [P4].
• To better understand and compare the mental model of people from a collectivist and an indi-
vidualistic country, we defined and used a drawing task in [P8], asking our study participants
to sketch the flow of information for their online behavior.
• Observation was applied in [P8] to immerse in the foreign environment and to identify con-
textual factors related to the respective research question.
• The think-aloud technique was used in [P3] to understand emotions and feelings while the
study participants interacted with the prototypes in the respective study.
• In [P4], my co-authors and I conducted a focus group study to investigate benefits and draw-
backs of the collaborative UX tool concept.
Structure of the Thesis
This dissertation is the result of a comprehensive analysis of UX methods and cross-cultural con-
siderations in UX design. Preliminary results, obstacles, and industry partner collaborations in dif-
ferent stages of this overall work influenced the origin and completion of the publications. As a
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consequence, the structural order of this thesis differs from the chronological order of the individual
publications. In general, Chapter 1 introduces the theoretical background related to the fields of UX
and cultural research as well as cross-functional collaboration in UX. In addition, it presents the re-
search questions that this dissertation addresses. Chapter 2 summarizes the publications included in
this thesis, highlights their individual contributions, and clarifies how the authors of each publication
contributed to the respective final manuscript. Figure 1.4 illustrates the structural framework of the
publications that jointly form this cumulative thesis. Chapter 3 concludes this thesis and presents an
outlook for future work.
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Abstract
While the consideration of User Experience (UX) has be-
come embedded in research and design processes, UX
evaluation remains a challenging and strongly discussed
area for both researchers in academia and practitioners
in industry. A variety of different evaluation methods have
been developed or adapted from related fields, building on
identified methodology gaps. Although the importance of
mixed methods and data-driven approaches to get well-
founded study results of interactive systems has been em-
phasized numerous times, there is a lack of evolved un-
derstandings and recommendations of when and in which
ways to combine different methods, theories, and data re-
lated to the UX of interactive systems. The workshop aims
to gather experiences of user studies from UX profession-
als and academics to contribute to the knowledge of mixed
methods, theories, and data in UX evaluation. We will dis-
cuss individual experiences, best practices, risks and gaps,
and reveal correlations among triangulation strategies.
Author Keywords
User Experience; Evaluation; Mixed Methods; Triangulation
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Investigating Perceptions of Personalization
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Abstract. Technological products are increasingly equipped with data
collection and personalization mechanisms that allow them to adapt to
an individual user’s needs [4]. However, the value and perception of these
practices for users is still unclear. This field trip proposal investigates
users’ mental models of personalization as well as perceived benefits and
drawbacks using semi-structured interviews. The interviews make use of
the critical incident technique and drawing tasks. We expect that findings
from the field trip will result in rich understanding of the prospective
of a collectivist society on personalization and privacy. Results of the
field trip can, hence, be contrasted to the results of an equivalent study
conducted in Germany, an individualistic society. The overall goal of
our studies is to highlight differences in user needs of collectivist and
individualistic societies for researchers and practitioners who develop
highly personalized systems.
Keywords: Privacy · Personalization · Value-driven design
1 Introduction
As data collection and processing techniques improve, technological products are
increasingly equipped with personalization mechanisms that allow them to adapt
to an individual user’s needs [4]. One of the main purposes of personalization
and customization is to evoke or foster a feeling of individuality or “me-ness”,
which is especially important in individualistic and particularly Western soci-
eties [4,8]. However, the notions of individuality and privacy are perceived very
differently, and often in a negative light, in societies with a collectivist world
view [7], e.g. in the Arab Gulf [1], in Africa [3], or in India [2]. The goal of
this fieldtrip is to investigate users’ perceptions of benefits and drawbacks of
personalization in India. Currently, we are conducting an equivalent study in
Germany. The pre-study in Germany indicated differing mental models of per-
sonalization and varying privacy sensibility when using personalized products
or services. We, therefore, want to further investigate this relation. However,
to objectively address this research question, we want to understand privacy
concerns of personalization in both individualistic and collectivist countries.
c⃝ IFIP International Federation for Information Processing 2017
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Patterns of a Website Plug-In from Web
Analytics
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Abstract. Metrics for User Experience (UX) often involve traditional
usability aspects, such as task success, but also mental aspects, such as
interpretation and meaning. The actual experience of a user also highly
depends on personal characteristics, such as the social and cultural back-
ground. In this paper, we investigate the relation between users’ coun-
try of origin and their interaction patterns with an e-commerce website
plug-in. We used a quantitative web analytics approach based on six
UX-related metrics to evaluate the applicability of a quantitative UX
evaluation approach in an international context. In a 34 day study we
analyzed the usage patterns of 5.843 French, 2.760 German, and 5.548
Italian website visitors and found that they show significantly different
patterns. This indicates that website metrics are a suitable means for
cost-effective UX analysis on a large scale, which can provide valuable
starting points for a further in-depth analysis.
Keywords: User experience · Cross-cultural design · User tracking ·
Data logging · Interfaces · Globalization · Localization
1 Introduction
The theory of User Experience (UX) goes back to the consideration of pleasure
and emotions as part of a product’s characteristics. Early approaches emerged
from a user-centered design perspective, and the awareness of human factor
professionals that user satisfaction is insufficiently considered in the concept of
usability [26]. The consideration of pleasure and emotions was further increased
by the focus on the interplay between affect and cognition. Due to this enhanced
view on product design and development, aesthetics, pleasure, and usability
became a balanced triad in the HCI community [40].
Nowadays, the primary goal of UX designers and engineers often is to create
a pleasurable interaction between the user and the product that goes beyond tra-
ditional usability considerations [19]. It also has become common ground in the
HCI community that experiences are subjective in nature and highly dependent
c⃝ IFIP International Federation for Information Processing 2017
Published by Springer International Publishing AG 2017. All Rights Reserved
R. Bernhaupt et al. (Eds.): INTERACT 2017, Part III, LNCS 10515, pp. 142–159, 2017.
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ABSTRACT
Considering country-speci￿c preferences in user interface (UI) de-
sign is a time-consuming task. We present a case study with German
and Vietnamese users to explore how cultural theory can be ap-
plied in early design phases to support culturally sensitive design.
We present an analysis of cultural dimensions and a comparison
of German and Vietnamese question-and-answer (Q&A) websites.
Based on the derived insights, we developed two UI concepts of
a Q&A-website that di￿er in information architecture, navigation
structure, and visual presentation. The prototypes were assessed
with 14 German and 14 Vietnamese users in a think aloud setting.
We were able to draw a conclusion about our initial analysis and
the di￿ering evaluation of the participants from the two countries
due to their preferences regarding information retrieval, trust, and
error handling. Our analysis provides ￿rst insights into the applica-
bility of cultural theory in UI design but also opens up questions
for further research.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); • HCI design and evaluation methods → User stud-
ies;
KEYWORDS
User Interface Design, Cultural Dimensions, Culturally Sensitive
Design, Hofstede, Cross-Cultural Design, User Experience
ACM Reference Format:
Florian Lachner, Mai-Anh Nguyen, and Andreas Butz. 2018. Culturally
Sensitive User Interface Design: A Case Study with German and Vietnamese
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1 INTRODUCTION
Placing users’ needs at the center of the design process has been ac-
cepted as crucial to ensure commercial success and customer loyalty
for a long time [1, 64]. In addition, since the turn of the century, de-
sign teams and researchers are increasingly aware that users’ needs
do not only circle around a usable design but favour a pleasant
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Figure 1: Screenshots of the main page (left) and an exem-
plary sub-page (right) of our two prototype versions target-
ing high Power Distance cultures (top, Vietnamese version)
and low Power Distance cultures (bottom, German version).
Photos and partner logos were anonymized for this paper.
and emotional experience [72]. With an increasing focus on plea-
surable products and hedonic design attributes beyond traditional
usability aspects, user-centered design became more and more com-
plex. Particularly in our digital and widely connected online world,
where competing services are just a few clicks away, user interface
(UI) designers can no longer primarily concentrate on a clickable
and usable design but need to take further UI elements such as
visuals, content structure, information architecture, and more into
account (see Figure 1). It is not su￿cient anymore to understand er-
gonomic human factors in design. Instead, users’ evaluation of a UI
today depends on many further factors, such as the emotional state,
prior experiences, expectations, age, gender, and culture [69, 79].
Researchers and designers from both academia and industry use
diverse tools and methods, ranging from interviews and observa-
tions to questionnaires and data logging [7, 66, 69, 80, 93] to study,
understand, and consider these in￿uencing factors.
In general, design teams can observe and measure the impact
of di￿erent factors by a suitable study setup and choice of study
participants. The consideration of culture, however, usually requires
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ABSTRACT
Creating an empathic, holistic understanding of the user expe-
rience and communicating it within the design team is a con-
stant challenge in UX design projects. This paper explores the
potential of digital tools to support designers and researchers
in this task. We explored the needs of different stakeholders in
semi-structured interviews and hosted an ideation workshop
to generate design ideas for suitable software tools. Based on
the resulting insights and ideas, we implemented a first pro-
totype that balances individual feedback visualizations with
detailed user profiles, a user journey and a communication fea-
ture. The prototype was assessed in seven focus groups with a
total of 26 participants and with the AttrakDiff questionnaire.
We found out that the persona view, the user journey view
and the flexible filters of our prototype allowed designers to
gain a insightful picture of users’ experiences. Future work is
needed to better understand how digitally-mediated empathic
relationships evolve over the long term.
Author Keywords
User experience; evaluation; empathy; participatory design;
interdisciplinary teams
ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.m. Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI):
Miscellaneous
EMPATHY IN UX RESEARCH
"Understanding the user", or user research, has been widely
accepted as critical for good design by interaction designers
and researchers alike. Time- and labour-intensive research
methods, such as ethnography-inspired field work, diary stud-
ies, and cultural probes are arguably best suited to facilitate
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Figure 1. Mockup of our UX evaluation prototype showing two user
profiles including contact details to allow user-researcher interactions.
an empathic relationship between designers and participants,
often seen as the goal of user-centered design [56].
However, in the dilemma of staying within time and budget
and living up to their own standards of user research, design-
ers are often pushed towards cheaper and more practicable
methods. To use available resources effectively, they are more
and more relying on digital User Experience (UX) evaluation
tools that collect, store and/or analyze UX questionnaire, inter-
view, and logging data such as the commercial tools NVivo1
or Dedoose2. While these tools are a promising addition in
the UX tool kit, this paper aims to explore how such tools can
facilitate empathic relationships with users (e.g., see Figure 1).
Empathy has been described as vital to design practice [45,
52]. It "means that people are seen and understood from
where they stand, not as test subjects but as persons with feel-
ings" and it requires "personal contact and connection with the
1https://qsrinternational.com
2http://dedoose.com
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ABSTRACT
User Experience (UX) is increasingly being recognized as an
important factor for the commercial success of digital prod-
ucts. In fact, it has become a buzzword, which is interpreted
differently by different parties. This lack of common un-
derstanding inevitably leads to misunderstandings and inef-
ficiency in industrial practice. We therefore propose a quan-
tifiable way of describing User Experience (QUX). Based on
the analysis of 84 UX evaluation methods, a sample of UX
characteristics from literature, and 24 interviews with experts
from academia and practice, we propose a formalism and a
corresponding tool to measure, visualize, and communicate a
product’s UX within organizations. We showcase the benefits
of our approach by integrating it into the product development
processes of companies from three different industries.
Author Keywords
User experience; evaluation; interdisciplinary teams
ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.m. Information Interfaces and Presentation: Miscella-
neous
INTRODUCTION
With increasing maturity of an industry, usability is more and
more taken for granted [55]. Pleasurable and hedonic prod-
uct attributes are at least as important as pragmatic product
attributes for commercial success and customer loyalty [2, 6].
Hence, it is not surprising that the concept of User Experience
(UX) is widely discussed within the Human-Computer Inter-
action (HCI) community, among both academics and industry
practitioners. Still, UX has remained a buzzword that is much
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Figure 1. Quantified UX evaluation tool (radar diagram represents ex-
emplary outcome for one industry partner after implementation).
rather used as a collective term for investigating the quality-
in-use of interactive products [21, 38]. Furthermore, there is
a variety of additional stakeholders with diverse perspectives
involved in the creation of a product’s UX [2, 25].
In this paper, we present the development of a tool that aims
to support a common organizational understanding of a prod-
uct’s UX and the selection of further in-depth UX evaluations
(see Figure 1). Against this background, it is crucial to un-
derstand the role that UX plays in the process of product de-
velopment. Traditionally, a company’s product development
has been structured as follows. First, user researchers and
psychologists identify user needs and UX objectives. Second,
designers and engineers translate these goals into product fea-
tures and their design characteristics. Third, experts in mar-
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ABSTRACT
User experience (UX) evaluation is a growing field with di-
verse approaches. To understand the development since previ-
ous meta-review efforts, we conducted a state-of-the-art review
of UX evaluation techniques with special attention to the tri-
angulation between methods. We systematically selected and
analyzed 100 papers from recent years and while we found
an increase of relevant UX studies, we also saw a remaining
overlap with pure usability evaluations. Positive trends include
an increasing percentage of field rather than lab studies and a
tendency to combine several methods in UX studies. Triangu-
lation was applied in more than two thirds of the studies, and
the most common method combination was questionnaires
and interviews. Based on our analysis, we derive common
patterns for triangulation in UX evaluation efforts. A critical
discussion about existing approaches should help to obtain
stronger results, especially when evaluating new technologies.
CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing ! User studies; Empirical
studies in HCI; HCI theory, concepts and models;
Author Keywords
User experience; UX; evaluation; triangulation; mixed
methods; review; meta-analysis
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INTRODUCTION
User experience (UX) has attracted increasing interest in re-
cent years. One comparable indicator, at least for academia, is
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Figure 1. Commonly applied methods and triangulation strategies found
in our literature study. The size of the nodes (methods) and links (com-
binations) is proportional to the number of occurrences.
the number of papers published. In Google Scholar, for exam-
ple, the search term “user experience” roughly returns 20,800
results for the publication year 2010, increasing to more than
32,500 for the year 2016 (+56% in total). While UX considera-
tions have become embedded in research and design processes,
they still remain a challenging and strongly discussed area for
both researchers in academia and practitioners in industry.
The focus of UX, for example defined as “A person’s per-
ceptions and responses that result from the use or anticipated
use of a product, system or service” [21], has shifted from
simply acknowledging usability and performance aspects of
interactive products, towards the emotional, hedonic aspects of
interaction. Reaching beyond usability, UX has been extended
to incorporate hedonic qualities such as aesthetics, stimula-
tion and identification [37]. UX also is a dynamic concept
influenced by contextual aspects, such as place, social and tem-
poral aspects of use as well as the users’ specific emotional
states [47, 23]. It is thus clear that UX offers a much more
holistic and dynamic take on interaction with products than
pure usability.
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Figure 1.4: Chronological correlation (x-axis) and thematic coherence (y-axis) of this disseration includ-
ing the structural relationships of the original contributing publications.
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Increasing technological sophistication in many countries of the world
and the resulting larger world trade implies greater need to pay attention
to international aspects.
J. Nielsen, Designing User Interfaces for International Use, 1990
After introducing the research questions, theoretical basis, and structure of this thesis in the previous
Chapter, I proceed by outlining the individual results and contributions of all publications of this
dissertation from section 1.4. Therefore, accompanied by a preview of the first page, I summarize all
publications and explain the particular contributions beyond the abstracts of the original papers. As all
publications were the result of collaborative projects with colleagues, students and/or my supervisor,
I refer to the scientific “We” throughout the sections of this chapter. In addition, I juxtapose my
personal contribution to the publication of the original manuscripts and the contributions of others.
Table 2.1 presents an overview and summarizes the outcomes of all publications to provide the reader
with a better guidance for further in-depth studies.
RQ Section Publication Title and Publishing Venue Type Method(s) Primary Outcome
RQ1 2.1 [P6] “A Bermuda Triangle? - A Review of
Method Application and Triangulation in
User Experience Evaluation” in CHI ’18
Full Paper
(16 pages)
Literature Review
(N=100)
Analysis of the current state
of research of UX evaluation
methods
[P5] “Triangulation in UX Studies: Learning
from Experience” in DIS ’17
Workshop
(4 pages)
Theoretical Analysis Workshop procedure,
methods, and goals
RQ2 2.2 [P1] “UX Metrics: Deriving Country-Specific
Usage Patterns of a Website Plug-In from
Web Analytics” in INTERACT ’17
Full Paper
(18 pages)
34 days Log Analysis
(N=14,151)
Development of UX
metrics for large-scaled
website tracking
[P7] “Investigating Perceptions of Personaliza-
tion and Privacy in India” in INTERACT ’17
Field Trip
(4 pages)
Theoretical Analysis Field Trip procedure,
methods, and logistics
[P8] “Privacy and Personalization: The Story of a
Cross-Cultural Field Study” in ACM
INTERACTIONS
Magazine
Article
(4 pages)
Interviews, Drawing
Task, Observation
(N=16)
Learnings for ethnographic
field research in India
[P3] “Culturally Sensitive User Interface Design:
A Case Study with German and Vietnamese
Users” in AfriCHI ’18
Full Paper
(12 pages)
Prototype Design and
Evaluation (N=28)
Insights into the applicability
of cultural theory in UI
design
RQ3 2.3 [P2] “Quantified UX: Towards a Common
Organizational Understanding of User
Experience” in NordiCHI ’16
Full Paper
(10 pages)
Interviews (N=24),
Concept Evaluation
(N=3)
Development of QUX, a UX
measurement tool for
interdisciplinary teams
[P4] “Nurturing Empathy between UX Design
Teams and Users in Digitally-Mediated User
Research” in NordiCHI ’18
Full Paper
(13 pages)
Prototype Design and
Evaluation (N=26)
Design opportunities for
empathic relationships with
users through digital tools
Table 2.1: Overview of the publications as well as their methods and outcomes.
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2.1 A Review of Method Application in UX Evaluation
[P6] and [P5] represent the first publications of this dissertation and serve as an analysis of related
work regarding UX methods. Whereas [P6] introduces a full overview of established UX evaluation
methods, [P5] reports an associated workshop where initial results of [P6] have been jointly discussed
with further researchers for the final analysis. Altogether, [P5] and [P6] address RQ1:
RQ1: “How is user experience evaluated in empirical HCI studies?”
[P6] A Bermuda Triangle? - A Review of Method Application and Triangulation in User
Experience Evaluation
A Bermuda Triangle? - A Review of Method Application and
Triangulation in User Experience Evaluation
Ingrid Pettersson*
Volvo Cars and Chalmers
University of Technology
Göteborg, Sweden
ingrid.pettersson@volvocars.com
Florian Lachner*
LMU Munich
Media Informatics Group
Munich, Germany
florian.lachner@ifi.lmu.de
Anna-Katharina Frison*
Technische Hochschule
Ingolstadt and Johannes
Kepler University Linz
anna-katharina.frison@thi.de
Andreas Riener
Technische Hochschule
Ingolstadt and Johannes
Kepler University Linz
ansreas.riener@thi.de
Andreas Butz
LMU Munich
Media Informatics Group
Munich, Germany
butz@ifi.lmu.de
ABSTRACT
User experience (UX) evaluation is a growing field with di-
verse approaches. To understand the development since previ-
ous meta-review efforts, we conducted a state-of-the-art review
of UX evaluation techniques with special attention to the tri-
angulation between methods. We systematically selected and
analyzed 100 papers from recent years and while we found
an increase of relevant UX studies, we also saw a remaining
overlap with pure usability evaluations. Positive trends include
an increasing percentage of field rather than lab studies and a
tendency to combine several methods in UX studies. Triangu-
lation was applied in more than two thirds of the studies, and
the most common method combination was questionnaires
and interviews. Based on our analysis, we derive common
patterns for triangulation in UX evaluation efforts. A critical
discussion about existing approaches should help to obtain
stronger results, especially when evaluating new technologies.
CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing ! User studies; Empirical
studies in HCI; HCI theory, concepts and models;
Author Keywords
User experience; UX; evaluation; triangulation; mixed
methods; review; meta-analysis
* First three authors contributed equally
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Figure 1. Commonly applied methods and triangulation strategies found
in our literature study. The size of the nodes (methods) and links (com-
binations) is proportional to the number of occurrences.
the number of papers published. In Google Scholar, for exam-
ple, the search term “user experience” roughly returns 20,800
results for the publication year 2010, increasing to more than
32,500 for the year 2016 (+56% in total). While UX considera-
tions have become embedded in research and design processes,
they still remain a challenging and strongly discussed area for
both researchers in academia and practitioners in industry.
The focus of UX, for example defined as “A person’s per-
ceptions and responses that result from the use or anticipated
use of a product, system or service” [21], has shifted from
simply acknowledging usability and performance aspects of
interactive products, towards the emotional, hedonic aspects of
interaction. Reaching beyond usability, UX has been extended
to incorporate hedonic qualities such as aesthetics, stimula-
tion and identification [37]. UX also is a dynamic concept
influenced by contextual aspects, such as place, social and tem-
poral aspects of use as well as the users’ specific emotional
states [47, 23]. It is thus clear that UX offers a much more
holistic and dynamic take on interaction with products than
pure usability.
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Summary: This paper presents a state-of-the-art analysis of UX
evaluation methods in academic publications. We conducted a
systematic literature review with 100 full papers from well-known
HCI conferences and journals. In this analysis, we specifically
focused on the analysis of UX method combination, i.e., method
triangulation. The motivation for this paper emerged from a re-
flection of previous work in the field of UX methods that studies
the application of UX methods in general, but does not discuss
the reasonings for explicit and implicit method triangulation. The
qualitative review revealed eight patterns for UX method triangu-
lation. As the idea of and the collaboration for this paper emerged
around the half-way point of this dissertation, the chronologically
first papers in this document do not refer to the results of this pa-
per. However, this work guided the overall topic of this disserta-
tion based on the discussion about quantitative and qualitative data in UX.
Author contributions: Ingrid Pettersson, Anna-Katharina Frison and I contributed equally to this
publication. We came up with the research strategy and jointly conducted the whole literature review.
I mainly contributed to the identification of the triangulation patterns. Andreas Riener and Andreas
Butz supervised the project and revised the paper for conciseness and readability.
[P5] Triangulation in UX Studies: Learning from Experience
Triangulation in UX Studies: Learning
from Experience
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Andreas Riener
University of Applied Sciences
Ingolstadt (THI),
Germany
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Anna-Katharina Frison
University of Applied Sciences
Ingolstadt (THI),
Germany
anna-katharina.frison@thi.de
Jesper Nolhage
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jesper.nolhage@
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DIS’17 Companion, June 10-14, 2017, Edinburgh, United Kingdom
ACM 978-1-4503-4991-8/17/06.
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Abstract
While the consideration of User Experience (UX) has be-
come embedded in research and design processes, UX
evaluation remains a challenging and strongly discussed
area for both researchers in academia and practitioners
in industry. A variety of different evaluation methods have
been developed or adapted from related fields, building on
identified methodology gaps. Although the importance of
mixed methods and data-driven approaches to get well-
founded study results of interactive systems has been em-
phasized numerous times, there is a lack of evolved un-
derstandings and recommendations of when and in which
ways to combine different methods, theories, and data re-
lated to the UX of interactive systems. The workshop aims
to gather experiences of user studies from UX profession-
als and academics to contribute to the knowledge of mixed
methods, theories, and data in UX evaluation. We will dis-
cuss individual experiences, best practices, risks and gaps,
and reveal correlations among triangulation strategies.
Author Keywords
User Experience; Evaluation; Mixed Methods; Triangulation
ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI)]:
Evaluation/methodology
Workshop Summaries DIS 2017, June 10–14, 2017, Edinburgh, UK
341
Summary: This publication represents a workshop summary that
was developed to discuss initial results of [P6] with experts from
both academia and industry. In addition, we wanted to get further
insights about the motivation for mixed methods and data-driven
approaches in UX from various UX professionals.
Author contributions: I contributed to the concept development
and the realization of the workshop. Ingrid Pettersson and Anna-
Katharina Frison came up with the idea and were the leading au-
thors of the publication. Jesper Nolhage and Andreas Riener re-
vised the paper for conciseness and readability.
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2.2 Case Studies for Culturally Sensitive UX Design
To triangulate different culturally sensitive UX approaches for user research, this dissertation is based
on the differentiation by Battarbee & Koskinen [11]. In particular, the next sections present three case
studies following a measuring approach based on [P1] (Section 2.2.1), an empathic approach based
on [P7] and [P8] (Section 2.2.2), and a pragmatist approach based on [P3] (Section 2.2.3). All
publications [P1, P7, P8, P3] jointly address RQ2:
RQ2: “How can we consider cultural characteristics in UX research?”
As part of this dissertation, the focus of each case study lies on the applied method(s). As a conse-
quence, the fields of application differ for each case study. In addition, due to inherent constraints and
challenges of cultural research, each case study focuses on the analysis of user feedback from dif-
ferent cultural regions (see also Section 2.2.4). Against the background of the results from RQ1 and
current efforts in cross-cultural UX, the overall goal is to derive a better understanding how different
approaches can be best applied for UX research in cross-cultural contexts.
2.2.1 Measuring Approach
Originally, Battarbee & Koskinen [11] decribe measuring approaches in UX as methodologies that
focus on quantifying emotional responses. For this thesis, I want to expand this concept using large-
scale behavioral data to measure UX. [P1] demonstrates how metrics based on large-scale behavioral
data of a website plug-in can support a culturally sensitive design process.
[P1] UX Metrics: Deriving Country-Specific Usage Patterns of a Website Plug-In from
Web Analytics
UX Metrics: Deriving Country-Specific Usage
Patterns of a Website Plug-In from Web
Analytics
Florian Lachner(B), Florian Fincke, and Andreas Butz
LMU Munich, Human-Computer Interaction Group,
Amalienstr. 17, 80333 Munich, Germany
{florian.lachner,butz}@ifi.lmu.de, florian.fincke@campus.lmu.de
Abstract. Metrics for User Experience (UX) often involve traditional
usability aspects, such as task success, but also mental aspects, such as
interpretation and meaning. The actual experience of a user also highly
depends on personal characteristics, such as the social and cultural back-
ground. In this paper, we investigate the relation between users’ coun-
try of origin and their interaction patterns with an e-commerce website
plug-in. We used a quantitative web analytics approach based on six
UX-related metrics to evaluate the applicability of a quantitative UX
evaluation approach in an international context. In a 34 day study we
analyzed the usage patterns of 5.843 French, 2.760 German, and 5.548
Italian website visitors and found that they show significantly different
patterns. This indicates that website metrics are a suitable means for
cost-effective UX analysis on a large scale, which can provide valuable
starting points for a further in-depth analysis.
Keywords: User experience · Cross-cultural design · User tracking ·
Data logging · Interfaces · Globalization · Localization
1 Introduction
The theory of User Experience (UX) goes back to the consideration of pleasure
and emotions as part of a product’s characteristics. Early approaches emerged
from a user-centered design perspective, and the awareness of human factor
professionals that user satisfaction is insufficiently considered in the concept of
usability [26]. The consideration of pleasure and emotions was further increased
by the focus on the interplay between affect and cognition. Due to this enhanced
view on product design and development, aesthetics, pleasure, and usability
became a balanced triad in the HCI community [40].
Nowadays, the primary goal of UX designers and engineers often is to create
a pleasurable interaction between the user and the product that goes beyond tra-
ditional usability considerations [19]. It also has become common ground in the
HCI community that experiences are subjective in nature and highly dependent
c⃝ IFIP International Federation for Information Processing 2017
Published by Springer International Publishing AG 2017. All Rights Reserved
R. Bernhaupt et al. (Eds.): INTERACT 2017, Part III, LNCS 10515, pp. 142–159, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-67687-6 11
Summary: In this paper, we pursued a quantitative web analytics
approach to investigate how pre-defined UX metrics based on log
data can help to derive and communicate country-specific usage
patterns. The project was motivated as existing literature argues
that quantitative behavioral data represents a cost-effective strat-
egy for UX evaluation in addition to established qualitative UX
approaches. In collaboration with a partner company, we imple-
mented a plug-in in an e-commerce website that allowed us to
track click data from users from different countries. During a 34
day study, we collected and analyzed usage data of 5.843 French,
2.760 German, and 5.548 Italian users. In our study, we realized
that our UX metrics were helpful to derive marginal yet signifi-
cantly different usage patterns of users from the investigated coun-
tries. We hope to see more insights in the field of quantitative UX
evaluation in the future since computing power will allow for an
increasingly better analysis of large-scale behavioral data.
Author contributions: I came up with the idea of UX metrics and supervised the technical imple-
mentation and data collection. Further, I was responsible for the data analysis and was the leading
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author of the publication. Florian Fincke acquired the industry partner, implemented the website
plug-in and was responsible for the data collection and data preparation. Andreas Butz supervised
the project and revised the paper for conciseness and readability.
2.2.2 Empathic Approach
Two publications belonging together pursue an empathic approach and primarily focus on qualitative
ethnographic methods. [P7] describes the concept and setup of a field trip in Mumbai, India, to
study a distinct sub-concept of UX, i.e., personalization and privacy. [P8] presents the results and
insights of the conducted field trip as well as a general reflection. This approach comes closest to the
aforementioned concept of postcolonial computing according to Irani et al. [43] in Chapter 1.2.
[P7] Investigating Perceptions of Personalization and Privacy in India
Investigating Perceptions of Personalization
and Privacy in India
Hanna Schneider(B), Ceenu George, Malin Eiband, and Florian Lachner
LMU Munich, Munich, Germany
hanna.schneider@ifi.lmu.de
Abstract. Technological products are increasingly equipped with data
collection and personalization mechanisms that allow them to adapt to
an individual user’s needs [4]. However, the value and perception of these
practices for users is still unclear. This field trip proposal investigates
users’ mental models of personalization as well as perceived benefits and
drawbacks using semi-structured interviews. The interviews make use of
the critical incident technique and drawing tasks. We expect that findings
from the field trip will result in rich understanding of the prospective
of a collectivist society on personalization and privacy. Results of the
field trip can, hence, be contrasted to the results of an equivalent study
conducted in Germany, an individualistic society. The overall goal of
our studies is to highlight differences in user needs of collectivist and
individualistic societies for researchers and practitioners who develop
highly personalized systems.
Keywords: Privacy · Personalization · Value-driven design
1 Introduction
As data collection and processing techniques improve, technological products are
increasingly equipped with personalization mechanisms that allow them to adapt
to an individual user’s needs [4]. One of the main purposes of personalization
and customization is to evoke or foster a feeling of individuality or “me-ness”,
which is especially important in individualistic and particularly Western soci-
eties [4,8]. However, the notions of individuality and privacy are perceived very
differently, and often in a negative light, in societies with a collectivist world
view [7], e.g. in the Arab Gulf [1], in Africa [3], or in India [2]. The goal of
this fieldtrip is to investigate users’ perceptions of benefits and drawbacks of
personalization in India. Currently, we are conducting an equivalent study in
Germany. The pre-study in Germany indicated differing mental models of per-
sonalization and varying privacy sensibility when using personalized products
or services. We, therefore, want to further investigate this relation. However,
to objectively address this research question, we want to understand privacy
concerns of personalization in both individualistic and collectivist countries.
c⃝ IFIP International Federation for Information Processing 2017
Published by Springer International Publishing AG 2017. All Rights Reserved
R. Bernhaupt et al. (Eds.): INTERACT 2017, Part IV, LNCS 10516, pp. 488–491, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-68059-0 57
Summary: With increasing possibilities to collect and analyze
user data while interacting with a digital product, researchers
and practitioners from academia and industry need to investigate
both benefits and drawbacks of potential product optimizations
that such continuous data tracking enables. Whereas, on the one
hand, the analysis of usage data allows to develop individual per-
sonalization mechanisms to ultimately increase a product’s UX,
constant data tracking mechanisms, on the other hand, can raise
critical privacy issues. In this paper, we outline the motivation
and project plan including logistics and methods, namely semi-
structured intervies, critical incident technique, and a drawing
task, for a field trip in Mumbai, India, to investigate the percep-
tion of privacy and personalization in a collectivist country. The
field trip proposal was motivated through a previously conducted
similar study in Germany, an individualistic country, and eventu-
ally conducted as part of the conference INTERACT 2017. Field
trips represented a new opportunity as part of the venue’s call for participation. The conference or-
ganizers supported all field trip hosts in logistics and the acquisition of participants for the interview
study. We saw this as a great opportunity to conduct ethnographic on-site research in an unkown
environment yet ensuring ethical conduct.
Author contributions: I contributed to the theoretical background related to cultural theory and
implemented suggested changes from the editors for the final version. In addition, I contributed to
the advertisement and call for participation of the field trip. Hanna Schneider came up with the
research idea and led the authoring of the publication. Ceenu George and Malin Eiband provided
feedback and supported writing the manuscript.
[P8] Privacy and Personalization: The Story of a Cross-cultural Field Study
Summary: This article summarizes the results and experiences of the previously described field trip
in Mumbai, India, in September 2017. The overall goal of this publication is to share our insights and
experiences about the implementation of the field trip and our general results. We pursued a story-
telling approach to better explain the different stages of the field trip planning and implementation.
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HOW IT ALL STARTED 
December 2016,  
10 months before the field trip
Our identities are complemented by a 
virtual counterpart, consisting of 
diverse social network profiles and a 
data footprint most of us leave when we 
are online. This accumulation of 
personal information is used to tailor the 
content or functionality of Web pages to 
our preferences, interests, knowledge, 
and other personal traits. The concept 
behind this adaptation, or 
personalization, is simple: Messages, 
objects, and experiences that we 
attribute to our self affirm our identity 
and differentiate us from others. As a 
In September 2017, we had the chance 
to conduct a two-day field trip in 
Mumbai, India. This field trip provided 
us with a fresh perspective, inspiration, 
and great human encounters. With 
this article, we aim to provide insights 
and motivation, as well as details 
on planning and conducting an 
intercultural field trip for researchers 
considering a similar endeavor. We 
recount our experiences from the 
perspectives of both German and Indian 
participants, from the initial idea to 
planning and conducting the field trip in 
collaboration with locals. We also share 
our lessons and recommendations.
Insights
 → In collaborative field 
research, very different 
perspectives might meet 
and challenge each other.
 → It takes close listening, 
open-mindedness, 
good preparation, and 
improvisation to set up a 
field trip in an unfamiliar 
context. Close collaboration 
with locals is invaluable. 
 → Despite all preparation,  
be ready for surprises—
and welcome them.
PRIVACY AND 
PERSONALIZATION: 
THE STORY OF A  
CROSS-CULTURAL  
FIELD STUDY 
Hanna Schneider, LMU Munich
Florian Lachner, LMU Munich
Malin Eiband, LMU Munich
Ceenu George, LMU Munich
Purvish Shah, IIT Guwahati
Chinmay Parab, Microsoft Research
Anjali Kukreja, HealthKart
Heinrich Hussmann, LMU Munich
Andreas Butz, LMU Munich
SPECI A L TOPIC
In total, ten researchers and pracititioners from Germany, India,
the USA, and the UK joined the two-day field trip. We have split
the group in smaller teams and conducted 16 interviews altogether.
We found out that the Indian participants had fewer concerns to
provide personal data than German participants in an earlier study.
Besides insights about the perception of benefits and drawbacks
related to privacy and personalization in India, we made enriching
experiences outside of our comfort zone and well-known research
environment with a culturally diverse research team.
Author contributions: Together with Hanna Schneider, I
planned, organized, and conducted the field trip. In addition,
I contributed to the theoretical background of the publication.
Hanna Schneider contributed significantly to the implementation
of the field trip and was the leading author of the article. All field
trip participants supported the data collection, the remaining au-
thors contributed their perspectives to the resulting publication.
2.2.3 Pragmatist Approach
One publication follows a pragmatist approach, deriving cultural design characteristics primarily from
cutural theory. [P3] explores how cultural theory can be used to identify elements that are critical for
cross-cultural research. In this chronologically last publication, the term culturally sensitive design
was put in concrete terms (see [P3], page 2), although I initially used it in [P1] on page 14.
[P3] Culturally Sensitive User Interface Design: A Case Study with German and Viet-
namese Users
Culturally Sensitive User Interface Design: A Case Study with
German and Vietnamese Users
Florian Lachner
LMU Munich
Munich, Germany
￿orian.lachner@i￿.lmu.de
Mai-Anh Nguyen
LMU Munich
Munich, Germany
mai.anh.nguyen@campus.lmu.de
Andreas Butz
LMU Munich
Munich, Germany
butz@i￿.lmu.de
ABSTRACT
Considering country-speci￿c preferences in user interface (UI) de-
sign is a time-consuming task. We present a case study with German
and Vietnamese users to explore how cultural theory can be ap-
plied in early design phases to support culturally sensitive design.
We present an analysis of cultural dimensions and a comparison
of German and Vietnamese question-and-answer (Q&A) websites.
Based on the derived insights, we developed two UI concepts of
a Q&A-website that di￿er in information architecture, navigation
structure, and visual presentation. The prototypes were assessed
with 14 German and 14 Vietnamese users in a think aloud setting.
We were able to draw a conclusion about our initial analysis and
the di￿ering evaluation of the participants from the two countries
due to their preferences regarding information retrieval, trust, and
error handling. Our analysis provides ￿rst insights into the applica-
bility of cultural theory in UI design but also opens up questions
for further research.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); • HCI design and evaluation methods → User stud-
ies;
KEYWORDS
User Interface Design, Cultural Dimensions, Culturally Sensitive
Design, Hofstede, Cross-Cultural Design, User Experience
ACM Reference Format:
Florian Lachner, Mai-Anh Nguyen, and Andreas Butz. 2018. Culturally
Sensitive User Interface Design: A Case Study with German and Vietnamese
Users. In 2nd African Conference for Human Computer Interaction (AfriCHI
’18), December 3–7, 2018, Windhoek, Namibia. ACM, New York, NY, USA,
12 pages. https://doi.org/10.1145/3283458.3283459
1 INTRODUCTION
Placing users’ needs at the center of the design process has been ac-
cepted as crucial to ensure commercial success and customer loyalty
for a long time [1, 64]. In addition, since the turn of the century, de-
sign teams and researchers are increasingly aware that users’ needs
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or
classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed
for pro￿t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation
on the ￿rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the
author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci￿c permission
and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org.
AfriCHI ’18, December 3–7, 2018, Windhoek, Namibia
© 2018 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). Publication rights licensed to ACM.
ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-6558-1/18/12. . . $15.00
https://doi.org/10.1145/3283458.3283459
Figure 1: Screenshots of the main page (left) and an exem-
plary sub-page (right) of our two prototype versions target-
ing high Power Distance cultures (top, Vietnamese version)
and low Power Distance cultures (bottom, German version).
Photos and partner logos were anonymized for this paper.
do not only circle around a usable design but favour a pleasant
and emotional experience [72]. With an increasing focus on plea-
surable products and hedonic design attributes beyond traditional
usability aspects, user-centered design became more and more com-
plex. Particularly in our digital and widely connected online world,
where competing services are just a few clicks away, user interface
(UI) designers can no longer primarily concentrate on a clickable
and usable design but need to take further UI elements such as
visuals, content structure, information architecture, and more into
account (see Figure 1). It is not su￿cient anymore to understand er-
gonomic human factors in design. Instead, users’ evaluation of a UI
today depends on many further factors, such as the emotional state,
prior experiences, expectations, age, gender, and culture [69, 79].
Researchers and designers from both academia and industry use
diverse tools and methods, ranging from interviews and observa-
tions to questionnaires and data logging [7, 66, 69, 80, 93] to study,
understand, and consider these in￿uencing factors.
In general, design teams can observe and measure the impact
of di￿erent factors by a suitable study setup and choice of study
Summary: Considering cultural differences in design is a time
consuming task. As a consequence, more and more researchers
rely on cultural theory to anticipate and explain cultural differ-
ences in design. In this paper, we present a case study with Ger-
man and Vietnamese participants that provided feedback for two
question-and-answer website prototypes. The differing design el-
ements were derived from an analysis of cultural dimensions ac-
cording to Hofstede [39]. Based on our analysis of cultural dimen-
sions we were able to anticipate differing preferences of German
and Vietnamese particpants regarding information retrieval, trust,
and error handling. Finally, we reflect about our approach and dis-
cuss general critique and challenges of applying cultural dimen-
sions. Our overall goal was to reveal insights into the applicability
of cultural dimensions in UX design.
Author contributions: I came up with the research idea, acquired the collaboration partner, super-
vised the technical implementation, contributed to the user study and was the leading author of the
publication. Mai-Anh Ngyuen significantly contributed to the user study and implemented the proto-
types. Andreas Butz supervised the project and revised the paper for conciseness and readability.
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2.2.4 Constraints and Limitations
At the core of this dissertation, my co-authors and I showcased the applicability of different ap-
proaches for culturally sensitive design in the previous sections. We took several decisions to properly
address RQ2 from diverse perspectives, yet keep the study complexity across the different studies at
a manageable level. However, every decision comes at the cost of neglecting differing conditions for
the moment and possibly further research insights.
Methods: For each case study, we have selected a distinct set of methods, namely log analysis for
the measuring approach [P1], semi-structured interviews, a drawing task, and observation for the
empathic approach [P7, P8], and the analysis of cultural dimensions for the pragmatist approach
[P3]. We acknowledge that different methods might have yielded varying results, hence influenced
the overall assessment. At the same time, we ensured to apply the most common research methods
for each approach based on a comprehensive analysis of the state of research in each project.
Participants: We recruited all study participants with the help of our collaboration partners and our
personal network, i.e., mailing lists. As a consequence, participants with different cultural and dif-
ferent personal backgrounds joined our user studies. Further, it was not possible to receive feedback
from the same participants for all three case study approaches. As other study participants might have
provided differing feedback, our general country-specific design insights cannot be blindly general-
ized or transferred to other countries without further analysis. For this dissertation, however, the main
interest lies in evaluating the applicability of the three distinct design approachs and methodologies
beyond the mere comparison of country-specific design insights.
Application areas: To embed each case study in an authentic research setting and to gather real world
data, we collaborated with different partners in every research stage. Applying different approaches
for the same product and application area might be best suitable to juxtapose benefits and drawbacks
of different methods, however, time, budget, and project scope constraints did not allow to work
together with the same partner for all projects. We see great potential in this context to identify more
insights for UX methods in cross-cultural contexts for industrial practice.
Study settings: In our case studies, we did not investigate the influence of further aspects, such
as environmental conditions, hardware/device setups, or varying durations of the study, that might
have had an impact on the participants evaluations and on the implementation of the methods. Such
investigations will help to further study the suitability of the different research and design approaches.
Researchers: The insights of the case study are the results of collaborations with different contrib-
utors. Besides not being able to jointly discuss general differences in the application of the different
approaches, i.e., measuring (see [P1]), empathic (see [P7] and [P8]), and pragmatist approach (see
[P3]), all contributors naturally analyzed the results based on their personal cultural background. In
future studies, the influence of the researchers’ cultural backgrounds on method application needs to
be studied in more detail.
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2.3 Tools for Cross-Functional UX Teams
[P2] and [P3] round off this dissertation with the presentation of two concepts for digital UX tools
that support cross-functional UX teams to measure, visualize, and communicate UX feedback. The
publications collectively address RQ3:
RQ3: “How can digital tools support cross-functional UX teams?”
[P2] Quantified UX: Towards a Common Organizational Understanding of UX
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ABSTRACT
User Experience (UX) is increasingly being recognized as an
important factor for the commercial success of digital prod-
ucts. In fact, it has become a buzzword, which is interpreted
differently by different parties. This lack of common un-
derstanding inevitably leads to misunderstandings and inef-
ficiency in industrial practice. We therefore propose a quan-
tifiable way of describing User Experience (QUX). Based on
the analysis of 84 UX evaluation methods, a sample of UX
characteristics from literature, and 24 interviews with experts
from academia and practice, we propose a formalism and a
corresponding tool to measure, visualize, and communicate a
product’s UX within organizations. We showcase the benefits
of our approach by integrating it into the product development
processes of companies from three different industries.
Author Keywords
User experience; evaluation; interdisciplinary teams
ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.m. Information Interfaces and Presentation: Miscella-
neous
INTRODUCTION
With increasing maturity of an industry, usability is more and
more taken for granted [55]. Pleasurable and hedonic prod-
uct attributes are at least as important as pragmatic product
attributes for commercial success and customer loyalty [2, 6].
Hence, it is not surprising that the concept of User Experience
(UX) is widely discussed within the Human-Computer Inter-
action (HCI) community, among both academics and industry
practitioners. Still, UX has remained a buzzword that is much
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Figure 1. Quantified UX evaluation tool (radar diagram represents ex-
emplary outcome for one industry partner after implementation).
rather used as a collective term for investigating the quality-
in-use of interactive products [21, 38]. Furthermore, there is
a variety of additional stakeholders with diverse perspectives
involved in the creation of a product’s UX [2, 25].
In this paper, we present the development of a tool that aims
to support a common organizational understanding of a prod-
uct’s UX and the selection of further in-depth UX evaluations
(see Figure 1). Against this background, it is crucial to un-
derstand the role that UX plays in the process of product de-
velopment. Traditionally, a company’s product development
has been structured as follows. First, user researchers and
psychologists identify user needs and UX objectives. Second,
designers and engineers translate these goals into product fea-
tures and their design characteristics. Third, experts in mar-
Summary: Stakeholders in traditional design teams traditionally
worked separated from each other to identify user needs, develop
a product concept, and eventually market a product. In contrast,
cross-functional teams, nowadays, work more and more together
along different development stages. However, established UX
methods lack the capability to satisfactorily communicate a prod-
uct’s overall UX in interdisciplinary design teams. In this paper,
we describe the conceptualization of the UX measurement tool
“QUX” (i.e., Quantified UX) that aims to help organizations to
measure and communicate a product’s UX across different disci-
plines based on 24 expert interviews. Finally, we test the concept
with partner companies from three different industries. We saw
that QUX supports prioritization of user research tasks, allows for
benchmarking, and facilitates communication in teams.
Author contributions: I was the leading author of this publication. Philipp Nägelein contributed
significantly and led the concept evaluation, Robert Kowalski designed the figure on the first page.
Martin Spann and Andreas Butz revised the paper for conciseness and readability.
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ABSTRACT
Creating an empathic, holistic understanding of the user expe-
rience and communicating it within the design team is a con-
stant challenge in UX design projects. This paper explores the
potential of digital tools to support designers and researchers
in this task. We explored the needs of different stakeholders in
semi-structured interviews and hosted an ideation workshop
to generate design ideas for suitable software tools. Based on
the resulting insights and ideas, we implemented a first pro-
totype that balances individual feedback visualizations with
detailed user profiles, a user journey and a communication fea-
ture. The prototype was assessed in seven focus groups with a
total of 26 participants and with the AttrakDiff questionnaire.
We found out that the persona view, the user journey view
and the flexible filters of our prototype allowed designers to
gain a insightful picture of users’ experiences. Future work is
needed to better understand how digitally-mediated empathic
relationships evolve over the long term.
Author Keywords
User experience; evaluation; empathy; participatory design;
interdisciplinary teams
ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.m. Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI):
Miscellaneous
EMPATHY IN UX RESEARCH
"Understanding the user", or user research, has been widely
accepted as critical for good design by interaction designers
and researchers alike. Time- and labour-intensive research
methods, such as ethnography-inspired field work, diary stud-
ies, and cultural probes are arguably best suited to facilitate
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Figure 1. Mockup of our UX evaluation prototype showing two user
profiles including contact details to allow user-researcher interactions.
an empathic relationship between designers and participants,
often seen as the goal of user-centered design [56].
However, in the dilemma of staying within time and budget
and living up to their own standards of user research, design-
ers are often pushed towards cheaper and more practicable
methods. To use available resources effectively, they are more
and more relying on digital User Experience (UX) evaluation
tools that collect, store and/or analyze UX questionnaire, inter-
view, and logging data such as the commercial tools NVivo1
or Dedoose2. While these tools are a promising addition in
the UX tool kit, this paper aims to explore how such tools can
facilitate empathic relationships with users (e.g., see Figure 1).
Empathy has been described as vital to design practice [45,
52]. It "means that people are seen and understood from
where they stand, not as test subjects but as persons with feel-
ings" and it requires "personal contact and connection with the
1https://qsrinternational.com
2http://dedoose.com
Summary: In this paper, we investigate design opportunities for
digitally-mediated empathic relationships with users. Based on a
collaboration with a design agency, we derive current challenges
for empathic relationships. Next, we develop a prototype of a dig-
ital UX tool that allows interdisciplinary teams to access detailed
user profiles, individual feedback visualizations, and a communi-
cation feature. Finally, we test the digital tool with 26 study par-
ticipants in seven focus groups to derive general design insights.
The study revealed that our tool helps to establish relationships
with users and is useful for long-term studies at later stages.
Author contributions: Lisa Simon developed the prototype and
significantly contributed to the user study. Hanna Schneider de-
veloped the idea and supervised the development. Andreas Butz
supervised the project and revised the paper. I supervised the user
study and was the leading author of the final publication.
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Conclusion
Obviously, there is much that can be counted, measured, and submitted to
statistical analysis. But all human act is impregnated with meaning, and
meaning is hard to measure, though it can often be grasped, even if only
fleetingly and ambiguously.
V. Turner & E. Bruner, The Anthropology of Experience, 1986
The goal of this dissertation was to advance the field of UX methods, compare different approaches
that support the consideration of cultural characteristics during the UX design process, and eventually
support cross-functional UX teams. Consequently, this thesis offers a manifold contribution for both
UX academia and industry. Initially, I started with an analysis of the status quo of UX methods.
According to Wobbrock & Kientz [96] that highlight seven types of research contributions in HCI,
the respective publications [P5] and [P6] can be seen as a survey contribution, i.e., a meta-analysis
to identify trends and gaps, for UX methods (see Table 3.1). Next, I presented three collaborative
case studies in [P1, P7, P8, P3] based on a measuring, an empathic, and a pragmatist approach
(according to Battarbee & Koskinen [11]) to investigate how culture can be considered during the
UX research process. The studies in the respective publications provide an empirical contribution
for cross-cultural UX design as well as a methodological contribution based on the reflection and
evaluation of the applied methods. Finally, this dissertation contributes two artifacts for digital UX
tools in [P2] and [P4] to enhance the method toolkit of cross-functional UX teams. As part of this
chapter, I discuss the overall theoretical contribution related to culturally sensitive design. This term
emerged from the comparison of the different approaches in the contributing publications [P1, P7, P8,
P3]. Hence, in the next sections, I reflect on my general research approach and contribution, elaborate
on my understanding of culturally sensitive design, and outline starting points for future work.
Contribution Type Contribution of this Dissertation Related RQ
Survey Contribution The full paper [P6] and the associated workshop paper [P5] jointly present the
results of a thorough meta-review of UX evaluation methods in empirical studies.
RQ1
Empirical Contribution The results of the cross-cultural case studies in [P1, P7, P8, P3] offer insights in
culturally differing user behaviors and preferences.
RQ2
Methodological Contribution The main contribution of this dissertation resides in the investigation of methods
for cross-cultural considerations during the UX process and methods for cross-
functional collaboration of UX teams.
RQ2 & RQ3
Artifact Contribution [P2] and [P4] showcase two artifacts for digital UX tools. RQ3
Theoretical Contribution I derive the concept of culturally sensitive design and embed the applied UX
approaches of [P1, P7, P8, P3] into the cultural model of Hoft [40] in this chapter.
RQ1 & RQ2
Table 3.1: Survey, empirical, methodological, artifact, and theoretical contribution of this dissertation
according to Wobbrock & Kientz [96].
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3.1 Reflection
The variety of UX methods and the applicability of distinct methods in different contexts have been
widely discussed in HCI literature (see, e.g., Robinson et al. [75], Bargas-Avila & Hornbæk [9], Ver-
meeren et al. [92], Obrist et al. [67], or Roto et al. [83]). Consequently, one could raise the question
why it was necessary to conduct another meta-review on UX methods as part of the analysis of UX in
cross-cultural contexts? In fact, neither the field of UX evaluation nor cross-cultural considerations
in HCI currently benefit from a common understanding, established guidelines or frameworks [53].
Hence, the review of UX methods in [P6] provides a valuable theoretical basis for the cross-cultural
case studies in this thesis. In particular, the review revealed that quantitative methods (e.g., question-
naires or log analysis) still represent two of the three most frequently applied methods although recent
studies emphasize the importance of qualitative data in UX (see Law et al. [53]). As a result, I started
the investigation of cultural differences or similarities in UX with a measuring-focused log analysis
in [P1]. This measuring approach showcased the applicability of metrics based on quantitative data,
more precisely large-scaled behavioral data. Based on the analysis of log data from a website plug-in,
we saw that there was a relationship between the country of origin (France, Germany, or Italy) and the
interaction with the plug-in. In our case study, Italian users relied more on the plug-in’s suggestion for
a shoe size at the respective e-commerce website compared to French and German users. In addition,
the case study revealed divergent temporal usage patterns as well as country-specific adoption and
dropout rates. However, we could not understand the reasonings for varying behaviors of different
users due to the lack of qualitative insights. In relation to the iceberg model, the measuring approach
was rather suitable to study the visible layer of culture (see Figure 3.1).
Since [P6] showed that interviews represent the second most commonly used UX method, [P7] and
[P8] applied an empathic approach based on qualitative ethnographic interviews. This project rep-
resented a turning point of this dissertation since the initial work - as previously outlined - focused
on “quantifying UX” inspired by the increasing relevance of UX metrics (see et. Rodden et al. [77]
and Law et al. [53]). The on-site study as presented in [P8], in contrast, evinced that qualitative and
empathy-focused UX approaches allow to collect rich insights at various levels, from visible aspects
to contextual information and eventually unconscious values, as Irani et al. [43] similarly highlight
in their work on postcolonial computing. More specifically, the interviews illustrated that our par-
ticipants in India had fewer concerns regarding data privacy and even different mental models of
data usage compared to participants from a similar study in Germany that my co-authors from [P7]
conducted earlier. When we talked about social media in our study, one participant, for example,
mentioned that “all [his] data information is with Mark Zuckerberg, and the government is paying
Facebook for each account a citizen created” (see [P8], page 4). A measuring approach would have
most certainly not provided such an in-depth insight. The empathic approach, in contrast, was helpful
to study deeper cultural layer, i.e., unspoken and unconscious rules (see Figure 3.1). Nevertheless,
such on-site research is generally time-consuming and costly, whereby the remote feedback of mea-
suring approaches can offer continuous insights at lower costs. Consequently, as emphasized in [P6]
and postulated from Vermeeren and colleagues [92], suitable approaches and frameworks for effec-
tive method triangulation are required to better leverage project resources, particularly for further
cross-cultural considerations in the future. In this context, my co-authors from [P6] and I identified
eight UX method triangulation patterns, e.g., deeper insights often motivates method triangulation,
pre- and post-evaluation is infrequently studied, and the combination of interviews and questionnaires
as a common post-use evaluation strategy, that need to be studied in more detail.
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Figure 3.1: Suitable UX approaches (own elaboration) for culturally sensitive research and design
(adapted from the general UX approaches from Battarbee & Koskinen [11] based on the case studies
[P1, P7, P8, P3]) to investigate different characteristics of culture according to the iceberg model of Hoft
[40].
The pragmatist approach in [P3] aimed to enrich our mental model of culturally sensitive design
elements based on cultural theory (i.e., cultural dimensions) at low costs but still with a focus on
deeper (i.e., unconscious) cultural layers. The goal was to identify and better understand culturally
diverse preferences as part of a goal-directed design process (see Cooper et al. [20] or Hassenzahl
[32]). This work showcased that cultural dimensions are helpful to identify culturally sensitive design
aspects in general. My co-authors from [P3] and I, for example, derived the impact of hierarchy in a
society on website design from the cultural dimensions according to Hofstede et al. [39]. In our case
study, the Vietnamese study participants (generally high acceptance of hierarchy) highly valued the
photos of individuals on the website (i.e., the founders of the plattform that we analyzed) whereas the
German study participants (generally low acceptance of hierarchy) mentioned that such photos are
not necessary or even too dominant (see [P3], page 9). At the same time, the study found inconsistent
insights compared to guidelines that we have derived from the theoretical analysis. As a consequence,
cultural dimensions, in this context, have been rather helpful as an inspiration to identify unconscious
cultural aspects or values that may influence the design of a product, yet further investigations were
necessary to validate respective design decisions (see Figure 3.1). In the pragmatist case study in [P3],
for example, a benchmark analysis of established websites in both target countries complemented the
theoretical analysis and provided further insights on country specific design elements.
In sum, the different approaches were useful for each case study due to differing contextual factors.
The measuring approach in [P1] was helpful on a meta-level to identify visible cultural differences
and similarities on a design-level. The empathic approach in [P7, P8] (i.e., ethnography) was expe-
rienced as beneficial in various contexts for both conscious design aspects and unconscious cultural
aspects. The pragmatist approach in [P3] (i.e., cultural theory) was helpful as an inspiration for un-
conscious values whose influence on design should be investigated in additional in-depth studies.
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Figure 3.1 illustrates the suitability of different approaches for different aspects according to the ice-
berg model of Hoft [40] based on my reflection within this dissertation. In an ideal world, I suggest
to combine the different research approaches, e.g., develop awareness for culturally sensitive design
elements based on cultural theory (pragmatist approach), conduct on-site research to talk to and to ob-
serve users (empathic approach), and finally measure and track user behavior (measuring approach)
to optimize a product or service. Such a holistic culturally sensitive design process based on suitable
method triangulation is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, not yet applied in the field of UX in
cross-cultural contexts.
The digital UX tools for cross-functional collaboration of UX teams in [P2] and [P4] resulted from
similar motivations and hence serve similar needs. First, a measuring-focused survey tool to identify
starting points for in-depth studies (see [P2]) and, second, an empathy-focused communication plat-
tform to foster relationships with users (see [P4]). In general, the applicability of UX methods in a
multidisciplinary setting is seen as an important requirement for UX methods [91]. Thus, I see these
tools as fruitful starting points for further work at the intersection of cross-functional collaboration
and cultural considerations in the field of UX.
As part of this thesis, a UX process that suitably adjusts and combines appropriate methods to con-
sider cultural peculiarities to eventually enrich the designers’ and researchers’ mental models, i.e.,
minimize biases due to ones own cultural background, throughout the design process is described
as a culturally sensitive design process. The term emerged from the methodological reflection as de-
scribed above, was initially used in [P1] and put in conrete terms in [P3]. Based on this understanding
of the term, I want to initiate further research efforts to generate additional insights, guidelines, and
knowledge about how we can best design with culture in mind across the whole UX process in col-
laboration with all involved disciplines.
Summary: Culturally Sensitive Design
Culturally sensitive design describes a design process that combines suitable research methods to
consider cultural peculiarities throughout the whole design, starting from the analysis of relevant
cultural theory, reflection and validation of theoretical insights through active interaction with
and observation of people in their local context, and measuring user behavior in the long run.
3.2 Future Work
The contribution of this dissertation as subdivided and described in Table 3.1 represents another step
towards a better understanding of cultural considerations in UX research and design. At a time where
the fourth (i.e., the multidisciplinary) design paradigm is gaining in importance this understanding
becomes increasingly important. However, further work and in-depth analyses are required to even-
tually draw the big picture of UX in cross-cultural contexts. The three case studies in [P1, P7, P8,
P3] provided an initial insight how different methods can be applied in distinct cross-cultural con-
texts. Nevertheless, the respective design and study setting decisions of the individually contributing
publications that kept time and cost effort at a manageable level leave room for additional research
questions beyond the inherent constraints and limitations summarized in Section 2.2.4.
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First, regardless of the significance of cross-cultural considerations (as evidenced in multiple HCI
studies) it is necessary to study and compare further design strategies in addition to national cultural
boundaries, e.g., personality (see, e.g., Schneider et al. [87]), age (see, e.g., Morris & Venkatesh [61])
or further influencing factors in this context. Thus, we will better understand the role of culture in
relation to other influences to eventually derive a more in-depth theoretical framework for culturally
sensitive design.
Second, more countries and domains need to be studied in detail to challenge the applicability of the
framework in Figure 3.1 on a global scale. Furthermore, not every culturally customization might
be suitable for all target countries (see Reinecke & Bernstein [72]). Thus, future investigations are
necessary to understand how to best balance globally defined and locally adjusted design aspects,
e.g., for distinct (cultural) regions. In this context, especially the applicability of cultural theory (i.e.,
cultural dimensions) as described in this thesis requires future work. Until now, researchers did not
yet find a common ground on the application of existing cultural theory in HCI. Yaaqoubi & Reinecke
[98], e.g., argue in favor of the use of cultural dimensions, Winschiers [95] presents an argumentation
against narrowing down cultural aspects to two-dimensional scales, particularly when it comes to
developing countries [59]. Future work may include the study of cultural dimensions from other
researchers (see Section 1.2) or an alternative, potentially newly defined cultural theory for HCI since
most cultural dimensions have been defined before the age of ubiquitous computing.
Third, future work needs to extend the culturally sensitive design framework in Section 3.1 with a
more distinct analysis of additional methods and eventually the indication of particular methods for
specific use cases and objectives. In this regard, current work related to automated UX analyses
or user classification based on machine learning models represent a promising and up-and-coming
research area (see, e.g., Dove et al. [22] or Yang et al. [99]). In addition, more work is required to
understand how different disciplines can contribute to different aspects in a culturally sensitive design
process at different cultural levels, similar to the insights from [P2] for UX in general.
Finally, research related to UX in cross-cultural contexts will remain an ongoing task due to the
dynamic nature of the cultural concept [68]. However, interdisciplinary collaboration will allow us
to define and establish a suitable terminology as well as methods and tools. Such methods and tools
will need to take cultural changes and dynamics into account as, in the words of Don Norman [65],
“with the passage of time, the psychology of people stays the same, but the tools and objects in the
world change. Cultures change.”
The primary challenge of the first two decades of interaction design
practice was to invent the process, tools, roles, and methods needed to
succeed. Each of these best practices is now evolving as we integrate our
skills more deeply into our teams. Specifically, we need to work more
effectively with business people and developers.
A. Cooper, R. Reimann, D. Cronin & C. Nessel, About Face, 2014
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ABSTRACT
User Experience (UX) is increasingly being recognized as an
important factor for the commercial success of digital prod-
ucts. In fact, it has become a buzzword, which is interpreted
differently by different parties. This lack of common un-
derstanding inevitably leads to misunderstandings and inef-
ficiency in industrial practice. We therefore propose a quan-
tifiable way of describing User Experience (QUX). Based on
the analysis of 84 UX evaluation methods, a sample of UX
characteristics from literature, and 24 interviews with experts
from academia and practice, we propose a formalism and a
corresponding tool to measure, visualize, and communicate a
product’s UX within organizations. We showcase the benefits
of our approach by integrating it into the product development
processes of companies from three different industries.
Author Keywords
User experience; evaluation; interdisciplinary teams
ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.m. Information Interfaces and Presentation: Miscella-
neous
INTRODUCTION
With increasing maturity of an industry, usability is more and
more taken for granted [55]. Pleasurable and hedonic prod-
uct attributes are at least as important as pragmatic product
attributes for commercial success and customer loyalty [2, 6].
Hence, it is not surprising that the concept of User Experience
(UX) is widely discussed within the Human-Computer Inter-
action (HCI) community, among both academics and industry
practitioners. Still, UX has remained a buzzword that is much
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Figure 1. Quantified UX evaluation tool (radar diagram represents ex-
emplary outcome for one industry partner after implementation).
rather used as a collective term for investigating the quality-
in-use of interactive products [21, 38]. Furthermore, there is
a variety of additional stakeholders with diverse perspectives
involved in the creation of a product’s UX [2, 25].
In this paper, we present the development of a tool that aims
to support a common organizational understanding of a prod-
uct’s UX and the selection of further in-depth UX evaluations
(see Figure 1). Against this background, it is crucial to un-
derstand the role that UX plays in the process of product de-
velopment. Traditionally, a company’s product development
has been structured as follows. First, user researchers and
psychologists identify user needs and UX objectives. Second,
designers and engineers translate these goals into product fea-
tures and their design characteristics. Third, experts in mar-
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keting and branding define advertising messages to convey
the respective experience [29, 66]. Finally, product managers
incorporate the UX goals in the business context. Ideally,
these steps are not separated from one another but strongly
interlinked to ensure a holistic and consistent UX [25]. To
create a certain UX, a systematic approach and an associated
description of UX are needed to consider and measure the in-
tended experience. Within this context, professionals demand
a UX description that contains relevant criteria to support a
transfer of UX into industrial practice. Existing development
and design methods, however, rarely cope with the required
degree of interdisciplinarity to reflect the different angles of
e.g. engineering, design, marketing, or psychology [11, 38].
In the following sections, we will discuss the roles relevant
for and the disciplines involved in the creation and improve-
ment of a product’s UX as part of design processes. Our goal
is to address the following research question:
How can we help organizations to measure, visualize, and
communicate a product’s UX within interdisciplinary teams?
This paper offers two main contributions: First, we propose
a specific, quantifiable way of describing user experience,
which we call quantified UX (QUX). Second, we develop a
graphical tool that connects these UX characteristics with as-
sociated disciplines in a visually appealing way to support the
compact communication of UX goals within an organization.
UX THEORY
After several years of UX research, scholars seem to have
reached consensus with regard to experience-oriented con-
cepts that exceed traditional functionality and usability con-
siderations [23]. UX evaluation ranges from the analysis
of psychological needs to task-oriented user goals or guide-
lines [2]. The satisfaction of human needs is seen as a driver
of experiences [60]. However, the consideration of such psy-
chological needs is rather suitable for a macro perspective,
i.e., the product’s overall purpose. For the evaluation of a
product on the market, a rather focused micro perspective
on specific product characteristics, i.e., visceral characteris-
tics, should be analyzed in detail [21, 50]. We argue that
it is inevitable for a practically oriented UX evaluation and
communication process in interdisciplinary teams to narrow
down the broad scope of UX to a quantifiable level. There-
fore, we base our research on the concept of product-oriented
user goals and define UX as the result of enjoyable interac-
tions and/or anticipated interactions with a product.
Different perceptions of UX are not limited to academia.
Many newcomers to the field of UX, and a large number
of UX practitioners, struggle with the complexity and vague
definition of UX as well [18]. Furthermore, industry prac-
titioners are presented with another challenge: to cope with
the inability to talk to users directly while they interact with
their product, as (prototype) workshops or laboratory experi-
ments are often cost-intensive and time-consuming. Interdis-
ciplinary project settings may increase the level of complexity
even further.
To achieve the intended UX, a large variety of different UX
tools and methods are used along the distinct phases of prod-
uct development processes [66]. In general, organizations are
thereby particularly interested in long-term UX as they want
to foster a positive overall experience rather than focus on
temporary emotions [38]. Most academic researchers con-
centrate on investigating UX from a theoretical perspective.
Industry practitioners, in contrast, need tools and methods
that make UX assessable and manageable. As a consequence,
it has remained a challenge to close this gap between theory
and practice [66].
EXISTING UX EVALUATION METHODS
Traditionally, research and development (R&D) departments
focused their user research and product testing on usability re-
quirements and quantitative methods, whereas marketing and
advertising departments were responsible for communicating
a certain experience [66]. However, along with a shift from
a usability-focused to an experience-oriented perspective on
product interactions, a shift within evaluation methodologies
seems to have taken place [5].
The aforementioned gap between academic and practical in-
terpretations of UX leads to substantial differences in the
question of how UX should be evaluated [66]. First, user
researchers typically disentangle evaluation processes from
metric-based methods and focus on qualitative data in order
to evaluate UX. However, the practicability of such methods
is comparably low since the analysis of associated data may
be hard and time-consuming. Thus, organizations and UX
practitioners need evaluation tools which are quick to use and
provide validated UX measures [25, 69]. Second, since UX
evaluation is usually considered costly, UX research often ad-
dresses evaluation methodologies for early product stages to
identify requirements as early as possible. In industrial prac-
tice, however, UX evaluation is mainly pursued to improve
and refine existing products [2, 8, 66].
Against this background, we analysed 84 UX evaluation
tools from http://www.allaboutux.org/ [1], a collection
of tools of a holistic study of UX measuring methods used
in academia and industry [69]. In general, the landscape
of UX evaluation offers a wide variety of tools and meth-
ods. From the viewpoint of an organization and its inter-
disciplinary product teams however, we conjecture that it is
still hard to measure, visualize, and communicate a product’s
intended UX. In order to deduce requirements that meet the
needs of interdisciplinary teams we examined the focus of
the 84 UX evaluation tools from [1]. Thus, we were able to
identify requirements for an interdisciplinary QUX approach
based on five different evaluation clusters:
1. Measuring Sensation
A range of methods, such as Emocards or Emofaces [15] as
well as PrEmo [14], overcome the intangibility of measur-
ing emotions by substituting verbal measurement dimensions
with cartoons. Evaluators describe their experiences of using
a product by choosing one out of a number of predefined car-
toons. Furthermore, FaceReader [13] is a tool that automat-
ically tracks facial expressions of users or evaluators. With
a focus on feelings and sensation, pragmatic characteristics
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recede in the background of UX evaluation. For QUX, how-
ever, we want to focus on both hedonic and pragmatic product
characteristics.
2. Specific Use Case
Further methods focus on a specific use case, e.g., a specific
product or feature: The Aesthetics scale [37] helps to evaluate
websites, whereas the Perceived Comfort Assessment [24] is
a method of measuring the comfort level of, e.g., car seats.
In contrast, we want to ensure the applicability of our QUX
approach for various types of products.
3. Extensive Analysis
The Experience Sampling Method (ESM) [59] asks partic-
ipants at certain times during the day to take notes about
their current experiences. The Outdoor Play Observation
Scheme [3] integrates video recording to analyze childrens’
experiences with outdoor games. Both methods indicate the
time-consuming analysis of UX evaluations. However, fast-
paced industry projects generally require cost-efficient evalu-
ation methods [65].
4. Qualitative Evaluation
The Day Reconstruction Method (DRM) [33] is a self-report
method where participants note experiences in form of a di-
ary. The UX Curve [36] respectively iScale [32] measures
the quality of an experience over time. Thereby, researchers
understand when and how an experience changed but cannot
easily analyze why a certain experience was formed or trig-
gered.
5. Questionnaire-based Methods
Questionnaires are widely used in the field of UX evalua-
tion [5]. The Product Attachment Scale [48], for example,
represents a questionnaire-based evaluation tool to measure
the hedonic emotional bonding of a user to a product. On
the contrary, AttrakDiff [22] analyzes hedonic and pragmatic
product attributes via semantic differentials. The summative
visualization then again makes it difficult to deduce concrete
plans for action in interdisciplinary development projects.
For a holistic QUX approach we want to ensure the commu-
nication of objective UX goals by incorporating a concrete set
of UX characteristics as well as a formative visualization of
UX measurements into a visual tool.
METHODOLOGY
The main goal of this paper is to create a tool that helps in-
terdisciplinary development teams to measure, visualize, and
communicate a product’s UX. We, therefore, aim to reduce
the gap between academia and industrial practice by follow-
ing a systematic methodological approach (see Figure 2).
To start with, we pursue an elaboration of UX characteris-
tics based on the analysis of published work in the field of
UX. This literature analysis represents a two-phase process
with the goal of identifying relevant published work and ex-
tracting prevailing UX characteristics that serve as a basis for
discussion in the third phase. The third phase of our anal-
ysis process consists of expert interviews with practitioners
and researchers in the field of UX. Based on that approach,
Figure 2. Three-phase methodological approach.
we were able to review a diverse spectrum of UX perspec-
tives and consolidate the extracted characteristics into nine
substantial components of UX, which we refer to as ”UX di-
mensions”. All in all, the literature analysis does not claim
collective exhaustiveness of all possibly existing UX specifi-
cations but represents an elaborate foundation to support the
subsequent interview process in phase 3.
Phase 1: Relevant Publications Identified
Source selection. We conducted a selective literature analysis
inspired by the methodology of [5] with the ACM Digital Li-
brary (DL) as a research database in order to develop a guide-
line for our expert interviews (phase 3). Within the ACM DL,
we selected five conferences and one journal for our source
research: The Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems (CHI), the Conference on Computer Supported Co-
operative Work (CSCW), the Symposium on User Interface
Software and Technology (UIST), Human Computer Interac-
tion with Mobile Devices and Services (MobileHCI), Trans-
actions on Computer-Human Interaction (TOCHI), and the
International Joint Conference on Pervasive and Ubiquitous
Computing (UbiComp).
We identified the mentioned venues as sources for top HCI
publications based on the h5-index indicated by Google
Scholar, and the relevance for the underlying research ques-
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tion. Besides the top three mentions CHI, CSCW, and UIST
on Google Scholar we integrated UbiComp and MobileHCI
in our analysis as they focus on HCI topics that we considered
as highly relevant for our research (i.e., mobile/handheld de-
vices). Furthermore, TOCHI complements insights from con-
ference proceedings with findings from an established HCI
journal.
Search procedure. We used a set of four combinations for
every venue using the ACM DL input mask. The first com-
bination consisted of the key words “user experience” (all
of this text) plus “communicate, measure, measuring, visu-
alize, framework, tool, guideline, emotions, usability, eval-
uate, evaluating, evaluation, satisfaction” (any of this text).
The second combination consisted of the key words “mea-
sure, emotions” (all of this text), the third of “measure, us-
ability” (all of this text), and the fourth of “user, satisfaction”
(all of this text) plus “measure, framework, visualize” (any
of this text). The combinations were used to search the pub-
lications’ abstract in order to focus on publications that are
highly relevant for the underlying research question. Further-
more, the particular combinations allowed us to focus on a
precise selection of publications to develop a suitable inter-
view guideline for phase 3. We did not limit our search pro-
cedure to a specific time span.
Venue
Database Results per Combination Selected
(ACM DL) 1 2 3 4 Publications
CHI 7,080 192 4 21 70 11
CSCW 3,061 39 3 1 12 2
UIST 1,214 28 0 2 5 1
MobileHCI 991 131 0 6 27 10
TOCHI 518 24 1 5 6 4
UbiComp 418 13 1 0 1 2
SUM 13,282 592 30
Table 1. Number of identified publications in phase 1 (per venue).
Search results. At the time the search was conducted, the
ACM DL provided 13,282 publications for the six venues in
total. The search process resulted in 592 relevant papers, ar-
ticles and works-in-progress as illustrated in Table 1.
Selection process. Before we selected relevant publications
from the overall number of search results for phase 2, the au-
thors of this paper (three with an HCI background and two
with a business background) jointly defined the following
three criteria for a structured selection process: Select pub-
lications that (1) describe a UX-related framework, such as
in [45], (2) analyze UX characteristics of a specific product,
such as in [62], and (3) directly discuss UX-related character-
istics, such as in [71]. However, we excluded 12 publications
(e.g., [67]) that met one of these criteria but had a focus on
UX metrics that have already been covered in our analysis by
other identified publications to limit double results. The se-
lection was conducted by the first author, who has extensive
knowledge in the field of UX research. Thus, we were able to
narrow down the number of relevant publications to 30: [19,
26, 27, 35, 39, 45, 53, 54, 56, 61, 16] from CHI, [9, 30] from
CSCW, [47] from UIST, [31, 40, 41, 43, 46, 51, 58, 64, 68,
71] from MobileHCI, [20, 34, 52, 63] from TOCHI, and [62,
70] from UbiComp.
Phase 2: Relevant UX Characteristics Identified
Screening. In this phase, our goal was to detect general UX
characteristics within the 30 identified publications. For this
purpose, we listed all characteristics that (1) represented UX
elements within a theoretical framework, (2) were used to de-
scribe a product or service specific UX and (3) were directly
mentioned as UX characteristics in any of the 30 publications.
In total, we identified 285 UX characteristics.
Consolidation. To reduce the list to a usable number of UX
characteristics for our interviews and to derive valuable UX
dimensions in phase 3, we followed the interpretive grounded
theory research approach by [17] and [28]. Grounded theory
is based on a constant comparison of existing data throughout
the analysis process and allows researchers to identify recur-
ring key aspects of qualitative data [17]. We were able to rec-
ognize seven clusters as well as associated sub-clusters. The
outcome of this methodological step is indicated in Table 2.
Based on prior experience with the analysis of qualitative UX
data, this step was carried on by the first author.
Some authors used rather general emotions, such as fun or
satisfaction (see [19, 26]) as UX characteristics. Further
clusters were based on design-related, e.g., color or aesthet-
ics (see [19, 45]), content-related, e.g., information quality
(see [61]), technology-related, e.g., controllable (see [16]),
or outcome-related characteristics, e.g., error-free (see [64]).
With the clusters further disciplines and environment we were
able to evaluate UX characteristics such as status, brand, or
context of use (see [20, 51, 68]).
Exclusion. We iteratively compared the clusters to narrow
down the number of UX characteristics. To ensure a struc-
tured analysis process we jointly defined the following exclu-
sion criteria: Exclude UX characteristics that (1) are specific
for a particular product, such as network speed (see [40]),
(2) overlap with other UX characteristics, such as social con-
nectivity and social recommendation (see [16, 54]), and (3)
are similarly used, such as efficiency of use and efficiency
(see [20, 52, 43]). Thus, we ended up with a list of 28 UX
characteristics, with all identified clusters represented in our
shortlist (see Table 2). However, we realized that these char-
acteristics had not yet offered a clear comprehension of an
interdisciplinary QUX approach. To gain a better understand-
ing about practically oriented UX dimensions for interdisci-
plinary design processes, we used this shortlist as a basis for
the interviews in phase 3.
Phase 3: UX Dimensions Consolidated
Participants. Over the course of one week, we conducted
expert interviews with 11 UX researchers and 13 UX prac-
titioners to reflect their respective views. The listing below
provides an overview of affiliations (less than 24 values due
to companies who asked not be mentioned). With regard to
expert status, all our academic interviewees are (or were) re-
searchers at institutes with a significant track record of pub-
lications at leading HCI conferences. As for practice, our
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Cluster Sub-Cluster Exemplary characteristics from the selected publications 28 consolidated UX characteristics
Emotions - e.g., fun [19], pleasure producing [35], happiness [56], ... Satisfaction, Pleasure
Design
Form e.g., colour [19], clear [41], interface quality [61], ...
Interface, Aesthetics
General e.g., natural [64], design [20], visual appearance [16], ...
Content
Information e.g., information quality [61], information accessed [26], ...
Information, Effectiveness
General e.g., effectiveness [20, 43], usefulness [46], ...
Technology
Productivity e.g., efficiency [16, 35, 52], efficiency of use [20], ...
Efficiency, Functionality, Ease of Use, Performance
Controllability e.g., data security [70], control [19], safety [43], ...
Usability, Utility, Security, Control, Learnability
Progression e.g., easy to learn [64], usability problems [26], ...
Result
Outcome e.g., task success [56], quality [45], product success [35], ...
Quality of Outcome, Error-free
Expectation e.g., completeness [26], low error frequency [20], ...
Further Disciplines
Business e.g., money [63], brand [45], communication process [46], ... Brand History, Advertisement, Price
User e.g., personlization [62], personification [39], ... Expectation, Customization, Self-realization
Social e.g., social context [68], popularity [58], recommend [19], ... Group Affiliation, Social Connectivity
Environment
Temporal e.g., time [19, 68], memorability [20], use frequency [26], ...
Memorability, Time Context, Location Context
Context e.g., device context [68], implicit interaction [30], ...
Table 2. Clusters, sub-clusters, and consolidation of identified UX characteristics from the 30 selected publications.
sample reflects the perspectives of UX professionals from es-
tablished firms as well as from emerging, digital startups in
the fields of e.g. education, sports, finance, or smart home.
• University Affiliations: Aalborg University, University of
Bristol, University of Lugano, New Jersey Institute of
Technology, University of Oulu (2x), Queensland Univer-
sity of Technology (2x), University of Stuttgart, Tampere
University of Technology (2x).
• Industry Affiliations: AirBnB, Allianz, GoCardless,
Google, IICM, Nokia, Number26, Stylight, Tado, Talentry,
Twitter.
Procedure. The first part of our interviews consisted of open
questions about disciplines and departments involved in the
product development process. In the second part, our experts
were presented with our shortlist of the 28 UX characteristics
and respective definitions. Participants were asked to com-
plete this table by indicating the most relevant characteris-
tics, reviewing our definitions, and linking them to responsi-
ble disciplines. On the basis of the interviews, we were able
to narrow our list down to 9 relevant UX dimensions.
RESULTS
Below, we structure our findings into two interrelated sec-
tions. First, we propose a formalism to quantify UX based on
our literature analysis and interviews. Second, we develop a
corresponding tool to visualize QUX and to enhance commu-
nications within interdisciplinary teams.
Part 1: Quantifying UX (QUX)
We analyzed our expert interviews using a qualitative content
analysis as proposed by [44], with a high inter-rater agree-
ment (Cohen’s Kappa κ = .84, see [10]). To start with, we
presented our participants with a list of 28 UX characteris-
tics and asked them to select the 10 they regarded as most
important. This procedure allowed us to reduce the number
of relevant characteristics to 15, which are reported in Ta-
ble 3. Next, to add more structure and balance, we decided to
cluster our dimensions into the categories of Look, Feel, and
Usability similar to [50].
Look n
Aesthetics / Design 14
Interface 7
Brand History / Brand Name 5
Information Value 5
Advertisement / Brand 3
Feel n
Control 13
Ease of Use 13
Learnability 12
Pleasure 12
Satisfaction 12
Usability n
Efficiency 11
Utility 11
Effectiveness 10
Functionality 9
System Performance 8
Table 3. Top 5 UX characteristics per category.
Based on recommendations by our interviewed experts, we
then merged some dimensions that were close to each other
and/or partly overlapping. This way, we ended up with a to-
tal of nine relevant UX dimensions (three per category) as
reported in Table 4. In a last step, we developed three corre-
sponding items/questions per dimension (based on existing,
pre-tested scales from [7], who provide multi-item measures
for consumer insight research) to quantify a product’s UX via
answers on 7-point Likert scales.
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Area Dimension Scales ID Related Work
Look
Appealing How balanced and harmonic do you find the product?
d1Visual Do you like the design, colors, fonts used in this product?
Design Do you find the text:image ratio appropriate?
Communicated Does the product provide clear navigation and orientation?
d2 [11, 20, 37, 61]Information How consistently is the content and information organized?
Structure Do you find the provided information understandable?
Visual Branding
Do you trust this brand?
d3Do you think this is an honest brand?
Do you feel the brand is safe?
Feel
Mastery
Do you find this product easy to use?
d4Do you find it easy to learn (and to remember) how to use the product?
Do you feel you have full control over the product?
Outcome Satisfaction
How satisfied are you with the outcome?
d5 [29, 36, 35, 50]To what extent are you feeling successful with the outcome?
How happy are you with the outcome?
Emotional Attachment
How pleasurable do you find using the product?
d6Does the process of using the product provide you with gratification?
Do you feel excited when you are using the product?
Usability
Task Effectiveness
Do you think the product does what it is supposed to do?
d7Do you find the product effective?
Does the product help you fulfill your task?
Task Efficiency
Is the product the fastest way to achieve your goal?
d8 [26, 29, 49, 57]Is the product the most convenient way to achieve your goal?
Does using the product fit with your schedule?
Stability Does the system run smoothly?
d9and Are errors handled well?
Performance Does the product work fast and responsively?
Table 4. Interdisciplinary UX dimensions with corresponding questionnaire items and related work for in-depth, follow-up analyses.
Part 2: Visualizing and Communicating QUX
In addition, we asked all interview participants which disci-
plines should be involved in UX design processes. We iden-
tified the most relevant disciplines for each dimension using
inductive category formation (see [44]). Besides HCI-related
disciplines, such as Backend Development or Interaction De-
sign, practitioners and researchers alike considered further
disciplines, such as Marketing and Product Management, as
highly relevant for the UX design process. Table 5 provides
an overview of the top ten disciplines involved in the UX de-
sign process according to our interviewees. Furthermore, we
asked all participants to link the respective disciplines to our
list of 28 UX characteristics. Thus, we were able to assign
responsibilities (i.e., disciplines) to our nine consolidated UX
dimensions (see Figure 1).
Next, we were interested in practices and tools currently used
to communicate goals and objectives in UX design processes.
The majority of participants named meetings as the most im-
portant forum for discussing UX goals. Specific tools or vi-
sualizations are rarely used, whereas prototypes often serve
as a basis to illustrate specific UX objectives. However, sev-
eral UX practitioners described a kind of uncertainty when it
comes to communicating UX within teams.
In sum, we were able to derive the following needs for our
QUX approach from our interviews: (1) Combine measure-
ment scales with a suitable visualization to enhance commu-
nication of concrete UX goals, (2) realize an easy-to-use ap-
plication to support practitioners with different levels of ex-
pertise, and (3) consider the perspectives of different stake-
holders as UX is multidisciplinary by nature. These needs
are consistent with the findings of [65].
Top 10 disciplines involved in UX design process n Percentage
Backend Development 20 83%
Visual/Graphics Design 18 75%
Marketing 18 75%
Interaction Design 12 50%
Product Management 12 50%
User Research 10 42%
Usability Engineering/Testing 5 21%
UI/Frontend Development 5 21%
General Management 5 21%
Public Relations 3 13%
Table 5. Top 10 disciplines involved in the UX design process, sorted by
number of occurance in expert interviews (multiple responses possible).
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Based on our identified needs we developed a graphical tool
to measure, visualize, and communicate UX goals within in-
terdisciplinary teams. The visual foundation of our QUX tool
is a radar diagram with the categories Look, Feel, and Usabil-
ity as focus areas. Next, we included the nine UX dimensions
as well as the associated disciplines in accordance with the
respective category.
The outer circle of the radar diagram connects our dimensions
with the respective disciplines and illustrates the need for an
interdisciplinary exchange. We designed our tool following
a goal-oriented approach (see [21]). The UX-related disci-
plines are therefore centered around the nine UX dimensions
(i.e., the UX goals) which represent the core of QUX.
As a final step, the 7-point Likert scale that is used to evalu-
ate a product’s UX based on the nine UX dimensions is illus-
trated as dotted circles. We use the questionnaire as indicated
in Table 4 to quantify a product’s UX and calculate average
scores for each dimension (based on the associated scale). To
illustrate a product’s quantified UX, the scores for every di-
mension (be it as mean, median, or confidence interval) can
be inserted in the radar diagram, linked, and visualized as a
spanned plane (see Figure 1). Thus, development teams can
easily detect weak spots in a product’s UX and communicate
further required actions, from product management over us-
ability engineering to marketing. The basic idea of this visu-
alization is similar to the UX wheel (see [42]).
EVALUATION
The goal of our evaluation is to judge the practical applicabil-
ity of QUX within organizations. This is why we integrated
our tool in the design processes of our industry partners and
asked for their feedback. We chose to work with partners in
the fields of sports, event ticketing, and food delivery to cover
a certain range of B2C consumer applications in fast growing
industries that increasingly focus on mobile apps. To bring
the tool to life (i.e., discuss with professionals over real QUX
scores rather than theoretical ideas), we asked our partners to
collect exemplary survey data from their users via a Google
form containing our 27 questions.
Sports Ticketing Delivery
n 616 18 21
Gender
(m) 24% (m) 67% (m) 67%
(f) 76% (f) 33% (f) 33%
Age Range 9 - 56 yrs n/a n/a
Average 29 yrs n/a n/a
Table 6. Demographic Data.
Sample Description
Our partner firms collected one large sample (n=616, by pro-
viding a lottery of high-end workout equipment as an incen-
tive) and two smaller samples (n=18 and n=21, with no fur-
ther incentive). Table 6 summarizes the demographic data.
For all three samples, we computed Cronbach’s α for each
UX dimension. As shown in Table 7, alpha values range
from .74 to .96, indicating consistently high construct reliabil-
ities [12]. This indicates that each three items/questions we
developed from [7] seem to reliably measure the respective
UX dimension derived from our methodology. We see this as
a promising foundation for subsequent user-driven scale de-
velopment and empirical studies, as discussed below in our
section on future work.
UX Dimension Sports Ticketing Delivery
d1 .87 .95 .75
d2 .89 .95 .81
d3 .90 .95 .92
d4 .88 .96 .86
d5 .91 .89 .93
d6 .93 .95 .86
d7 .88 .93 .85
d8 .84 .94 .92
d9 .88 .95 .74
Table 7. Cronbach’s α by sample and dimension.
Exemplary QUX Analysis
We analyzed the data retrieved from survey respondents and
visualized it using our QUX tool. Figure 1 shows an exem-
plary outcome for an application, which suffers from a rather
poorly communicated information structure (users have prob-
lems with understanding the product’s navigation and struc-
ture) and a lack of emotional attachment (users do not identify
with the product, do not have any positive memories about the
last use, etc.). Beyond this first diagnosis, our tool offers sub-
sequent suggestions which departments or disciplines should
be involved when conducting further in-depth UX evaluation.
In this case, the Visual/Graphics department or Frontend De-
veloper could initiate additional A/B-Testing to work towards
a better information structure. Furthermore, Product Man-
agement might meet with Marketing to think about ways to
improve emotional attachment of users (e.g., include anima-
tions or information that motivates recurring usage).
Qualitative Feedback from UX Professionals
We presented our findings at our partner companies to those
responsible for UX (#1: a CTO, #2: a Vice President of Prod-
uct and Design, and #3: a Senior Product Manager). Across
all companies, our QUX tool received consistently positive
feedback which falls into the following three categories.
Provides Overview and Helps to Prioritize
All our partners emphasized that the QUX tool provides a
good starting point for thinking about UX: ”The tool provides
a useful overview of different aspects of UX. I must admit
that I haven’t had all of them on my radar yet.”(#2) Further-
more, it ”helps to identify strengths and weaknesses, which in
turn helps us to prioritize our next steps in development.”(#1)
While the high-level overview was greatly appreciated, one
product manager added that ”it would be really helpful if you
could provide us with some additional, qualitative tools to
analyze our weak spots in more detail.”(#3)
Allows for Benchmarking
Another key property of QUX seems to be its suitability for
benchmarking: ”For us, it would be highly interesting to con-
duct the same kind of analysis with our competitors’ products
to understand where we stand relative to them.”(#3) One of
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the partners can even imagine ”using the tool to track user
experience over time, so that we can track progress in our
product development efforts.”(#1) To better judge the signifi-
cance of the results, he proposed that in a revised version of
QUX, we should also think about visualizing standard devia-
tions/variances for each dimension.
Facilitates Communication in Teams
Our partners also emphasized the benefits of our visualiza-
tion: ”The radar diagram is a smart way of illustration. It
helps to bring across the most relevant aspects at first glance.
This visualization of UX provides a solid basis for deriving
concrete actions.”(#3) Another partner expressed that he finds
it helpful because he doesn’t ”have to waste time and re-
sources to prepare and visualize the data. So it really makes
sense to agree on one single method, and stick to it.”(#2)
LIMITATIONS, FUTURE WORK, AND CONCLUSION
We see our approach as a first step towards achieving a more
common view of UX within and beyond organizations. How-
ever, a unified measurement approach comes at the cost of po-
tentially neglecting highly specific product details. While we
acknowledge that every product is unique, we are convinced
that QUX can be an important first step to obtain an overview
and common understanding of a product’s UX. In this regard,
QUX can be thought of as representing a manual for a tool-
box rather than a tool itself. In future work, it might prove
useful to not only link QUX findings to the associated dis-
ciplines, but to also use them for suggesting evaluation tools
and methods for further in-depth analyses.
In our expert interviews, we learned once more that product
development processes and respective UX paradigms are still
dramatically different from one company to another. Yet, we
believe that our approach can be valuable in similarly differ-
ent ways. For example, early-stage startups might share a
much more holistic view on their product and UX, but lack
structured processes. Here, QUX can provide a meaningful
guideline. With companies increasing in size and industry
sectors maturing, the need for departmentalization and num-
ber of involved stakeholders is rising steadily. Here, QUX
can facilitate efficient communications.
To showcase how QUX works in practice, we integrated it
into the product development process of firms from three
different industries. We found it encouraging that we re-
ceived positive feedback across industry sectors. Still, a much
broader sample drawn from a variety of products, services
and sectors might hold many exciting insights. Our primary
goal was to design a tool for measuring UX which is both
building on and intended for industrial practice. This is why
we deducted UX dimensions from expert interviews and then
designed and qualitatively evaluated a tool by integrating it
into the workflows of our industry partners.
We acknowledge that an alternative approach would have
been a user-driven scale development through factor analysis-
based dimensional reduction of large-scale surveys (as in,
e.g., [4]). Our work aims at deriving needs from UX ex-
perts and practitioners, which we see as a foundation for com-
plementary empirical work that focuses on the end-user side.
Overall, we see QUX as complementary to the landscape of
existing UX evaluation methods and as a solid foundation for
future work towards a common organizational understanding
of UX.
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Abstract
While the consideration of User Experience (UX) has be-
come embedded in research and design processes, UX
evaluation remains a challenging and strongly discussed
area for both researchers in academia and practitioners
in industry. A variety of different evaluation methods have
been developed or adapted from related fields, building on
identified methodology gaps. Although the importance of
mixed methods and data-driven approaches to get well-
founded study results of interactive systems has been em-
phasized numerous times, there is a lack of evolved un-
derstandings and recommendations of when and in which
ways to combine different methods, theories, and data re-
lated to the UX of interactive systems. The workshop aims
to gather experiences of user studies from UX profession-
als and academics to contribute to the knowledge of mixed
methods, theories, and data in UX evaluation. We will dis-
cuss individual experiences, best practices, risks and gaps,
and reveal correlations among triangulation strategies.
Author Keywords
User Experience; Evaluation; Mixed Methods; Triangulation
ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI)]:
Evaluation/methodology
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Introduction
As an academic discipline, the field of User Experience
(UX) research has a multi-disciplinary heritage, involving
a variety of different perspectives that focused on studying
human experiences with products, systems, and services.
This led to a wide spectrum of methods that are used for
studying users’ experiences. Traditional Human-computer
interaction (HCI) theory has passed on methodological ap-
proaches akin to those used in usability evaluation studies.
Other disciplines that have significantly influenced UX re-
search are those of social sciences, ethnography, and
philosophy.
There have been great efforts in academia to create new
methods for effectively evaluating UX, aimed at both aca-
demic and industrial application [1]. Our proposition in this
workshop is, however, that we often do not need to develop
new methods but rather use existing tools and approaches
from the wide flora of UX evaluation more efficiently. UX
evaluation is no longer an unknown territory and we want to
encourage reflection on established approaches as well as
lessons learned along the way. We want to explore the ex-
isting know-how of UX professionals, from academia and in-
dustry, in combining different UX evaluation methods (e.g.,
qualitative and quantitative methods) within so called mixed
methods approaches and triangulation strategies.
Background & Motivation
Past workshops in the ACM community have already ex-
plored UX methods from different perspectives [4, 6, 3,
5]. However, a focus on triangulation, also called mixed
methods, or multi-method approaches, is still missing. To
combine different ways of research to get a more holistic
view on UX is nowadays one of the key areas for further UX
research [1, 4, 8]. Within a SIG session Roto et al. 2009
[4] analyzed UX evaluation methods in the industrial and
Figure 1: How can holistic User Experience (UX) evaluation be
optimized by triangulation?
academic context. They revealed that rich data can be col-
lected by applying mixed methods e.g., through the com-
bination of system logging with subjective user statements
from questionnaires and interviews. The authors conclude
that mixing methods allows to understand the reasoning be-
hind the concept of UX. Van Turnhout et al. [7] investigated
common mixed research approaches of the NordiCHI pro-
ceedings 2012 to lay a foundation for further research and
a more thoughtful application of multi-methods. However,
best practices for using such multi-method perspectives in-
spired by the needs of academia and industry are not yet
explored in depth.
Employing a mix of methods and theories to study a sub-
ject has been claimed to contribute to more reliable, holistic
and well-motivated understandings of a phenomenon [2].
Furthermore, a mixed methods approach can uncover un-
expected results, generate important and unforeseen re-
search questions while at the same time providing answers
to those new questions. This is particularly important for
complex topics, such as the concept of UX. We argue that
investigating UX design and evaluation from different angles
will lead to a well-founded understanding of UX.
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Workshop Theme & Goal
Researchers and practitioners have developed their own
best practices over decades based on experiences, reflec-
tion, theoretic background, or intuition. We want to bring
this wide-spread knowledge together and learn from each
other by uncovering basic challenges, aims, and strategies
related to UX work.
It will be an opportunity to share experiences with different
UX evaluation methods, collect empirical data of practices,
and a way to jointly suggest ways of improving the learn-
ing process from user studies. Finally, we want to support
a more holistic understanding of the quality of a certain ex-
perience, which should be applicable for research projects
in academia and industry. Specifically, we want to answer
following questions:
• What are the motivations and the outcomes of differ-
ent UX research and evaluation methods?
• How do we best draw conclusions from multiple and
different sources, such as qualitative and quantitative
or attitudinal and behavioral data?
• Can combinations of contrasting theories that exist in
UX be better exploited, and if so how?
• How can we define best practices and where are
gaps or development needs in mixed method ap-
proaches in the field of UX?
Duration
The presented theme and questions shall be discussed and
edited in one full-day workshop.
Intended Outcome & Future Work
Our ambition is that the workshop will evolve and spread
knowledge as well as awareness of how to get more out of
UX studies. Consequently, participants will be able to apply
particular methods more efficiently and effectively. A coop-
eratively developed mixed method map will summarize the
outcomes. In combination with an already ongoing litera-
ture review on documented UX studies, the outcomes of
the workshop will unfold the state of the art of using mixed
method approaches in UX research. Further future work
can be identified during the day and within the networking
session.
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Abstract. Metrics for User Experience (UX) often involve traditional
usability aspects, such as task success, but also mental aspects, such as
interpretation and meaning. The actual experience of a user also highly
depends on personal characteristics, such as the social and cultural back-
ground. In this paper, we investigate the relation between users’ coun-
try of origin and their interaction patterns with an e-commerce website
plug-in. We used a quantitative web analytics approach based on six
UX-related metrics to evaluate the applicability of a quantitative UX
evaluation approach in an international context. In a 34 day study we
analyzed the usage patterns of 5.843 French, 2.760 German, and 5.548
Italian website visitors and found that they show significantly different
patterns. This indicates that website metrics are a suitable means for
cost-effective UX analysis on a large scale, which can provide valuable
starting points for a further in-depth analysis.
Keywords: User experience · Cross-cultural design · User tracking ·
Data logging · Interfaces · Globalization · Localization
1 Introduction
The theory of User Experience (UX) goes back to the consideration of pleasure
and emotions as part of a product’s characteristics. Early approaches emerged
from a user-centered design perspective, and the awareness of human factor
professionals that user satisfaction is insufficiently considered in the concept of
usability [26]. The consideration of pleasure and emotions was further increased
by the focus on the interplay between affect and cognition. Due to this enhanced
view on product design and development, aesthetics, pleasure, and usability
became a balanced triad in the HCI community [40].
Nowadays, the primary goal of UX designers and engineers often is to create
a pleasurable interaction between the user and the product that goes beyond tra-
ditional usability considerations [19]. It also has become common ground in the
HCI community that experiences are subjective in nature and highly dependent
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on the usage context [24,32]. Hence, a user’s experiences can be shaped and
influenced based on his or her individual preferences (regarding aesthetics or
ergonomics), mood, prior interactions, product brand, age, gender, and culture
[7,12,16,29,30,34,42,51,52]. The cultural aspect becomes particularly interest-
ing for global businesses, whose products or services can be accessed, evaluated,
and purchased from all over the world [17,37,46,61].
In order to ensure the intended quality of UX, measurement tools and meth-
ods represent a crucial resource in UX design and research processes. However,
there is still an ongoing debate about the applicability and effectiveness of quali-
tative and quantitative approaches for UX measurement [6,33,57]. Furthermore,
researchers and designers have to balance information value, cost efficiency, and
expenditure of time when gathering attitudinal (e.g., through lab studies or
surveys) or behavioral data (e.g., through data logging or time measurement)
[50,55,56].
In this paper, we analyze the relationship between the country of origin
and the usage behavior of users of a website plug-in (see Fig. 1). We base our
analysis on quantitative behavioral data, gathered through user tracking, to draw
a conclusion on the applicability of web analytics metrics. Our dataset stems
from a data logging study of a plug-in that was implemented in an e-commerce
website plug-in.
Fig. 1. Website plug-in (right) for shoe size recommendations and the link to it in the
German online store (left).
Over the course of 34 consecutive days we tracked the behavior (i.e., plug-in
interactions) of users located in France, Germany, and Italy based on six UX
metrics, which we derived and adapted from the HEART framework of Rodden
et al. [50]. Our study was motivated by the following research question:
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Which differences in the user experience of a website (plug-in) can we iden-
tify between French, German, and Italian users simply through web analytics
metrics?
Consequently, the contribution of this paper is twofold: First, based on the
analysis of country-specific differences we identify associated relationships and
hence suitable levers to efficiently target further qualitative in-depth analyses.
Second, we adapt the quantitative UX framework of Rodden et al. [50] to our spe-
cific use case (i.e., e-commerce website plug-in) in order to examine the applica-
bility of UX metrics that build upon large-scale website tracking data. Ulti-
mately, we draw a conclusion how such a quantitative approach can support
designers in saving time and money for cross-cultural UX evaluation and poten-
tially localized interface adaptions. For our analysis, we, therefore, exclude a sup-
plemental investigation of further factors, such as gender differences or device
type. Our underlying goal is to foster an ongoing debate about cross-cultural
UX design and about an appropriate balance of qualitative and quantitative UX
measurement.
2 Background and Related Work
Despite the general agreement on its importance for human-centered design,
researchers and practitioners still struggle to narrow down the broad field of UX
to one unified definition [20]. The lack of a common definition of UX entails a
large variety of research directions in the field of HCI, with foci ranging from
usability to psychological needs and emotions [6,32]. To locate our work in this
ongoing discourse, the following sections illustrate the basic scope of (our under-
standing of) UX, some key aspects of UX measurement, as well as related work
in the field of cross-cultural UX design.
2.1 The Scope of User Experience
The main difference between usability and UX is that UX researchers and design-
ers can not merely focus on a product’s characteristics (i.e., functionality, pur-
pose, etc.) but also have to consider the user’s needs and motivation as well as the
context of use (i.e., the environment) [9,13,19,24,38]. Consequently, experiences
do not only result from interacting with a product but also from a user’s expecta-
tions, others’ opinions, or from experiences with related technologies before the
actual interaction. At the same time, experiences and associated feelings merely
evolve over time through reflection on previous interactions, advertisements, and
again through others’ opinions [24,27,35,52].
The scope of UX becomes even more complex for globally acting businesses:
First, the concept of UX is differently understood between academia and industry
as well as between different countries [31,32]. Second, cultural differences in
language, values, or needs raise various questions regarding the suitability of
globally optimal or locally adapted designs of products and services [4,37,59].
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In this paper, our goal is to analyze cultural differences in UX design. For this
purpose, we simplify the origin of cultural differences to individual preferences
caused by one’s country of origin. Thus, we do not focus on further cultural
allocations, such as age group or social background. Furthermore, UX in our
context shall include both usability aspects as well as mental aspects, such as the
interpretation of an e-commerce website plug-in. In order to answer our research
question, we will, therefore, derive suitable web analytics metrics, which we call
UX metrics.
2.2 Cross-Cultural Differences in UX Design
The need for cross-cultural considerations in interface design emerged more than
two centuries ago, shortly after designers started to put an emphasis on the
usability aspects of their designs (see [39]). Initial discussions mainly focused
on the use of colors, language, as well as icons and symbols [5,53]. However,
since then usability theories and measures in the HCI community rather mar-
ginally focused on cultural design preferences [14]. Nevertheless, with the further
increasing interest in experiences of product interactions, researchers in the HCI
community once again started to raise questions about cross-cultural design pref-
erences (see [8,21,47]). In fact, various studies have already been able to identify
cultural differences in UX design in different use cases.
Athinen et al. [1], for example, investigated culturally sensitive design for
a mobile wellness application. In their study, they interviewed 16 people (8
from Finland and 8 from India) to identify similarities and differences in the
understanding of wellness and its consequences for the design of a mobile appli-
cation. They found that Finns and Indians have a different understanding of
goal setting, which is an important aspect for the associated mobile application.
Similarly, Walsh and Vaino [60] argue for cross-cultural UX considerations for
mHealth applications, while Al-Shamaileh and Sutcliffe [2] demonstrate varying
preferences in the design of health-related websites in the UK and Jordan.
Furthermore, Frandsen-Thorlacius et al. [14] were able to detect differences
in the understanding of the concept of usability for Danish and Chinese users.
Using a questionnaire survey, the authors were able to derive that Chinese users
preferentially value visual appearance, satisfaction, and fun, whereas Danish
users rather focus on effectiveness, lack of frustration, and efficiency. Reinecke
and Gajos [48] were, likewise, able to analyze visual preferences of websites
based on a comprehensive study of 2.4 million ratings from almost 40 thousand
participants.
However, cultural differences are not limited to the evaluation of products
and services. Lallemand et al. [31] point out discrepancies in the understanding of
the concept of UX based on a survey amongst 758 researchers and practitioners
from 35 nationalities. Gerea and Herskovic [15] additionally expand this study
to Latin America. Nowadays, researchers want to further link cultural studies
and product design, particularly through the integration of Hofstede’s (see [22])
cultural dimensions in HCI [36,37,43,46,58].
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2.3 Qualitative Vs. Quantitative UX Measurement
Because experiences are such a complex phenomenon, UX researchers and prac-
titioners utilize a whole set of measurement approaches to anticipate, test, and
improve a product’s UX. However, there is no common agreement whether
qualitative or quantitative approaches should be favored [6,33,49]. On the one
hand, qualitative approaches (gathered through, e.g., interviews) provide rich
and detailed insights for in-depth analysis [54], on the other hand, quantitative
approaches (gathered through, e.g., questionnaires) can reduce costs and time
effort [23,57].
Apart from this, UX measurement methods are primarily based on attitudi-
nal data (i.e., data related to a user’s feelings and emotions) [31,50]. In contrast,
the HEART framework [50] represents a first step towards the integration of
behavioral data (i.e., actual activities of users - traditionally used in usabil-
ity testing, see [3,10,25,41]), in UX measurement. The framework includes five
metrics, focusing on both usability and UX-related aspects [50]:
– Happiness: referring to, e.g., satisfaction and ease of use.
– Engagement: describing the user’s level of involvement.
– Adoption: addressing customer acquisition.
– Retention: analyzing recurring users.
– Task success: covering traditional usability aspects.
The framework does not aim to describe UX as a whole but to strategically
direct UX measurement processes based on large-scale data, particularly when
working in teams. Therefore, one has to define a suitable measurement goal and
approach per metric (e.g., the number of visits per week for Engagement, the
error rate for Task success) depending on the respective product or service.
We understand their approach as an initial step towards including behavioral
data from usability testing in UX measurement. Therefore, we aim to evaluate
its applicability for our use case, i.e., the analysis of UX-related, country-specific
usage patterns of French, German, and Italian users from web analytics. How-
ever, to ensure a suitable implementation of UX metrics in our collaboration
partner’s development process, we slightly customized our UX metrics based on
the HEART framework.
3 Methodology and User Study
In order to examine the applicability of UX-oriented web analytics metrics for
identifying country-specific user behaviors, we partnered with a company that
provides a customizable website plug-in for online shoe stores. The plug-in allows
customers to identify their correct shoe size based on the comparison with the
size of another model.
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3.1 Setting and Procedure
For our study, we tracked the plug-in interactions of a globally acting online
shoe store. The analyzed plug-in (see Fig. 1 right) is integrated in the store’s
website and accessible through a link below the actual selection of the shoe
size (see Fig. 1 left). The overall goal of the plug-in is that customers can enter
information about a shoe that they already own in order to identify the correct
size of the shoe they want to buy. To ensure a problem-free implementation in
different countries, the plug-in was translated by professional translators for all
countries.
Once a customer clicks on the link, the plug-in opens and asks for the cus-
tomer’s gender as well as the brand, category, model, and size of a comparative
shoe (i.e., plug-in steps one to five). This information is used to identify the
correct size for the customer depending on the shape and differences in size
of the desired shoe. The comparative data is taken from our partner’s inter-
nal database. As a sixth plug-in step, users can request (i.e., click) a shoe size
recommendation. After receiving all the information, the recommended size is
stored for 90 days and additionally displayed within the link’s text label once a
customer accesses the online store again. Thus, it is not necessary to open and
use the plug-in repeatedly.
For post-hoc analysis, all tracked data points (plug-in openings, plug-in inter-
actions, recommendation requests, and adding products to the website shopping
cart) were anonymized and securely stored at our partner’s server infrastructure
for long-term evaluations through client-based tracking. Client-based tracking
(i.e., Javascript-based for plug-in interactions and cookie-based tracking for long-
term analysis of recurring users) was pursued to minimize data traffic in order to
ensure a smooth and pleasant plug-in implementation. Shoe recommendations
were tracked through server-based tracking. The country of origin was identified
by the client’s IP address.
3.2 Study Data and Analysis
Observations. We ran our study for 34 consecutive days. During this time, no
special offer or promotion was announced at the client’s online store in order to
ensure the comparability of our analysis. Over the course of our study people
from 200 countries visited the client’s website, whereof people from 121 countries
accessed the plug-in. For our investigation we focused on France, Germany, and
Italy (277,551, 141,897, and 172,887 website loadings leading to 5843, 2760, and
5548 plug-in openings, respectively). Overall, about one third (31,4% in France,
30,4% in Germany, and 37,2% in Italy) of all website visitors per country accessed
the website on a mobile device, two thirds (68,6% in France, 69,6% in Germany,
and 62,8% in Italy) on a desktop device.
UX metrics. Our quantitative analysis of the plug-in interactions was based on
six metrics (see Table 1) that we derived and adapted from the HEART frame-
work [50]. Our metrics were consciously labeled with a distinguishing term in
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order to highlight the objective of each metric. Furthermore, the particular term
allowed our collaboration partner to align strategic initiatives and development
efforts.
Table 1. UX metrics used for the analysis of plug-in interactions.
UX metric Definition and objective see HEART [50]
Adoption No. of openings (link clicks) to measure user acquisition Adoption
Complexity Time per data input to analyze complexity per plug-in step Engagement
Task success No. of total recommendations to track plug-in effectiveness Task Success
Continuity No. of successful inputs per step to retrace plug-in continuity Task Success
Trust No. of recommended orders to derive trust in suggestions Happiness
Mastery No. of suggested orders without plug-in opening (recurring
users) to derive long-term trust
Retention
First of all, we tracked the user Adoption, i.e., the number of users that
click on the link to the plug-in as well as the Complexity of the plug-in (based
on the process time per plug-in step). In order to analyze the effectiveness of
the plug-in, we defined the two metrics, Task Success (overall number of final
recommendations) and Continuity (successful completions per plug-in step).
These four metrics describe usability aspects of the plug-in.
For the interaction with the online shoe store plug-in, we wanted the associ-
ated UX to be a pleasant interaction with the service that results in a trustworthy
shoe size recommendation. The goal of the plug-in recommendation, therefore, is
that customers identify the correct size of a shoe and trust the plug-in even when
the recommendation differs from the size of the comparative shoe. An additional
feature of the plug-in is that the recommended shoe size is stored and shown
in the plug-in link when users complete all plug-in steps and access the website
again within 90 days (see Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Link (in the German online store) to the plug-in without recommendation (left)
and with recommendation for recurring users (right).
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Against this background, we defined the metric Trust to understand if users
rely on the shoe size recommendation of the plug-in (i.e., put the recommended
shoe size into the website’s shopping cart). We, therefore, only considered users
who ordered a recommended shoe size that differed from the initially entered
size of the comparative shoe and excluded users whose recommended size cor-
responded to the size of the selected comparative shoe. Thus, we could evaluate
if users clearly relied on the plug-in’s recommendation. We adapted the metric
happiness from the HEART framework to our use case as it was not desired to
establish a direct communication with the user. All users who successfully clicked
through all steps received a recommendation whereas we defined a pleased user
as a user that relied on the recommended size for his/her final order. In order to
draw conclusions on the long-term experience with the recommendation service,
we defined the metric Mastery. This metric refers to the number of orders (of
recommended shoe sizes) from recurring users that did not open the plug-in again
but relied on the suggestion of a suitable size based on their previously entered
information. The information was stored in a client-side cookie for 90 days as
described before. For this purpose, the recommended shoe size was shown in the
link’s text label. Once again, we only considered orders that included differing
shoe sizes.
All in all, we see these metrics as suitable measuring points for the UX
evaluation of equivalent recommendation plug-ins (with the objective to min-
imize recurring interactions) in an e-commerce context. In further use cases,
researchers and designers will have to question their generalization and adapt
the metrics accordingly (e.g., when a repetitious interaction is aspired).
Data analysis. We conducted a statistical analysis (using SPSS version 20.0) to
identify varying usage behaviors between French, German, and Italian users. We
used the Chi-Square Test in order to analyze the association between the country
and the UX metrics of Adoption, Task Success, Continuity, Trust, and Mastery.
In order to evaluate the UX metric Complexity we used two-way ANOVA and
post-hoc Sidak as well as an ANOVA test. We excluded outliers in the process
times for the analysis of the metric Complexity according to Grubbs [18]. An
identified outlier was also excluded from the analysis of previous plug-in steps to
ensure consistency within our results. For all analyses we defined a significance
level of 5%.
4 Results
The analysis of our data set using the previously defined UX metrics yielded
a number of differences in the usage behaviours of the website plug-in between
French, German, and Italian users. Thus, we were able to derive significant
differences in the adoption rate, dropout rate per plug-in step, the temporal
usage patterns, and the reliance on recommendations as described below.
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4.1 Country-Specific Adoption, Dropout, and Recommendation
Rate
First of all, it should be noted that we found a relationship between the country
of origin and the Adoption rate (see Table 2), i.e., number of plug-in openings
to measure user acquisition (χ2(2) = 714.327, p = .000): 2.11% for French users
(277,551 website loadings, 5,843 openings), 1.95% for German users (141,897
website loadings, 2,760 openings), and 3.21% for Italian users (172,887 website
loadings, 5,548 openings).
The analysis of Continuity (i.e., number of successful inputs per plug-in step
to retrace usage continuity) provided insights in the relationship between coun-
try of origin and successful completions per plug-in step. We found a relation-
ship for the plug-in steps where users had to select their gender (χ2(4) = 28.267,
p= .000), the brand of a comparative shoe (χ2(4) = 10.166, p= .038), an asso-
ciated model (χ2(4) = 22.019, p = .000), and click to receive a shoe size recom-
mendation (χ2(2) = 6.781, p = .034), as summarized in Table 2.
Except for the last step, where users had to click to receive a recommendation,
we included users who successfully completed the respective step (success), closed
the plug-in or browser (failure), and users who went back to the respective plug-
in step after having already moved on to further plug-in steps (detour) in the
analysis of the usage Continuity. Thus, we were able to derive usage patterns
per plug-in step: Generally, in the first plug-in step (i.e., selection of the gender)
users from all three countries showed the highest dropout rate (including only
successful and failed completions): 22.51% for France (1315 failed users), 24.82%
for Germany (685 failed users), and 26.71% for Italy (1482 failed users). In
addition, most users who went back to a previous plug-in step chose to start
from the beginning of entering the comparative data, more precisely by selecting
the brand (the second plug-in step) of a comparative shoe (see Table 2).
In addition, we were able to identify a relationship of Task Success (i.e., num-
ber of total recommendations to understand plug-in effectiveness) and country
of origin (χ2(2)=13.332, p=.001). Users from France showed the highest rate
of successful recommendations (52% out of 5843 plug-in openings), followed by
Germany (49% out of 2760 plug-in openings), and Italy (46% out of 5548 plug-in
openings).
4.2 Divergent Temporal Usage Patterns
The goal of the metric Complexity was to identify temporal differences along
the process steps in order to diagnose key hurdles of the plug-in. We used the
z-score transformation to make the data normal before conducting the (two-way)
ANOVA and post-hoc Sidak test, as our dataset (process time per plug-in step)
did not represent a normal distribution according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test. We used post-hoc Sidak test as all users interacted with the plug-in inde-
pendently. We then used the two-way ANOVA and a post-hoc Sidak test to
analyze the effect of the country of origin on the time spent on each step along
the plug-in process. Thus, we found out that there was an effect between coun-
try of origin and the process time per plug-in step (F (10,2) = 10.427, p= .000,
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Table 2. Chi-Square results (χ2) based on the UX metrics Adoption, Continuity, Task
Success, Trust, and Mastery for French (FRA), German (GER), and Italian (ITA)
users.
UX metric Plug-In Step Country of Origin χ2 Cramer’s V
FRA GER ITA Total
Adoption Success 5843 2760 5548 14.151 714.327 .035
Failure 271.708 139.137 167.339 578.184
Total 277.551 141.897 172.887 592.335 p = .000
Continuity Gender Success 4528 2075 4066 10,669 28.267 .032
Failure 1315 685 1482 3482
Detour 14 8 19 41
Total 5857 2768 5567 14,192 p = .000
Brand Success 4105 1917 3733 9755 10.166 .022
Failure 183 72 134 389
Detour 320 120 308 748
Total 4608 2109 4175 10.892 p = .038
Category Success 3908 1797 3540 9245 4.218 n.s.
Failure 312 155 283 750
Detour 178 87 196 461
Total 4398 2039 4019 10.456 p = .377
Model Success 3354 1516 2906 7776 22.019 .034
Failure 664 325 728 1717
Detour 27 18 44 89
Total 4045 1859 3678 9582 p = .000
Size Success 3159 1417 2698 7274 8.256 n.s.
Failure 213 108 228 549
Detour 6 4 12 22
Total 3378 1529 2938 7845 p = .083
Rec. Success 3038 1350 2560 6948 6.781 .031
Failure 125 70 145 340
Total 3163 1420 2705 7288 p = .034
Task success Openings 5843 2760 5548 14.151 13.332 .025
Rec. 3038 1350 2560 6948
Total 8881 4110 8108 21.099 p = .001
Trust Yes 10 3 9 22 21.232 .193
No 381 113 53 547
Total 391 116 62 569 p = .000
Mastery Yes 158 17 103 278 42.130 .136
No 1094 421 500 2015
Total 1252 438 603 2293 p = .000
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η2 = .011). In our study, Italian users significantly differed in their temporal
usage patterns along all plug-in steps from French users (p = .000) as well as
from German users (p = .022). French and Germany did not differ significantly
(p > .050) (see Fig. 3).
Fig. 3. Average process times for each plug-in step per country including the standard
deviation.
Next, we conducted an ANOVA and post-hoc Sidak test to investigate
whether the process times significantly vary per plug-in step. Thus, we found out
that there is an effect of country of origin for the first plug-in step to select the
gender (F (12,2) = 10.774, p= .000, η2 = .012) as well as the third plug-in step
to select a category of a comparative shoe (F (12,2) = 6.342, p = .002, η2 = .007).
For the other plug-in steps (i.e., brand, model, size, and recommendation) we
could not identify significant differences (p > .050). More precisely, for the first
step (i.e., gender) the process time (i.e., the mean) of Italian users differed from
French users (p = .000) as well as from German users (p = .008). Furthermore,
the mean of the process time of Italian users to select a category varied from the
process time of French users (p =0.001). On average, Italian users needed more
time for each plug-in step.
4.3 Varying Reliance on Recommendations
Based on the two metrics Trust (number of recommended orders) and Mastery
(number of recommended orders of recurring users without opening the plug-in)
we analyzed the usage behaviors of plug-in users directly related to the rec-
ommendation service. The objective of these metrics is to understand whether
the country of origin is related to the reliance of users on the shoe size recom-
mendation as well as with the understanding of recurring users (who already
successfully clicked through the whole plug-in process and should understand
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that their suitable size is directly represented in the plug-in opening link) that
they do not have to open the plug-in again.
We found out that there is a relationship between country of origin and the
Trust in the recommendation of the plug-in (χ2(2) = 13.983, p = .001). Further-
more, the country of origin is related to the understanding of the link’s text label
recommendation (Mastery) for recurring users (χ2(2) = 42.130, p= .000).
In our study, French and German users showed a comparable trust rate (i.e.,
number of users who ordered a differing shoe size based on the recommendation
and excluding users whose initially entered shoe size equalled the recommended
size hence no conclusion on the user’s trust can be drawn) of 2.56% (FR: 10
out of 391, 114 additional users excluded) and 2.59% (GER: 3 out of 116, 60
additional users excluded). However, from 62 Italian users that got a differing
recommendation, 9 users (14.52% excluding 27 additional users) relied on the
plug-in and added a differing shoe size into the website’s shopping cart (see
Fig. 4).
Fig. 4. Percentage of users per country who relied on the plug-in suggestion (Trust) or
the suggestion in the link’s text label (Mastery) when the recommended size differed
from the comparative shoe size.
With regards to recurring users relying on the recommendation of the plug-in
link, the number of French users (adding a differing shoe size into the website’s
shopping cart without opening the plug-in and once again excluding users for
whom no conclusion can be drawn as the recommended size equalled the initially
entered size) increased to 12.62% (158 out of 1252, excluding 486 additional
users) and the number of reliant Italian users increased to 17.08% (103 out
of 603, excluding 133 additional users). German users, however, remained at a
rather low rate of 3.88% (17 out of 438, excluding 250 additional users) (see
Fig. 4).
4.4 Summary and Interpretation
The analysis of UX metrics allowed us to understand country-specific usage
patterns of French, German, and Italian users. Users from all three countries
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showed distinct adoption and dropout rates as well as, in particular, significant
associations with the plug-in steps gender, brand, model, and recommendation.
In addition, we identified significant differences in the overall task success rates.
Furthermore, the country of origin is related to the temporal usage patterns
along the plug-in steps, with Italian users being the slowest.
Finally, the analysis of the UX-focused metrics Trust and Mastery showed
lower rates for French and German users compared to users from Italy. However,
recurring users from France strongly increased their long-term trust rate (i.e.,
Mastery) due to the suggestion in the plug-in link’s text label. The described UX
metrics helped our project partner to efficiently focus on selected plug-in steps
as the analysis highlighted country-specific relationships with a low effect size
that are worth paying attention (Cramer’s V between .10 and .20 and η2=.01)
compared to country-specific relationships with a marginal effect size (Cramer’s
V between .00 and .10 and η2 <.01) according to Rea & Parker [45] and Cohen
[11]. The localization of all plug-in steps will increase development time and
costs. Through the focus on selected and significant plug-in steps with at least
low effect sizes, our project partner was able to allocate research and development
resources more efficiently.
In order to identify localized interfaces for different countries, designers and
researchers need to analyze suitable aspects in further in-depth studies. First,
the interface of the website plug-in can be localized and evaluated recurringly
for each country to minimize the dropout rate for the critical plug-in steps.
One might, for example, prefer text-based icons for the selection of the gender.
Second, with regards to the differing process times the plug-in design can be
complemented with additional information in order to balance process times per
step, dropout rate, and backward steps. Third, it is important to investigate the
differences in the Trust and Mastery rate. German users, for example, might not
want to receive suggestions within the link’s text label but prefer to receive an
individual recommendation each time. Thus, the overall plug-in and link design
should be rearranged. Therefore, further qualitative in-depth investigations in
the future will allow us to clarify our interpretations.
5 Conclusion, Limitation, and Future Work
In this paper, we demonstrated the applicability of web analytics metrics to
analyze differences in the usage behavior and UX of an e-commerce website
plug-in between French, German, and Italian users. We were able to identify
significant relationships between the country of origin and the adoption rate as
well as dropout rate of several plug-in steps. In addition, users from France,
Germany, and Italy showed different temporal usage patterns as well as trust
in the plug-in’s recommendation. Although our work focused on the analysis
of an e-commerce plug-in, further country-specific usage patterns have already
been identified for Q&A websites such as Yahoo Answers (see [28]) as well as
StackOverflow and Superuser (see [44]).
However, narrowing down the complex scope of UX to a selection of six
customized website analytics metrics based on client-side user tracking can only
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be a first step. Overall, it will be necessary to further investigate and analyze
the applicability of user tracking for UX measurement due to its quantitatively
descriptive nature (see [24,32,41]. Inspired by traditional usability approaches
(i.e., logging data) we see our work as a starting point to efficiently guide in-
depth UX analyses, complementary to qualitative evaluations with a focus on
attitudinal data. Additionally, client-based tracking might not holistically track
all website visitors due to, e.g., blocked website cookies. It is, by nature, not
possible to track how many website visitors block cookies. We, therefore, limited
our analysis to recurring users of plug-in interactions and not website visits.
Furthermore, the collaboration with our industry partner did not allow any
modification of the original website. Consequently, it was not possible to add a
registration process to track the user behavior across different devices.
Based on our research, future studies should add further metrics and qual-
itative in-depth analysis of country-specific usage patterns, test our findings
through locally adapted user interface studies, and investigate the impact of
server-based tracking on both the users’ UX and the validity of web analytics
metrics. Furthermore, the investigation of user-level data (i.e., the consolidated
usage data of individual users) might allow conclusions about more detailed user
behaviors. Ultimately, to set up a holistic UX-focused user tracking process, it is
necessary to compare the effect of cross-country differences with and in contrast
to further aspects, such as gender and device type.
We conclude that user tracking can be an efficient way to identify UX-
related levers for culturally sensitive design adaptions of website plug-ins. At
the same time, we agree with Vermeeren et al. [57] and Law et al. [33] that an
exclusive focus on quantitative UX measurement (through, e.g., web analytics
metrics) might ignore relevant insights of qualitative measurement approaches.
Consequently a balance of various measurement tools and approaches should
be promoted. In culturally sensitive development processes, the research and
design team can implement UX-focused user tracking to identify suitable levers
for country-specific design adaptions. Once significant differences in the usage
behaviors for certain steps of a website plug-in have been identified, researchers
and developers can, e.g., efficiently set-up subsequent A/B-tests and investigate
the impact on the click behavior for different designs. This includes but is not lim-
ited to more or less information for such plug-insteps, different designs (colours,
fonts, etc.) or simply a different user flow through the plug-in. Changes in the
design can then be analyzed through further user tracking and supplemental
qualitative evaluations.
In summary, our work was guided by the motivation to pursue a quantitative
approach based on web analytics metrics to identify UX-related, country-specific
usage behaviors of a website plug-in. We aim to foster an ongoing discussion
about cross-cultural UX design as well as a suitable balance between qualita-
tive and quantitative UX measurement - following up on the investigation of
large-scale behavioral data. In particular, however, we want to emphasize that
the challenging need of globally acting companies to analyze country-specific
preferences and usage patterns requires cost-efficient and quickly adaptable UX
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measurement tools. In this light, we perceive our work as a constructive start-
ing point for further cross-cultural investigations based on large-scale behavioral
data.
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Abstract. Technological products are increasingly equipped with data
collection and personalization mechanisms that allow them to adapt to
an individual user’s needs [4]. However, the value and perception of these
practices for users is still unclear. This field trip proposal investigates
users’ mental models of personalization as well as perceived benefits and
drawbacks using semi-structured interviews. The interviews make use of
the critical incident technique and drawing tasks. We expect that findings
from the field trip will result in rich understanding of the prospective
of a collectivist society on personalization and privacy. Results of the
field trip can, hence, be contrasted to the results of an equivalent study
conducted in Germany, an individualistic society. The overall goal of
our studies is to highlight differences in user needs of collectivist and
individualistic societies for researchers and practitioners who develop
highly personalized systems.
Keywords: Privacy · Personalization · Value-driven design
1 Introduction
As data collection and processing techniques improve, technological products are
increasingly equipped with personalization mechanisms that allow them to adapt
to an individual user’s needs [4]. One of the main purposes of personalization
and customization is to evoke or foster a feeling of individuality or “me-ness”,
which is especially important in individualistic and particularly Western soci-
eties [4,8]. However, the notions of individuality and privacy are perceived very
differently, and often in a negative light, in societies with a collectivist world
view [7], e.g. in the Arab Gulf [1], in Africa [3], or in India [2]. The goal of
this fieldtrip is to investigate users’ perceptions of benefits and drawbacks of
personalization in India. Currently, we are conducting an equivalent study in
Germany. The pre-study in Germany indicated differing mental models of per-
sonalization and varying privacy sensibility when using personalized products
or services. We, therefore, want to further investigate this relation. However,
to objectively address this research question, we want to understand privacy
concerns of personalization in both individualistic and collectivist countries.
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Both studies will be conducted in similar settings hence we expect that findings
from the field trip in India (a more collectivist country in contrast to Germany,
an individualistic country [7]) will enrich our study with an alternative perspec-
tive to personalization and privacy and enable us to critically reflect on values
and assumptions that underlie the design of personalized technologies. We hope
that our findings will inform researchers and practitioners who develop person-
alized systems of similarities and differences in user needs between these two
societies.
2 Project Plan
2.1 Goals
– Defining the necessity of personalization in a collectivist country
– Understanding needs for personalization and privacy in different contexts
– Analyzing culturally sensitive aspects of personalization and privacy
2.2 Locations
For this study, we propose two different contexts, namely (1) urban and (2)
rural areas. We believe that this would provide an interesting setting to study
the perception of personalization and privacy, as we believe that the perception
will vary based on distance to the city. Participants should also be from a broad
age group and gender should be equally distributed. We will split up into teams,
each team targeting a different context. However, to select specific locations
around Mumbai, we would appreciate advice from the organisational team of
the conference or local universities. We are flexible on the exact locations as
long as we can target the proposed geographical group of people.
2.3 Method
Our study plan is focused on qualitative data collection techniques. We com-
bine semi-structured interviews, based on the critical incident technique [5], and
drawing tasks to elicit users’ mental models of personalization [9]. The interview
script consists of questions about demographic data as well as users’ technology
use, their mental model of personalization and their perception of benefits and
drawbacks. The ten main questions of the semi-structured interviews are:
1. Which specific websites did you visit last week?
2. What was your goal when you visited the websites?
3. Did you use different devices?
4. Did you notice that either the content or the interface of the webpage were
tailored to you in any way?
5. Did you find this tailoring to you good/bad/helpful/useful? How did you
like it?
6. Do you have any concerns about this tailoring?
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7. Can you give us an example of a website you visited and you were concerned
about the tailored website?
8. Do you think the page knows something about you, and if so, what?
9. How do you think this tailoring was done? Could you please draw and explain
your thoughts?
10. Is there anything that you would have (not) liked to be tailored to you?
To better understand the context of use, interviewers may ask additional
questions and note down observational data as needed. Moreover, as we assume
that individual attitudes towards individualism and collectivism will be of impor-
tance for the analysis of the qualitative data, we will use standardized quantita-
tive scales such as INDCOL [10] or the Culture Orientation Scale [6] to better
understand our participant sample.
2.4 Participants, Recruiting and Ethical Considerations
All interview questions were designed according to ethical guidelines and all data
will be stored and analysed anonymously. Participants will be informed about
the goals of our study and asked for their consent before the interview. They
will be paid Rs.200 as a token of compensation.
2.5 Schedule
Day 1
– 9:00–10:00: Team meeting, briefing, splitting up in smaller groups
– 10:00–17:00: Groups go out to their locations and conduct interviews and
observations
Day 2
– 9:00–11:00: Groups share their findings + insights
– 9:30–12:00: Clustering of insights + definition of focus group topics
– 12:00–13:00: Lunch
– 13:00–14:00: Focus groups and scenario sketching
– 14:00–15:00: Summary of results + extracting of recommendations
– 15:00–15:30: Wrap-up + definition of next steps
3 Expected Outcome
Findings will help to contrast the views of personalization and privacy as preva-
lent in Western societies. The findings will further be used to create recommen-
dations and guidelines for personalization and privacy for technological products
targeting the Indian market.
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4 Field Trip Participants
The field trip will be carried out by researchers from various disciplines and both
academia and industry:
Hanna Schneider (Organizer, LMU Munich)
Florian Lachner (Organizer, CDTM Munich)
Elaine Brechin Montgomery (Facebook)
Alfred Kobsa (University of California, Irvine)
Panayiotis Zaphiris (Cyprus University of Technology)
Corinne Longman (Google)
Beth Bergen (Google)
Anjali Kukreja (HealthKart Gurgaon, India)
Pratiksha Dixit (Srishti Institute of Art, Design and Technology)
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ABSTRACT
User experience (UX) evaluation is a growing field with di-
verse approaches. To understand the development since previ-
ous meta-review efforts, we conducted a state-of-the-art review
of UX evaluation techniques with special attention to the tri-
angulation between methods. We systematically selected and
analyzed 100 papers from recent years and while we found
an increase of relevant UX studies, we also saw a remaining
overlap with pure usability evaluations. Positive trends include
an increasing percentage of field rather than lab studies and a
tendency to combine several methods in UX studies. Triangu-
lation was applied in more than two thirds of the studies, and
the most common method combination was questionnaires
and interviews. Based on our analysis, we derive common
patterns for triangulation in UX evaluation efforts. A critical
discussion about existing approaches should help to obtain
stronger results, especially when evaluating new technologies.
CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → User studies; Empirical
studies in HCI; HCI theory, concepts and models;
Author Keywords
User experience; UX; evaluation; triangulation; mixed
methods; review; meta-analysis
* First three authors contributed equally
INTRODUCTION
User experience (UX) has attracted increasing interest in re-
cent years. One comparable indicator, at least for academia, is
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Figure 1. Commonly applied methods and triangulation strategies found
in our literature study. The size of the nodes (methods) and links (com-
binations) is proportional to the number of occurrences.
the number of papers published. In Google Scholar, for exam-
ple, the search term “user experience” roughly returns 20,800
results for the publication year 2010, increasing to more than
32,500 for the year 2016 (+56% in total). While UX considera-
tions have become embedded in research and design processes,
they still remain a challenging and strongly discussed area for
both researchers in academia and practitioners in industry.
The focus of UX, for example defined as “A person’s per-
ceptions and responses that result from the use or anticipated
use of a product, system or service” [21], has shifted from
simply acknowledging usability and performance aspects of
interactive products, towards the emotional, hedonic aspects of
interaction. Reaching beyond usability, UX has been extended
to incorporate hedonic qualities such as aesthetics, stimula-
tion and identification [37]. UX also is a dynamic concept
influenced by contextual aspects, such as place, social and tem-
poral aspects of use as well as the users’ specific emotional
states [47, 23]. It is thus clear that UX offers a much more
holistic and dynamic take on interaction with products than
pure usability.
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As an academic discipline, UX has evolved in the multi-
disciplinary intersection of fields such as cognitive science,
design, psychology and engineering. Not only the definition
of the term UX is discussed, but also the question how to study
and evaluate UX. A number of surveys of available methods
and methodological gaps were conducted around the turn of
the present decade (see, for example, [90, 107, 80, 9]). How-
ever, as the field has evolved over the years, we see the need
to reassess the field of UX evaluation. We want to take the
thoughts of the previous meta-analyses of Bargas-Avila and
Hornbæk [9], Vermeeren et al. [107], Roto et al. [90] and
Obrist et al. [80] - published around 2010 - further, to examine
the progress until today. Our goal is to update the knowledge
and provide an analysis of the current characteristics of empir-
ical studies in UX from 2010 to 2016, as well as an outlook on
possible future developments. In particular, we are interested
in how the multi-dimensionality of UX is approached by us-
ing (or not using) method triangulation, i.e., applying two or
more methods, to obtain well-founded evaluation results from
different perspectives. Our analysis therefore includes trends
regarding the number of UX publications, UX dimensions
studied, study contexts, method application, and triangulation
patterns derived from the analysis of method application.
Building on the current state of the art, we point out potential
gaps and future directions. Is the topic of UX evaluation still a
Bermuda Triangle of disparate research approaches, or is there
land in sight for an evolved UX evaluation practice?
RELATED WORK
Evaluation has been identified as one of the core pillars of
academic UX research [58, 63, 103]. Alves et al. [5] demon-
strated in 2014 that experience evaluation plays an important
role for UX practitioners in industry and concludes that “most
practitioners believe that UX evaluations have a strong to de-
cisive impact on the user interface”. The approaches used for
empirical UX evaluation have, however, been debated (see for
example [13, 63, 90]) as a result of the different epistemologi-
cal directions of the research area.
It has been claimed that evaluating UX requires new assess-
ment methods and approaches [9, 50] and a wide range of UX
evaluation methods have been developed over the years (e.g.,
UX curve [56], AttrakDiff [39], or the UX-q [61]). Bargas-
Avila and Hornbæk [9] pinpoint three areas of intense debate
regarding evaluation: the types of products studied, the dimen-
sions of UX, and the methodologies applied, reigniting “the
debate between qualitative and quantitative approaches” [9].
Law et al. [63] point out the epistemological differences be-
tween engineering approaches to UX where “to measure is
to know” and the humanities, where it may be considered
naive and simplistic to assume that a fuzzy concept such as
experience can be readily reduced and measured.
The ambition of sound empirical evaluations [63] applicable
to UX thus led to the meta-review efforts in the late 2000’s and
early 2010’s. These reviews concerned both the underlying
theory and models of UX [58, 64] as well as the area of UX
evaluation [5, 9, 80, 90, 107]. A number of common method-
ological gaps in UX evaluation approaches were identified at
this point of time:
• In previous work, the underlying, assumed dimensions of
UX have been found to often be unclear and/or interchange-
able with usability [64]. The often very vague link between
evaluations and UX theory is problematic; not fully under-
standing and formulating what is evaluated makes improve-
ments difficult.
• Existing evaluation work was largely founded on self-
defined questionnaires and few UX methods were satis-
factorily validated for the cause [9, 107].
• There were only very few practices for evaluating UX at
early stages of design processes [90, 107, 9]. These need
formative methods, providing feedback that can provide
information on what and why to revise to improve a design
already early in the development [107].
• There was a lack of UX method triangulation that addresses
the multidimensionality of experience. The lack of rational
ways of collecting data from multiple methods was found
by several reviews [9, 90, 107]. Although “benefits in
terms of a rich picture of UX and higher scientific quality
by collecting data with a combination of UX evaluation
methods are well recognized” [107], there was a call for
developed knowledge of which methods work well together
and how to effectively collect and analyze the data from
different sources.
Triangulation
As mentioned, the lack of multi-dimensionality in the eval-
uation formats was a commonly identified issue in previous
meta-reviews. Law et al. [65] write “employing quantitative
measures to the exclusion of qualitative accounts of user ex-
periences, or vice versa, is too restrictive and may even lead
to wrong implications”. Arhippainen et al. [8] demonstrate
how applying several methods in practice can help researchers
to learn about users and their ways to express experiences,
and to catch “user experience information piece by piece by
utilizing different methods”. However, they conclude that
there is a general lack of knowledge generation in the area
of UX and using multiple methods. Furthermore, it has been
suggested that experience data is accessible in layers [108]
and that therefore more of an experience can be understood
by, for example, moving between “the expressible” by inter-
views [93], to tacit behaviors by observation techniques and
latent experience data of “knowing, dreaming and feeling” by,
for example, generative sessions [108].
Outside the UX field, the roots of method triangulation ap-
proaches traces back to the “paradigm wars” [104] and grew
in popularity during the 1980s in social, behavioral and human
sciences [44] to bridge different epistemological standpoints in
research; applying triangulation approaches served as a way to
overcome differences in approaches to knowledge production,
enabling both the abilities of qualitative research in under-
standing the subjective, as well as the quantitative to determine
statistical trends and connections. Denzin [19] outlined four
types of triangulation in order to study a phenomenon: (a) data
triangulation (i.e., the use of a mix of data sources in a study),
(b) investigator triangulation (i.e., a number of researchers
researching the same phenomenon), (c) theory triangulation
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1. Identification of possibly relevant publications 
2. Definition of scope and procedure
3. Identification of relevant publications
(n = 280)
Full Paper?
Focus on empirical study? (n = 250)
Focus on UX? (n = 204)
Inter-rater reliability (i = 49)
Exclusion 3 (m = 104)
Exclusion 2 (m = 46)
Exclusion 1 (m = 30)
4. Categorization of relevant publications 
5. Analysis of UX studies in relevant publications
(n = 100)
Figure 2. Procedure of our literature review, adapted from the
QUOROM statement.
(i.e., the use of a number of theories used for interpreting re-
sults of a study), and (d) methodological triangulation (i.e.,
the use of more than one method to study a phenomenon).
Creswell [18] describes the overarching two different types of
employing two or more methods; either sequential (firstly ei-
ther a quantitative or qualitative method is used, and the other
type is used in a following study to explain, explore or validate
the results) or concurrent (where two or more methods are
employed within the same study to cross-validate findings).
Employing triangulation to study a subject has been claimed
to contribute to a more reliable, holistic and well-motivated
understanding of phenomena [44], and to counteract inherent
biases from data sources, investigators and especially methods.
Thus, triangulation can be claimed to lead to higher confi-
dence in results and also to uncover unexpected results. This
is true especially for multi-dimensional topics, such as UX,
that may need multiple approaches, bringing depth as well
as breath to the understanding. In their review of empirical
studies, Bargas-Avila and Hornbæk found a “sad lack of refer-
ence” [9] between the groups of qualitative and quantitative
methodological approaches. We are following up on the topic
of triangulation approaches in UX evaluation - has there been
progress? What can we learn from strategies currently ap-
plied?
STUDY AIM AND LITERATURE STUDY SETUP
UX evaluation continues to be a popular, but often debated,
topic in conferences as well as in journals. Our goal is to
provide an updated overview of UX evaluations in academia,
from the years that have passed since the previous efforts of
literature reviews, e.g., [9, 80, 90, 107]. We are interested in
the methodologies employed, the dimensions of UX that are
Conference / Journal Database Search Results Relevant(ACM DL) (total) Publications
CHI 7,482 137 50
UbiComp 2,265 34 10
DIS 1,092 40 14
CSCW 1,701 17 8
UIST 839 13 3
ICMI 843 1 0
IUI 837 20 7
TOCHI 278 18 8
Total 15,337 280 100
Table 1. Number of search results (excluding results from extended ab-
stract, companion, and adjunct proceedings) and relevant publications
for our analysis (per venue from 2010 to 2016).
studied, the products studied and the stages of development
process in which the studies takes place. Furthermore, we
investigated the application of triangulation within UX studies,
whether it has increased since the turn of the decade, and iden-
tified current approaches for handling multidimensionality.
By evaluation, we mean a focus on assessing specific designs,
from early concept ideas, over prototypes to finished products,
in order to inform a design process. As our aim is to study the
overall UX field, based on the academic literature, we did not
select a specific practical model or view of UX as a basis for
paper selection. Accordingly, we reviewed papers stating to
evaluate UX as a part of their description of the study.
We decided to pursue a systematic analysis approach, based on
a representative sample of publications in the field of Human-
Computer Interaction and UX, to derive suitable insights re-
garding triangulation approaches in academic UX studies. Our
approach (see Figure 2) is based on a procedure similar to
Bargas-Avila & Hornbæk [9] and Lachner et al. [57] hence
similarly adapted from the QUOROM statement [77], which
specifies guiding principles on how to conduct meta-analyses
including a quantitative data synthesis and a clarifying flow
diagram.
Step 1: Identification of possibly relevant publications
Source selection. Academic work related to UX evaluation is
spread across multiple scientific journals and conferences and
continues to gain interest.
To limit the scope of our analysis we decided to only use the
ACM Digital Library (DL) as a research database, including
476,316 records (207,571 from 2010 to 2016) in total at the
time we conducted our review.
Furthermore, besides being a rich source of UX research, it
contains influential conferences and highly ranked journals
such as CHI, DIS and TOCHI. We further narrowed down the
scope through our selection of suitable target conferences and
journals. We based the selection of suitable venues on the h5-
index indicated by Google Scholar as well as the relevance for
our study aim hence omitted proceedings that target a specific
domain (e.g., robotics, mobile, etc.). As a consequence, eight
ACM conferences were selected (see Table 1).
Search procedure. We used the search query “user experience”
AND “evaluation OR method OR measure OR assessment
OR study” in any field and limited the search results to the
period 2010 to 2016. We excluded the current year (2017),
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since the publication year was not yet finished and thus not
yet all possible relevant papers available. Next, we selected
the conference proceedings (respectively the journal) of all
selected venues and excluded all extended abstract, adjunct,
and companion proceedings if they were listed individually
(based on [9]). False positives were excluded at later stages.
Our procedure led to 280 papers in total (see Table 1).
Step 2: Definition of scope and procedure
Exclusion criteria. As a next step, we defined criteria to
exclude publications that were out of scope of our study aim.
A publication was excluded if (1) it was not a full paper, or (2)
if there was no trace of an empirical study, i.e., not including an
empirical study of any kind, not including a clear description
of the evaluation process or the study results, or (3) if the
authors of the paper did not clearly state that evaluating UX (in
any form) of a product or service was the aim of the empirical
study. For the third exclusion criteria, it is important to note
that we only included publications where the authors directly
linked their study to UX while we excluded publications where
the term “user experience” was only mentioned in the abstract,
key words, related work, and/or introduction and not as a part
of describing the specific study. We did not judge the authors’
views on UX; if authors claimed to study user experience, they
were included in our detailed categorization.
Screening categories. Next, we selected the categories (based
on [9]) that we used to analyze all relevant publications. Name
and type of method were categorized (e.g., self-developed
questionnaire, standardized questionnaire, free interview, semi-
structured interview, activity tracking, live observation) and
information if the method was referenced or not was noted.
The (data) type of the methods in each publication (qualita-
tive, quantitative, or both), task orientation (explorative use
where the user was free to explore without guidance, or task-
oriented), and if a motivation for the use of triangulation was
stated (if two or more methods/types of data were applied). We
also noted place of study (lab/field) and period of use (single-
session/shortterm/longterm). For each study, we noted if there
were references to UX literature and theory, as well as which
dimension of UX that was studied. Thereby we differentiate
between the consideration of following aspects: generic UX
(experience is studied as an own construct without mentioning
directly what is to be collected or measured), pragmatic quality
(usability, functionality), hedonic quality (“psychological well-
being through non-instrumental, self-oriented product quali-
ties” [20, 36]), aesthetics/appeal, satisfaction, affect/emotions,
enjoyment/fun engagement/flow, frustration, motivation and
other constructs. We elaborate further on the categories in the
results section.
Procedure. A common understanding and acceptable inter-
rater reliability of the definition and interpretation of the ex-
clusion criteria and the screening categories was ensured by
four cross-checks before the final screening, containing of in
total 60 papers mutually reviewed in full. Each of the the four
cross-check rounds consisted of an independent analysis as
well as a joint telephone conference of the first three authors to
discuss 15 papers from each of the venues CHI ’16, CHI ’15,
DIS ’16, and DIS ’14. These cross-check helped to decide how
to interpret the inclusion or exclusion of papers and how to as-
sign the defined categories. Most prominently, we sharpened
selection criteria 3 and decided to exclude evaluations that
mainly target the analysis of experiences with technology in
general, e.g., with the aim to derive UX theory, as compared to
the evaluation of a specific product or product type. Whereas
Hayashi and Hong [41], for example, state that “the overall
goal of the studies was to investigate the user experience in
using an authenticator [...]” (included in our review), Tuch et
al. [101] start their survey study with the question “Bring to
mind a single outstanding positive experience you have had re-
cently” (omitted). Similarly to the latter, Mekler & Hornbaek
[72] aim “to identify hedonic and eudaimonic components of
[...] experiences”. Both latter examples were excluded from
our review for stringency to our meta-study by a clear focus on
the directed evaluation/exploration of a product/service type
or case.
Step 3: Identification of relevant publications
Inter-rater reliability. We considered the exclusion of pub-
lications as crucial for the subsequent analysis. To ensure
the reliability of the selection process, the first three authors
conducted a final screening test round. In the test round, each
author individually screened the same set of 49 papers (17,5%
of all possibly relevant publications). The set consisted of
randomly selected papers of each conference/journal and year.
The inter-rater reliability for the exclusion was found to be
α = .8307, 95% in a CI of (0.7161, 0.9345). According to
Krippendorff [53], values for α higher than .8 can be seen as
a satisfactory.
Procedure. For the final screening procedure, we split all
publications of papers between the first three authors with
weekly meetings to discuss borderline papers.
Exclusion. Firstly, 30 publications were excluded because
they were not full papers. Second, 46 papers were excluded
because they were not empirical studies of a specific product or
product type. Third, 102 papers were excluded for not relating
the concept of UX to the empirical study (see Figure 2).
Step 4: Categorization of relevant publications
After identifying all relevant publications, the three authors cat-
egorized the same set of publications according to the defined
screening categories. Once again, weekly meetings where
held to handle unsure cases of categorizations.
Step 5: Analysis of UX studies in relevant publications
Interim analysis. After about half of the time needed for the
categorization in step 4, we organized a workshop at DIS
2017 [84] to discuss initial insights with researchers in the
UX field. At the workshop, we presented first insights of
our review, including, for example, types of products studied,
UX dimensions addressed, referenced UX theory, employed
methods, and triangulation approaches. Together with all
workshop participants, we interpreted our initial findings at
that time. These interpretations provided an initial basis for
our final screening and analysis process.
Final analysis. Finally, we finished screening and categorizing
all relevant publications. The final screening also included
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one more cross-check for borderline papers. For the analysis,
we first looked at general developments in the field of UX
evaluation. Second, we specifically examined mixed method
approaches/triangulation patterns.
RESULTS
Below we report our results in following structure: We begin
by describing general insights about the development of the
amount of UX publications over time (1), the studied dimen-
sions (2), and context (3). Then, we present our analysis of the
applied methodology (4), which ends up in detailed insights
about common triangulation patterns (5) in UX studies.
The Development of User Experience
In general, we see a temporal development of the papers we
rated as relevant (empirical studies with a focus on UX) with
a percentage increase of 283% from 2010 to 2016. This
means that in total 40% (N=100) (of all identified full papers
(N=250)) were identified as relevant for a detailed categoriza-
tion. However, the percentage of all full papers that have been
excluded because they did not focus on UX (in total 41%)
converges over the years with the percentage of papers we
rated as relevant. Looking at the linear trend lines, there is
only a slight decrease (-2.5%) of papers rated as relevant, and
a slight increase of “no UX papers” (5.1%). Thus, neither a
positive nor a negative development was observed over time
(in terms of amount of relevant papers, i.e., the numbers of
publications containing the search words increased continu-
ously) but the percentage of papers found relevant in relation
to the total numbers of papers containing the search words,
remained fairly stable. This means that there is a continuous
growth of UX studies. Below, we will discuss some insights
regarding the UX dimensions we studied, the context and the
methodology we used.
UX Dimensions
UX is mostly studied as a general construct
In the detailed analysis and categorization of relevant papers
(N=100), we found that the category that we summarized as
Generic UX was the most frequently evaluated UX dimension
(56%, see Table 2 for a full list of all UX constructs we used).
In the Generic UX category, UX authors understood UX as
a general construct and did not specify which aspects they
studied in detail. For example, Woo et al. [111] describes:
“we conducted a qualitative user study to understand people’s
UX dimensions %** Examples
Generic UX 56 [111],[75],[78]
Pragmatic Quality 22 [1], [109], [99]
Aesthetics/Appeal 7 [96]
Hedonic Quality 6 [99]
Satisfaction 4 [106]
Affect/Emotion 4 [54]
Enjoyment/Fun 4 [69]
Engagement/Flow 3 [4]
Frustration 2 [86]
Motivation 1 [100]
Other Constructs 16 e.g, trust [82]
Table 2. Dimensions of UX research. Note: *multiple dimensions in one
study possible, based on all relevant papers (N=100).
experiences with DIY smart home products”. In Bargas-Avila
and Hornbæk’s study of papers from 2005-2009 [9], Generic
UX was also the main experiential dimension, yet slightly less
prominent (in 41% of all papers). Consequently, there has
been an increase from 2010 to 2016 of papers that evaluate
UX as a broader construct. In 2010, only 1 out of 6 papers
studied UX as a general construct [49]. In 2016, 52% of the
papers did not define any additional concrete dimensions.
In addition, 22% of all relevant papers measured the prag-
matic quality, by constructs of usability, ease of use, and/or
efficiency. The reasoning behind focusing on the pragmatic
quality differed, e.g., “to better understand the impact on the
User Experience, we conducted a lab-based user study to eval-
uate the effectiveness of different time series visualizations
that use varied interaction techniques, visual encodings and
coordinate systems for four tasks [...]” [1]. Other constructs
which were understood as a dimension of UX included Aes-
thetics/Appeal (7%), hedonic quality (6%) and satisfaction
(5%). Enjoyment/Fun and Affect/Emotion, both considered
as core dimensions in [9], are only investigated in 4% of all
papers. Engagement/Flow, Frustration and Motivation were
also rarely studied.
Rare links to UX theory
The high percentage of papers using a vague description of UX
is also reflected in the theoretical frameworks of the papers.
Overall, only 17% of all papers use a definition of UX, 83%
do not. Furthermore, established UX theory papers, e.g., [21,
23, 64, 65, 37, 38] are only referenced extensively in 8% of all
papers, to some extent in 17% and in 75% not at all. Häkkilä
et al. [32] wrote “[...] Although there is hardly a unified
definition for UX [62, 64], it is widely agreed that UX goes
beyond usability and instrumental aspects [64]. A definition
presented in [38] describes UX as ’a momentary, primarily
evaluative feeling (good-bad) while interacting with a product
or service’[...]”, as an example of a paper containing extensive
references to UX theory. Such extensive descriptions were
rarely found in all relevant papers.
Context
Wide range of products studied
While in 2005 to 2009, art was the most frequently evaluated
product [9], we found a very wide range of products studied
from 2010 to 2016. 20% of all papers evaluated individual
products - too diverse to create their own categories, e.g., icons
[96] or interactive museum installations [42]. The most fre-
quently studied product types were mobile phone/app (15%),
followed by interactive games (13%), web tools (12%) and
websites (10%). The UX of new technologies such as con-
nected services/IoT (4%) and VR/AR (2%) are increasing, but
the number of papers is still small, see Table 3.
Few studies focus on early product development stages
In total, 56% of all studied products are presented and dis-
cussed as prototypes (of which 96% are high-fidelity proto-
types), 39% are finished products or beta versions. Earlier
stages of concepts were rarely evaluated. Only two papers
used a wizard-of-oz setting and only one paper analyzed sto-
ries in a narratated form.
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Studied Products %* Examples
Mobilephone/App 15 [54], [67]
Interactive Game 13 [7], [3]
Webtool 12 [30], [83]
Website 10 [75], [100]
Professional Software 9 [99]
Audio/Video/TV 6 [32]
Connected Service/ IoT 4 [111]
Non-digital Product 3 [45]
Vehicle 3 [40]
VR/AR 3 [81]
Wearable 2 [24]
Other Products 20 e.g., icons [96]
Table 3. Products studied in UX research. Note: *multiple products in
one study possible, based on all relevant papers (N=100).
Equal share of field and lab studies
In contrast to [9], where only 21% regarded the context of
the product in their study, from 2010 to 2016, almost the half
(45%) of the publications described a field study and thus
involved the context in their investigations. Ghellal et al. [29],
for example, studied the experience of an augmented reality
game within a horror and vampire genre “merging a fictional
universe and the physical environment into one pervasive ex-
perience, centering around a variety of augmented reality ac-
tivities played out at sunset”. At the same time, 41% were lab
studies. Remote studies were conducted by only 8% and a
mixed setup (lab and field) by 4% (all percentages rounded).
We found that professional software tools (77.8%; N=7), mo-
bile phone/apps (53.3%; N=8) and connected services (75%;
N=3) were mainly investigated in a field study, while inter-
active games (61%, N=8) are more frequently evaluated in a
controlled lab setting.
Still limited “truly” longitudinal studies
Furthermore we can report that 63% of all selected UX studies
are evaluating the UX within a single session. These sessions
were mostly conducted in the lab (61.9%; N=39), or within
a field study (25.4% N=16). However, at least 34% of all
UX studies used a long term setup (several weeks). Of these,
76.4% are conducted at the field, 14.7% assess UX remotely
and 5.9% are performed in a lab. Only 3% are analyzed in a
short term setting (i.e, several days, thus longer than a single
session but not for weeks or longer). In total we can speak of a
positive development since 2010, where the studies stretching
over several weeks were only available in “some papers” [9].
However, “truly” longitudinal studies which “cover typical
product life cycles over several months and years” [9] are still
missing at large, with important exceptions such as [55].
Method Application
Focus on traditional methods
In order to evaluate UX, a variety of methods from related
fields, as well as newly developed methods have been em-
ployed over the years. With regards to method deployment
in our data set (see Table 4), we observed that self-developed
questionnaires were used in more than half of all papers
(53%), 46% conducted semi-structured interviews, 31% em-
ployed activity logging, 26% used a standardized question-
naire, and 19% observed their users (see Figure 1). Probes
(i.e., additional material given to the users to elicit experiences,
Method Type** %* Examples
Self-Developed Questionnaire 53 [81], [32], [75]
Semi-Structured Interviews 46 [24] , [32],[111]
Activity Logging 31 [3], [99],[49]
Standardized Questionnaires 26 [40], [59]
Live User Observation 19 [96], [7]
Videorecording 16 [99], [45]
Free Interview 9 [102]
Think Aloud Feedback 6 [82]
Diaries 6 [7]
Focus Groups 5 [7]
Online Feedback 3 [66]
Probes 3 [79]
Physio-psychological 2 [25]
Others 5 e.g., sticky labels tocapture context [68]
Table 4. Methods used in UX research. Note: *multiple methods in one
study possible, based on all relevant papers (N=100) **data is collected
without judging, whether the measurement is right for assessing UX.
such as the possibility to express experiences through video,
photo or drawings) and objective measures such as physio-
psychological methods were rarely used. Self-developed ques-
tionnaires are also the method which is most commonly used
stand-alone (11%), followed by semi-structured interviews
(9%) and standardized questionnaires (6%).
Broad range of specific methods
When looking at established methods that focus on a spe-
cific evaluation scenario, an analysis shows that there is a
broad range; 40% use a unique method, which no other study
employs in our dataset (see Table 5). The NASA-TLX ques-
tionnaire, developed to assess workload [35], was (perhaps
surprisingly) the most frequently used method in all UX stud-
ies (7%). Next, the AttrakDiff questionnaire [39] (5%) and a
second version of it (2%) were employed. The System Usabil-
ity Scale was used in 3% of the papers. As a consequence, we
cannot report a high consensus in methods in general.
Specific Method** %* Examples
NASA-TLX 7 [59]
AttrakDiff 5 [54]
System Usability Scale 3 [24]
AttrakDiff 2 2 [49]
User Engagement Scale 2 [4]
Aesthetics scale 2 [87]
PANAS 2 [52]
Others 40 e.g., SAM [76]
Table 5. Specific methods used in UX research. *multiple specific meth-
ods in one study possible, based on all relevant papers (N=100) **data is
collected without judging, if the measurement is the right for assessing UX.
Data type is mostly mixed
Our systematical categorization shows that 32% of the data
collected in UX studies is solely quantitative (e.g., activity
logging, questionnaires, psycho-physiological data) and 22%
solely qualitative (e.g., interviews, observations). However,
combinations of different methods based on the same data
type, meaning either two or more qualitative (respectively
quantitative) methods, are part of these numbers. The bigger
part of the papers (46%) applied both quantitative and qual-
itative measurements, meaning that the studies used two or
more methods, i.e., a triangulation approach. This is further
analyzed in the next section, both for method triangulation as
well as also data triangulation.
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Triangulation Patterns
Analyzing the methodology of the 100 selected papers, we can
observe that the majority (72%) uses a triangulation approach.
While 21% mix only the method (e.g., Campbell et al. [14] use
activity logging during the interaction with weblog posts and
a post-use self-developed questionnaire focusing on ease of
use, enjoyment, and intention to return), in 46% also the data
type (quantitative and qualitative methods) was triangulated.
Only two papers mix theory [89] or user groups [83].
We were able to cluster and identify 8 insights about trian-
gulation patterns based on our analysis of general method
combinations (see Figure 2) and data type per temporal stage
of assessment, i.e., before, during, or after the evaluated inter-
action (see Table 6) as described below.
Gaining deeper insights motivates triangulation
Our analysis shows that many authors justify the use of mul-
tiple methods. In 32 (44%) of all papers that use any kind
of triangulation (N=72) the authors state a motivation for the
use of multiple methods. Besides, e.g., Ardito et al. [7] who
justify their approach based on related work in the field of
triangulation, most authors briefly mention that their aim of
applying more methods or data types was to get deeper insights
(e.g., [17] or [105]). Additionally, a second main reasoning be-
hind method triangulation was to better understand the results
of other applied methods, e.g., using post-use interviews to
make sense of observations (see [31]) or post-use interviews to
make sense of video recordings (see [67]). A total of 23% of
all papers reported only positive results from the study, while
the rest reported mixed results or mainly negative outcomes
of the evaluation. When including only papers that applied
triangulation, 19% reported on only positive outcomes.
Tendency towards triangulating a few methods
Our analysis also shows that the majority of method com-
binations is only based on a small set of different methods
(see Figure 1). More precisely, we saw that self-developed
questionnaires are most frequently used together with activity
logging (23%) or semi-structured interviews (20%). Further-
more, semi-structured interviews are often combined with
activity logging (15%) or with standardized questionnaires
(11%). A typical triangle of methods (not necessarily applied
in isolation) is the combination of self-developed question-
naires, semi-structured interviews, and activity logging (10%).
The most frequent triangulation pattern, which is used stan-
dalone (without any additional methods) is self-developed
questionnaire and activity logging (9%), whereas 6% addi-
tionally use semi-structured interviews. Thus, compared to
previous research [9], we see a substantial increase of the use
of activity logging as a complement to more traditional self-
reporting. However, when qualitatively reviewing the content
of the method descriptions, results, analysis and discussions,
we often found weak links between the conclusions drawn
from both sources.
Preference for quantitative data
From all methodological approaches, post-assessment based
on quantitative methods represents the most common approach
(see Table 6). However, from 16 publications which use ques-
tionnaires after the experience, there was only one publication
No. Comment Temporal Stage %*before during after
1 only one stage / quantitative  16
2 during/after: quantitative   11
3 post-use triangulation   9
4 only one stage / qualitative  7
5 during/after: mixed    6
6 during/after: qualitative   6
7 all stages: qualitative    5
8 during/after: mixed    5
9 only one stage / qualitative  4
10 during/after: mixed     4
11 all stages: quantitative    4
12 during/after: mixed    3
13 during/after: mixed   3
14 during/after: mixed    2
15 during/after: mixed   2
16 all stages: mixed    2
17 all stages: mixed      2
18 all stages: mixed      1
19 all stages: mixed     1
20 all stages: mixed     1
21 all stages: mixed      1
22 all stages: mixed    1
23 all stages: mixed     1
24 before/after   1
25 before/after    1
26 before/after    1
Sum 22% 65% 96% 100
Table 6. Overview of the identified data type combinations in all selected
publications based on the studied data type(s) per temporal stage of as-
sessment (quantitative method(s) = , qualitative method(s) = ). Note:
*combinations are numbered according to their frequency of occurrence,
based on all relevant papers (N=100).
in which the authors combine standardized and self-developed
questionnaires to evaluate UX. The other 15 papers use either
self-developed or standardized questionnaires. Nevertheless,
the triangulation of quantitative methods during and after the
interaction represent also the second most common approach
(see Table 6, no. 2). Furthermore, quantitative methods are
often used in the test stage of a design process (in total 15 out
of 27 publications that use approaches no. 1 or 2, during or
after interaction, see Table 6, e.g., [40] or [11]) and for lab
studies (in total 17 out 27 publications that use approach no. 1
or 2, see Table 6, e.g., [2] or [3]).
Thus, as already observed in previous research [64] we can
still see the strong links of many UX studies to momentary
performance metrics and usability-style experiments.
Infrequent pre-/post-evaluation
Table 7 shows an emphasized interest in evaluations during
and after the interaction. In particular, 96% of all studies as-
sess UX after the product usage, whereas 65% of all studies
assess the UX during the interaction. Although 22% of the rel-
evant papers investigate UX before the actual use, only three
publications from recent years pursue an expectation-focused
approach focusing on the analysis of pre-use and post-use eval-
uation. Furthermore, 19% assess UX in all temporal stages.
Uriu et al. [102], for example, conducted interviews before
and after the assessed interaction plus video recording during
and after the interaction. Their goal was to study the UX of
a whole cooking support system. Current research empha-
sizes the focus on pre-use and post-use evaluation (e.g., [74]).
Expectation is a key aspect of an experience, yet still rarely
analyzed in academic studies.
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Before During After % Examples
  42 [4], [7], [87]
 32 [92], [60], [88]
   19 [68], [100]
 4 [27]
  3 [66]
22% 65% 96%
Table 7. Temporal aspects of UX evaluation: before, during and after
interaction. Note: *combinations are sorted by frequency of occurrence,
based on all relevant papers (N=100).
Interviews and questionnaires for post-use evaluation
Interviews and questionnaires are not only two of the most
common method types that were used in all relevant publi-
cations, but also the preferred triangulated methods, as pre-
viously stated. In our analysis, we see a tendency towards
post-use triangulation of interviews and questionnaires, either
as a stand-alone data type triangulation (see no. 3 in Table 6,
e.g., [34] or [12]) or in combination with the additional evalu-
ation before and/or during the interaction. In total, one quarter
of all analyzed publications triangulate only questionnaires
and interviews to evaluate the experience afterwards.
Vermeeren et al. [107] also observed that scale-based question-
naires, often have a follow-up interview to better understand
research findings. In contrast, Alves et al. [5] more recently
outlined that in practice, companies prefer observation and
think-aloud over questionnaires and interviews.
Tendency towards more methods for exploration
It would seem plausible that the more data we collect, the more
insights we can derive. Vermeeren et al. [107] question why
researchers always want more data and suggest to rather focus
on suitable combinations of methods. Our analysis confirmed
the tendency towards applying more methods in UX studies,
as only 28% of all relevant papers base their user study on
only one method. Furthermore, the studies that pursued an
explorative approach (i.e., with the main goal to explore a
product or prototype freely rather than evaluating a specific
task) tend to be based on more methods than task-oriented
studies. From all 16 publications that use 4 or more methods
in their empirical study, 12 (75%) pursue an exploratory user
study (e.g., [17] or [46]). When we had a closer look at the
papers that only applied 1 method in their study, we saw that
11 (39%) out of 28 publications focus on Generic UX (e.g., [2]
or [81]). We agree with Vermeeren et al. [107] that it is not a
cause in it self to add more methods, but careful consideration
of combining the right method is key. We, however, consider
the tendency towards more methods to be a generally positive
trend in the exploratory studies to better understand the results.
Extensive long term studies and formative evaluation
The joint evaluation of expectations, UX during the interac-
tion, and post-use UX is usually time-consuming and costly,
but pointed out as an important key understanding of user
experiences [47, 70]. Based on our analysis, we can see that
such holistic evaluations of UX before, during, and after the
interaction are often conducted for long term studies. From all
relevant publications in our analysis, 19 analyze all temporal
stages whereof 13 (68%) focus on a long term evaluation.
We had assumed to find more holistic studies addressing all
temporal stages of UX evaluation, since their importance and
value have been highlighted before [48]. However, similar to
our findings, the review of Bargas-Avila and Hornbæk [9] in
2010 highlighted 17% of papers which analyzed all temporal
stages and 3% that focused their evaluation on pre-use and
post-use experience.
Diverse approaches for evaluations of accumulative UX
Almost one fifth (19%) of all relevant papers analyze all tem-
poral stages, including the experience before the interaction
(i.e., expectations), during the actual use, and post-use UX.
Although about half of the publications that analyze all tem-
poral stages focus either only on quantitative methods or only
on qualitative methods (see Table 6), we identified a variety
of different data type triangulation approaches. While Shin
et al. [95], for example, base their study on mixed data pre-
use, quantitative during use and mixed data post-use, Park et
al. [82] use quantitative methods before and after the interac-
tion and qualitative methods during the interaction. Further
combinations are summarized in Table 6.
DISCUSSION
During the process of writing this paper, we presented our re-
sults at a workshop [84] and discussed them with UX experts
of academia and industry (N=8). This helped us to critically an-
alyze and assess existing approaches of UX evaluation method
application from a practical and non-biased perspective.
How is the UX Research Field Evolving?
While the overall number of UX studies is increasing, only
a quarter of the papers make any kind of reference to UX-
specific literature. This raises the following question: Is the
theory of UX already taken for granted or is it too vague or
unknown? We had to exclude 104 papers which used the term
“User Experience” as a buzzword but did not address the topic
at all (based on our understanding). Often the term was even
used within the title or the author keywords but nowhere else
in the paper. One of the workshop participants stated: “UX is
gaining attention, everybody wants to say they do UX – even
though they don’t do it”. The fact that theory was often only
vaguely addressed likely had consequences on the quality of
evaluation. UX evaluation still appears to struggle with the
same issues as in previous meta-reviews (e.g., lack of theory,
lack of validated methods, overlap with usability), and one
could question whether the field is maturing or disintegrating.
Furthermore, the lack of reuse of UX-specific methods was
apparent in our data. The reasons behind this could not be re-
vealed in our empirical data, but perhaps the nature of specific
experiences (e.g., of a mobile health service [10] or a naviga-
tion system [43]) may not appear to be translatable to more
generic methods for approaching the evaluation topic, and the
researchers turn to, for example, self-developed questionnaires
rather than reusing existing, validated ones. UX is a diverse
topic and hence it may be misleading to look for a “one solves
it all” method, but rather choose more specific methods for the
specific type of experience and/or triangulation to accomplish
a useful UX evaluation.
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How Can we Exploit Data-Driven Methods for UX?
Surprisingly, the data-driven and objective method “activity
logging” belongs to the 4 most frequently used methods in UX
studies. But is it really a valid measurement to assess users’
experiences? This was also discussed at the workshop, and
one participant stated: “Activity logging is only used to report
data, but relationships are rarely investigated”. Similarly, we
found a large number of papers employing user observations,
but often it was not clear how observations were analyzed and
how they actually contributed to the results. Exceptions were,
of course, found, which contributed to a better understanding
of the experience (see, for example, [94]). We believe that
there is much more work to be done in this area, to guide
technological efforts that can be of value when studying UX.
Dove et al. [22] write: “It is no longer enough for UX de-
signers to only improve user experience by paying attention
to usability, utility, and interaction aesthetics.” and suggest
that much more can be done to improve UX by employing
machine learning for offering new value, such as personaliza-
tion of systems by learning from user interactions. We found
very little efforts in this area in relation to evaluation, and look
forward to further progress of data-driven methods to help us
understand UX, finding patterns and relationships instead of
isolated data. We also found very few studies addressing dif-
ferent other emerging technologies and contexts of evaluation,
such as UX evaluation by, for example, AR or VR, although it
appears to be on the rise (see for example [28, 33] for recent
studies), as well as the UX of interacting with virtual actors
(see [15, 110] for examples) and automated systems [85, 73,
26].
For data-driven methods, we believe that triangulation of qual-
itative insights and quantifiable measures is important, either
by sequential triangulation (i.e., using qualitative data to un-
derstand identified patterns in quantitative data or the other
way around [18]) or concurrent triangulation, to better grasp
and validate the UX data as it is gathered.
Why are Early UX Evaluations still rare?
Michalco et al. [74] and Kujala et al. [55] suggest to study
the relation between expectations and UX as expectation dis-
confirmations, which has a significant effect on the overall
UX. However, our study revealed that as of today, only few
publications investigate the relation between expectations and
the post-use experience (assessment before and after the ex-
perience). The infrequent comparison between expectations
and after-use evaluation is also related to the persisting lack of
UX evaluation at early design process stages, although this is
often claimed to be important in a design process [90, 107, 9].
We had assumed to find more of these studies, but we did not,
even if the examples of methodological approaches of Wizard
of Oz (i.e., a human controlling the interface to respond to
a user in a test setting) used in the field [17, 31] were very
informative.
We conclude that most studies are focused on tangible and
complete or almost complete designs; early stage evaluation
relies heavily on the imagination of the study participant and is
a step researchers may be unwilling to take. In addition to this,
we were interested to see if there were approaches uncovering
not only the expressible and readily available responses to an
experience, but also the tacit and the latent aspects of experi-
ences (c.f. [93]). Of all papers, 4% used extra stimuli/probes
during the evaluation, such as the possibility to express the ex-
perience in video and audio material (see [68]). We think that
these are interesting approaches deserving further exploration.
Parallel Analysis rather than Triangulation?
Our analysis of sequential and concurrent triangulation pat-
terns (cf. Creswell, [18]) demonstrated the complexity and va-
riety of UX evaluation. In this area we could see most progress
in the research field, but also identified several methodolog-
ical gaps. In the papers we reviewed, there were examples
of well executed sequential triangulation. Sequential triangu-
lation holds the possibility of ensuring a systematically user
experience-driven process, where initial findings can be fol-
lowed up by additional data for further explanation, validation
or exploration [18]. As examples of studies where data was
explored sequentially, Leong et al. [68] used an initial diary
study as later basis for further explanation during interviews
with the participants. Hart el al [34] challenged their results
from questionnaires based on unexpected findings in qualita-
tive interview data. Hayashi and Hong [41] validated their
primary data source by deriving from the quantitative data that
the participants had a reasonable amount of exposure of the
system to evaluate it qualitatively. Results like these serve
an important role in building confidence for the data validity.
Triangulation of sequential exploration of themes found in
initial user studies were common, such as Lederman et al. [66]
who employed sequential exploration by first understanding a
product space qualitatively, triangulated with the evaluation of
a designed prototype. This was a more commonly applied type
of triangulation, than for example validation of data points
across data sources.
We found very few examples of concurrent triangulation that
carefully matches quantitative with qualitative data to derive a
truly joint analysis, where results can be questioned or strength-
ened based on correlations or the lack thereof in the data. In
many papers reviewed that applied triangulation, different
types of data are gathered, but rarely cross-analyzed. Many
studies left us with questions whether there was not more to
be learned from the data with regards to correlation or dif-
ferences between different types of data. There appears to
be a growing understanding in UX research that using more
than one method is beneficial, but a well-grounded knowledge
about how to systematically cross-analyze data appears less
widespread. Actively analyzing overlaps and differences in,
for example, qualitative and quantitative data, that can add to
richer and better validated knowledge of the evaluated topic, is
still rare. Valuable exceptions are however for example Woo et
al. [111] who make connections between data points over time
as well as from different formats, to strengthen the outcomes.
Many studies provide a very short and general motivation of
triangulation, if any, but there are exceptions, such as Kim
et al. [51] who describe the process of applying grounded
theory for the understanding the nature of the experiences
and numeric data of questionnaires and log data of system
usage for providing descriptive statistics linked to the themes.
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Ardito et al. [7] use a thorough motivation of their triangu-
lation of data sources such as observations, questionnaires
and focus groups, later cross-analyzing and making connec-
tions between the sources. Perhaps the “sad lack of reference”
[10] between the quantitative and qualitative is beginning to
lessen, but a widespread understanding how both approaches
can contribute to each other apparently has not been accom-
plished yet. There could have been many more good examples
of better integration of data during the analysis of results, as
triangulation approaches have been claimed to lead to deeper
understandings and sometimes unexpected results.
Outlook on UX Research
From our review, we conclude that there are a number of specif-
ically open questions to be further addressed in the UX field:
There is a need to provide further guidelines and practical
examples for effective combinations of different methods,
i.e., triangulation strategies in UX evaluation. These could
further exemplify how results from studies can be explained
either by the use of sequential triangulation, e.g., understand-
ing a pattern found in quantitative data by employing further
methods gathering qualitative data, or by concurrent triangula-
tion, e.g., reinforcing findings with two or more types of data
that are cross-analyzed. Along more theoretical descriptions,
also practical examples of addressing UX from a triangulation
perspective would be inspirational and serve as a palette of
examples of methods to use.
More studies are required which analyze the relation between
expectations and UX, building on the importance to satisfy
user’s expectations to achieve high UX [55]. We believe that
further incorporating expectations in UX evaluation studies
is an interesting thread to follow up on in more evaluative
papers. There is a lack of empirical papers addressing “multi
touch-point” or “multi-device” experiences [91], although
important for many products today [97], i.e., services that do
not only link to one type of product and context of use. As this
is an increasing part of our daily lives, it has gained interest in
ACM publications (see for example [6, 16]). We also believe
there is much work to be done to address the specific nature
of multi-device UX. The topic also connects to multi-user
environments, which were addressed in 16% of the studies.
To encompass the needs of studying emerging experiences
of, for example, the IoT, the palette of evaluation strategies
must be expanded to encompass multi-device and multi-user
experiences. The methods used for studying a single person
or product in one context need to be challenged and expanded
or accompanied by other approaches. Up to 2016, we found
hardly any work concerning up and coming technological
approaches such as machine learning, that, however, appears
to be applicable in UX evaluation, given the possibilities of
technological development [22, 98].
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In our review, sources outside ACM were excluded, which
may have provided a bias towards approaches founded in
engineering and human factors perspectives rather than, for
example, a design, psychology or a marketing perspective
on UX. Directing the search to, for example, more design-
oriented conferences and journals will most likely provide
further insights into the state of UX evaluation. Further work
could also encompass additional sources inside ACM that
were now excluded, such as the NordiCHI conference series.
Especially, there is a need to constantly keep the analysis
up-to-date with each finished publication year, starting with
2017. UX is still a developing research field which needs to
be observed continuously.
Given the substantial amount of research in the field, it would
also make sense to narrow the focus of further meta-reviews.
For example, it could be specific types of experience dimen-
sions and types of data collected for these, enabling deep-dives
into more isolated questions. An example of such a deep-dive
is provided by Mekler et al. [71] on quantitative evaluations
of enjoyment from interactive games. Even if more specificity
is needed in meta-reviews, we also look forward to other re-
views of where the field of UX is heading, not only in terms of
academic evaluation but also, for example, in theoretical foun-
dations and industrial practice (as only 16% of the reviewed
papers had 1 or more authors with an industrial affiliation).
CONCLUSION
To analyze the current state of UX evaluation in academia,
we systematically identified 280 relevant papers, out of which
100 papers were finally selected for full review. In the continu-
ously growing number of papers over the years 2010-2016, an
increasing diversity in this inherently multi-dimensional field
can be found. This is, of course, an asset: a product may (at
different stages of development) benefit from both “macro”-
and “micro”-perspective evaluations [57]. However, we see
that many of the challenges reported in earlier meta-reviews
still remain, such as the weak links between theory and eval-
uation, little attention to expectations in UX, and a tendency
towards self-defined questionnaires and post-use evaluation.
Progress could be identified in the use of triangulation, by
inclusion of more methods as well as a larger number of stud-
ies performed in field contexts. Thus, we can perhaps see
land on the horizon, but conclude that UX evaluation currently
still remains sort of a Bermuda Triangle, often depending on
personal perceptions of UX rather than aggregated theory.
We see that interest and efforts in the UX field still persist,
and we look forward to further work. Areas which need to
be addressed are evaluation approaches to multi-device expe-
riences, machine learning, upcoming technology for virtual
experiences, and addressing expectations in UX. Method tri-
angulation needs to be used more coherently; for stronger
results in UX studies, we recommend to integrate and struc-
ture data better. For example, a well-defined structuring of
observational data, improved cross-analysis of qualitative and
quantitative data, and a solid definition, which aspect of UX
to evaluate, will bring results forward.
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HOW IT ALL STARTED 
December 2016,  
10 months before the field trip
Our identities are complemented by a 
virtual counterpart, consisting of 
diverse social network profiles and a 
data footprint most of us leave when we 
are online. This accumulation of 
personal information is used to tailor the 
content or functionality of Web pages to 
our preferences, interests, knowledge, 
and other personal traits. The concept 
behind this adaptation, or 
personalization, is simple: Messages, 
objects, and experiences that we 
attribute to our self affirm our identity 
and differentiate us from others. As a 
In September 2017, we had the chance 
to conduct a two-day field trip in 
Mumbai, India. This field trip provided 
us with a fresh perspective, inspiration, 
and great human encounters. With 
this article, we aim to provide insights 
and motivation, as well as details 
on planning and conducting an 
intercultural field trip for researchers 
considering a similar endeavor. We 
recount our experiences from the 
perspectives of both German and Indian 
participants, from the initial idea to 
planning and conducting the field trip in 
collaboration with locals. We also share 
our lessons and recommendations.
Insights
 → In collaborative field 
research, very different 
perspectives might meet 
and challenge each other.
 → It takes close listening, 
open-mindedness, 
good preparation, and 
improvisation to set up a 
field trip in an unfamiliar 
context. Close collaboration 
with locals is invaluable. 
 → Despite all preparation,  
be ready for surprises—
and welcome them.
PRIVACY AND 
PERSONALIZATION: 
THE STORY OF A  
CROSS-CULTURAL  
FIELD STUDY 
Hanna Schneider, LMU Munich
Florian Lachner, LMU Munich
Malin Eiband, LMU Munich
Ceenu George, LMU Munich
Purvish Shah, IIT Guwahati
Chinmay Parab, Microsoft Research
Anjali Kukreja, HealthKart
Heinrich Hussmann, LMU Munich
Andreas Butz, LMU Munich
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consequence, they seem generally more 
appealing, more valuable [1], and more 
persuasive [2]. Personalization makes 
use of these effects by reinforcing a sense 
of uniqueness through the interface. 
This sense of “me-ness” is appreciated 
by users [3]; moreover, they may benefit 
from information that is more relevant 
to them or from functionality that better 
suits their needs. However, 
personalization is often done implicitly 
by algorithms. Therefore, users might 
not understand why and how—or even 
might not be consciously aware that—
something was adapted to them that 
may potentially infringe on their 
privacy.
To explore individual perceptions 
of privacy and personalization, we 
conducted interviews in Germany. 
Typical reactions to personalized 
content were Netflix recommendations 
rated positively and advertisements 
often seen negatively. The 
personalization of the Facebook news 
feed and Google search was met with 
both appreciation and skepticism. Even 
though most users enjoyed the benefits 
of personalization in certain contexts, 
they were left with some sense of 
unease. They also wondered where their 
identities were stored and traced on the 
Web when they could neither tell nor 
control what data was collected and how 
it was processed. 
—Hanna, Florian, Malin, 
Ceenu, Heinrich, and Andreas 
Researchers, Germany
Privacy concerns and the wish to 
control one’s online identity came up 
in most of our interviews. It was the 
consistency of these findings that made 
me wonder about our German cultural 
perspective, as they did not match my 
experiences at home. Growing up in 
Europe with Indian parents means 
having two personas: The first one is 
studying, working, and socializing in 
an individualistic culture; the other one 
comes to life at home, where the Indian, 
interdependent culture is maintained. 
Simply said, at home everything has to 
be shared and all information is public, 
while at work I was part of a team 
that investigates the various facets of 
privacy in HCI. When we discussed 
this among our research team, we came 
to the understanding that in order to 
validate our research into privacy and 
personalization, we needed to review it 
in another culture. Around this time, 
we came across the opportunity to 
conduct a field trip in the context of the 
INTERACT 2017 conference taking 
place in Mumbai. 
—Ceenu
Researcher, Germany
DESK RESEARCH 
June 2017, 
 four months before the field trip
We began with a closer look at cultural 
theory. In HCI literature, cross-
cultural researchers commonly base 
their analyses on cultural dimensions. 
However, these cultural dimensions 
were defined before current digital 
technologies began to affect our 
lives as they do now. As a result, the 
perceptions of online privacy and 
personalization in different cultures 
are not yet represented in established 
cultural theory. Nevertheless, many 
well-researched dimensions are related 
to online privacy and personalization: 
For example, tolerance for uncertainty, 
equality of power distribution, and the 
individual or collectivist orientation of 
interpersonal relationships [4]; but also 
the physical distance that is perceived 
as comfortable [5], as well as the 
separation of private and public life [6]. 
Based on the study of these dimensions, 
one might, for example, hypothesize 
that individualistic cultures value 
personalized products or services more 
than collectivist cultures, or that online 
privacy concerns are higher in cultures 
that value offline privacy more as well. 
However, to truly understand how we 
can best encourage a culturally sensitive 
design process for personalized 
products or services, we would clearly 
need a more in-depth understanding, 
as emphasized by researchers [4]. 
Research in cross-cultural settings, 
however, is a challenging endeavor. 
Physical distance hampers cross-
cultural studies in general, and the 
researchers’ cultural biases can easily 
influence the interpretation of insights 
and results. The concept of a field trip 
allowed us not only to conduct research 
abroad under the guidance of local 
experts but also to jointly gather and 
interpret insights with researchers and 
practitioners from different cultures 
and backgrounds.
—Hanna, Florian, Malin, 
Ceenu, Heinrich, and Andreas
Researchers, Germany
SIGNING UP AND  
PREPARING THE TRIP 
June 2017,  
four months before the field trip
I first read about privacy and 
personalization on the Internet when 
there were problems related to it in 
European countries. I was curious 
to explore this further and thus did 
more reading about the topic. I talked 
to my friends and relatives about 
personalization and, to my surprise, only 
a few people actually understood the 
term here in India. When I read about 
the related field trip on the INTERACT 
website, I thought it would be an 
interesting opportunity to delve deeper, 
and I was eager to be part of it.
—Purvish
Field-trip participant, 
Department of Design, 
IIT Guwahati
Team of field-trip participants and organizers discussing first interview results.
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Having arrived the day before, we had 
already realized that traffic works a bit 
differently from what we were used to, so 
we gladly agreed to take a shuttle from 
the conference hotel to the conference 
venue on the first day of the field trip. We 
quickly met the eight other researchers 
and practitioners (from India, the U.K., 
and the U.S.) in a special meeting area for 
all field-trip participants and organizers.
That first day, we interviewed people 
in Powai, one of the wealthier areas in 
Mumbai. At the beginning it was quite 
challenging to approach people on the 
street and ask if they were willing to 
take part in our study. Luckily, four 
local students joined our field trip and 
hence spoke the language. Additionally, 
as the field trip was hosted in the name 
of the INTERACT 2017 conference at 
IIT Bombay, we had implicit support 
from a trustworthy, well-known local 
institution. When it came to providing 
personal data, most of the eight study 
participants whom we interviewed 
that day showed fewer concerns than 
our earlier subjects in Germany. One 
example: their readiness to provide 
personal data for the Indian national 
ID, the Adahar Card, which stores 
fingerprints and includes an iris scan. A 
much bigger concern of our participants 
was attacks from scammers and 
hackers—which none of our German 
participants had mentioned.
On the second day, we traveled to 
the lower-income area of Dharavi. With 
the help of a local NGO, we had seven 
prescheduled interviews at a public 
building to avoid invading personal 
spaces in the dense urban area. We 
observed that social media apps were 
used extensively and, again, that the 
main source of concern was attacks 
from hackers and scammers. Especially 
for women, uploading pictures was 
considered unsafe, a statement that we 
received from both male and female 
participants. As devices and passcodes 
were often shared, some participants 
recounted deleting their chat histories 
regularly to prevent family members, 
friends, or hackers from reading along. 
Implicit data collection, for example 
through tracking browsing behavior, was 
not associated with personalized content 
and thus not among the participants’ 
concerns, in contrast to our observations 
in Germany.
—Hanna, Florian, Malin, 
Ceenu, Heinrich, and Andreas
German Researchers, now in Mumbai
India has always been a culturally rich 
country. We have a plethora of diversity, 
yet that diversity is not celebrated. We 
have an inferiority complex, an undying 
thirst to copy Western culture. This, 
of course, is reflected in the products 
we create (both online and physical). 
Instead of inventing creative solutions to 
the local problems that our communities 
face, we are just trying to copy and paste 
solutions from across the world. At my 
organization, for example, a healthcare 
e-commerce firm, we wanted to create 
a personalized experience for our users. 
But personalization often comes at the 
cost of privacy. My purpose of attending 
the field trip was to get an understanding 
of how online privacy is being perceived 
in India; I felt that this field trip 
would give me a perfect start toward 
understanding this issue.
—Anjali Kukreja
Delhi, India
When we started planning a field 
trip on perceptions of privacy and 
personalization in Mumbai, our first 
approach was to conduct our studies 
just as we would have done in Germany, 
using semi-structured interviews, 
observation, and a drawing task. In 
the drawing task, study participants 
were asked to sketch how products 
or services (e.g., a social media app) 
could personalize their content. Our 
experience was that this set of methods 
would allow us to holistically tackle our 
research question. 
However, we had read that 
ethnographic studies by nature are 
dependent on both contextual 
knowledge and a well-developed 
understanding of local peculiarities. We 
therefore decided to obtain feedback 
from the field-trip organizers, as we 
wanted to make sure that our study 
setting was not biased by our own 
culturally influenced assumptions. After 
several feedback loops with them, we 
realized that some of our questions had 
assumed a certain understanding of the 
concepts of privacy and personalization 
that should not be expected. 
We hence adjusted our interview 
guidelines to the local context and 
revisited culturally sensitive ethical 
considerations, for example, the proper 
wording for our consent forms. The 
organizers supported us tremendously 
by recruiting suitable participants in 
Mumbai, something we would not 
have had a chance to do remotely. 
They further helped by planning and 
scheduling logistics to suitable study 
locations and contacting local NGOs 
that supported the field trip.
—Hanna, Florian, Malin, 
Ceenu, Heinrich, and Andreas 
Researchers, Germany
HITTING THE ROAD
September 2017,  
field trip
Before we began our research, I already 
had an idea about the type of responses 
we would get. It was a great challenge 
for me to not let this bias the interview 
process. I was driven by a vision to 
address the issue and create awareness 
about personalization in India; this field 
trip was my first step. The day when we 
were introduced to our fellow 
participants, I realized I was the 
youngest of them all, with absolutely no 
experience. I became nervous, but at the 
same time I was excited to “interact” 
with and learn from the professionals 
from Facebook and Google. They not 
only played a mentoring role for me but 
also were open to ideas from my side. 
Being a local, I was an important link 
for smooth communication. In total, 
four among the f ield-trip participants 
were locals, so we were able to split 
up into several groups to conduct 
more interviews. 
—Purvish
Field-trip participant, 
Department of Design, 
IIT Guwahati 
When it came to providing personal data, 
most of the eight study participants  
whom we interviewed that day showed 
fewer concerns than our earlier subjects  
in Germany.
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An interesting belief we observed among 
the participants was that social media 
apps, on which they spend a major part of 
their time, were not hosted by companies 
that generate revenue from users’ online 
activities. Participants did not have a 
very clear understanding of how data 
was being generated by their activities 
on social media. Sharing images, liking 
posts, or browsing particular websites 
was not data that was relevant enough to 
be misused. Unless the information was 
being asked for explicitly (like passwords 
or emails), no other data was considered 
as being recorded. One participant 
said, “All my data information is with 
Mark Zuckerberg, and the government 
is paying Facebook for each account a 
citizen created.”
Another point that came across in the 
discussions with the participants was the 
fact that when the information sharing 
was explicit, participants felt reluctant 
to share even the basic details; however, 
when it was hidden and not perceptible 
on the surface, participants did not seem 
to mind sharing their details at all. This 
was a great takeaway for my project at 
my workplace: As personalization in 
the healthcare industry involves a lot 
of information from the participants, 
the mode in which the data is gathered 
should be educational as well as secure 
for users.
—Anjali Kukreja
Delhi, India
REFLECTION
November 2017,  
two months after the field trip
Even though—or maybe just because—
so many aspects of our field trip in 
Mumbai turned out differently from 
what we initially expected, it was a great 
experience and source of inspiration. We 
will try to repeat this form of research 
and to expand it to new contexts. Some 
lessons and best practices will guide us 
and hopefully others along the way: 
• Seek close collaboration with 
locals or NGOs who have deeper 
insights into the culture and situational 
conditions; ideally get in touch with local 
participants or SVs as early as possible.
• Learn about technological products 
and services that potential participants 
might be able to relate to via desk 
research or discussions with locals.
• Discuss methods and questions with 
your local contacts; ideally pilot your 
questions; prepare alternative or back-
up questions.
• Give up on the idea of getting 
everything right: Despite all 
preparations, you will likely discover 
that your questions are not understood 
as expected. This will be fine, however, 
as you are ultimately doing field trips 
because you want to be surprised.
We felt that the format and structure 
offered by INTERACT 2017 combined 
all the points mentioned here for 
conducting research in a sensitive, 
respectful way while providing the 
support needed. We highly recommend 
this format for inclusion in other 
conferences, and encourage other 
researchers to make use of any 
opportunity to conduct intercultural 
field research. From our experience, the 
step out of the comfort zone that is 
required to conduct research in different 
cultures more than pays off: We gained a 
different perspective on our research 
topic, feedback on the generalizability of 
design ideas and potential solutions, 
inspiration for new research directions, 
and, last but not least, we met great and 
inspiring people. 
Of course, conducting research in a 
different culture also means overcoming 
hesitations and uncertainties and taking 
a more vulnerable role: During our field 
trip we depended on the expertise and 
willingness to help of local participants 
and fellow local researchers. Students 
knowing the local reality in our field trip 
contributed just as much or even more 
to its success as our own expertise and 
that of other experienced HCI 
researchers in our team. When you sign 
up for a field trip, the package includes 
surprises, misunderstandings, and 
unpredictable situations. But if you are 
willing to improvise and take the 
plunge, you will most likely have a 
great experience.
—Hanna, Florian, Malin, 
Ceenu, Heinrich, and Andreas 
Researchers, Germany
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ABSTRACT
Creating an empathic, holistic understanding of the user expe-
rience and communicating it within the design team is a con-
stant challenge in UX design projects. This paper explores the
potential of digital tools to support designers and researchers
in this task. We explored the needs of different stakeholders in
semi-structured interviews and hosted an ideation workshop
to generate design ideas for suitable software tools. Based on
the resulting insights and ideas, we implemented a first pro-
totype that balances individual feedback visualizations with
detailed user profiles, a user journey and a communication fea-
ture. The prototype was assessed in seven focus groups with a
total of 26 participants and with the AttrakDiff questionnaire.
We found out that the persona view, the user journey view
and the flexible filters of our prototype allowed designers to
gain a insightful picture of users’ experiences. Future work is
needed to better understand how digitally-mediated empathic
relationships evolve over the long term.
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User experience; evaluation; empathy; participatory design;
interdisciplinary teams
ACM Classification Keywords
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EMPATHY IN UX RESEARCH
"Understanding the user", or user research, has been widely
accepted as critical for good design by interaction designers
and researchers alike. Time- and labour-intensive research
methods, such as ethnography-inspired field work, diary stud-
ies, and cultural probes are arguably best suited to facilitate
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Figure 1. Mockup of our UX evaluation prototype showing two user
profiles including contact details to allow user-researcher interactions.
an empathic relationship between designers and participants,
often seen as the goal of user-centered design [56].
However, in the dilemma of staying within time and budget
and living up to their own standards of user research, design-
ers are often pushed towards cheaper and more practicable
methods. To use available resources effectively, they are more
and more relying on digital User Experience (UX) evaluation
tools that collect, store and/or analyze UX questionnaire, inter-
view, and logging data such as the commercial tools NVivo1
or Dedoose2. While these tools are a promising addition in
the UX tool kit, this paper aims to explore how such tools can
facilitate empathic relationships with users (e.g., see Figure 1).
Empathy has been described as vital to design practice [45,
52]. It "means that people are seen and understood from
where they stand, not as test subjects but as persons with feel-
ings" and it requires "personal contact and connection with the
1https://qsrinternational.com
2http://dedoose.com
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users" [37]. Moreover, the importance of empathy in design is
increasing with growing ambitions of designers and growing
expectations of users [37]: Instead of ensuring usability, new
goals of interaction design include agency, fulfillment, joy,
connectedness, empowerment, and social justice [2, 21, 22].
According to Mattelmäki and Battarbee [37] empathy is espe-
cially important when designers aim to go beyond designing
for practical functions and focus on personal experiences and
private contexts.
In this paper, we aim to investigate if and how empathic rela-
tionships can be created via digital UX evaluation platforms:
RQ "How can digital communication platforms help to create
an empathic relationship between users and designers?"
In this paper, we derive the understanding of empathic rela-
tionships for UX design from Koskinen et al. [40], who define
empathic design as an approach that helps designers to get
closer to users, their environment, and their experiences. We
report results from (1) nine interviews with designers and
further stakeholders to understand how their methods create
empathy, the constraints they face and the needs that are cur-
rently unmet by digital tools, (2) an ideation session with
design stakeholders to explore the design space of digital tools
to foster empathy between users and designers (3) and an im-
plementation and evaluation of a first prototype. Throughout
the project, we stayed in close contact with the interaction de-
sign community in our city and partnered with a design agency
to truly understand our user group: interaction designers.
Our paper offers two main contributions: First, we explore
possibilities to design digital user research tools in ways that
facilitate empathy. Second, we implement and evaluate a
prototype with several features to support empathy in the
design process. From these experiences we draw conclusions
for future research and design recommendations.
THE STATUS QUO OF THE UX DESIGN PROCESS
The term UX is often used as an umbrella term to describe
the quality of use of interactive systems [24, 35]. Definitions
range from a focus on psychological aspects to task-oriented
user goals [1]. To holistically address our research question we
base our understanding of UX in this work on the integrated
view on pragmatic and hedonic qualities that Hassenzahl [24]
postulated since the early days of UX considerations.
The fields of gathering, analyzing, and communicating UX
feedback are diverse yet intertwined research areas with dif-
ferent perspectives and opinions. Below, we discuss current
developments with a focus on empathic designer-user rela-
tionships. We present how UX more and more becomes an
interdisciplinary topic of interest, summarize the ongoing dis-
course about the role of qualitative and quantitative data as
well as the role of the user in UX evaluation and present estab-
lished digital tools and methods for designers that are currently
on the market.
The multidisciplinary endeavor of UX
In traditional organizational settings of technology-oriented
companies, engineering departments were responsible for the
technical development and implementation of their products
and ensured product success based on usability requirements.
The communication and consideration of experiential factors
was in the hands of the marketing department [53]. Nowadays,
product life-cycles are getting shorter, development cycles
move increasingly fast, and usability is taken for granted [44].
As a consequence, to guarantee a successful transformation
from a design idea to a shipping product, the design must be
understood and exemplified by many people in an organiza-
tion [10]. More precisely, diverse backgrounds and roles are
now involved in UX design processes, adding valuable but at
the same time sometimes contradicting viewpoints.
Today there is a variety of stakeholders with diverse perspec-
tives involved in the creation of a product’s UX [1, 33, 27],
ranging from user research, interaction design, product man-
agement, engineering, graphics design, and more. Despite
differences in mindset, needs, and interests, people from di-
verse disciplines need to jointly work together to ensure a
consistent UX [46]. Roto et al. [47] go even one step further
and emphasize the importance of company-wide experience
goals. However, due to time and budget constraints it is gener-
ally not feasible that everybody within an organization builds
a relationship with users to profoundly understand their needs
and concerns to ultimately ensure a suitable UX.
The role of data in UX evaluation
Measuring and evaluating the holistic UX in general is a major
challenge for HCI researchers and hence intensively discussed
in both academia and industry [1, 35]. A whole spectrum of
design research methods exists, as evidenced by the views of
both Roto et al. [48] and Pettersson et al. [43]. The associated
debate about qualitative and quantitative data naturally evolved
since the early stages of UX, when epistemological assump-
tions and theoretical concepts from different disciplines started
to participate in the discourse about experience-related prod-
uct aspects beyond usability [36]. Cooper et al. [10] note that
the belief that only quantitative data yields objective and true
results neglects the fact that numbers describing human expe-
riences are subject to interpretation and tend to over-simplify.
In addition, while every method has its advantages, hardly any
single method can simultaneously meet practitioners’ needs
for practicability, understanding context of use, and scientific
quality [54].
Vermeeren et al. [54] and Law [34] already recommended a
while ago to pursue mixed method approaches or triangulation
for UX evaluation. However, the debate about UX evaluation
still centers around the legitimacy of quantitative and qualita-
tive approaches. Whereas quantitative measures are generally
favoured for communicating product success and benchmark-
ing [33], qualitative approaches provide in-depth insights that
allow designers to draw conclusions for product design [5, 7].
Dubberly et al. [14], for example, highlight that qualitative
insights help designers to interpret the currently researched
situation (i.e., analysis) to move towards the imagined future
situation of a prototype or product (i.e., synthesis). Overall,
Pettersson et al. [43] highlight a general trend towards mixed-
method approaches combining different evaluation approaches
and data types.
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Existing methods and tools in UX evaluation
To collect both quantitative and qualitative data and to en-
able an easier implementation and communication of UX,
numerous researchers have presented distinct methods and
tools to enrich, amplify, and facilitate UX evaluation until
now. Basic approaches focus on the pure evaluation of sensa-
tion based on Emocards or Emofaces [12] or facial recogni-
tion [11]. Additionally, more comprehensive methods consider
the development of an experience over time, e.g., through a
diary-style experience sampling (see [51]), self-reported ex-
perience sampling (see [30]), or a quantified visualization of
UX over time (see [29] and [32]). Prominent and established
approaches are standardized questionnaires that generally fo-
cus on different aspects of UX, e.g., AttrakDiff (focusing on
hedonic and pragmatic product attributes through semantic
differentials [25]), NASA TLX (particularly addressing work-
load [23]), SAM scale (an emotion focused pictogram-based
questionnaire, see [26]) and many more.
Furthermore, with an increasing digitization of business, re-
search, and development processes, designers can rely on di-
verse commercial software tools and services to support their
daily work. These digital means range from simple survey
tools (e.g., Google Forms3) over specialized design-oriented
services, such as Persona (e.g., UserForge5) or Wireframing
tools (e.g., Balsamiq6) to holistic qualitative and quantitative
data analysis and visualization software (e.g., NVivo or De-
doose). Recently, several researchers have also attempted
to collect large quantities of contextual, qualitative UX data,
e.g., through mobile diary studies [8, 9, 16, 50] or mobile
ethnographies [42]. These tools mitigate a large part of the
burden to plan and conduct qualitative diary studies or to visu-
alize and analyze increasingly large data sets. However, the
benefits of a digital image illustrating graphs, numbers and
quotes that many digital software tools focus on come along
with the risk to leave the individual user aside. Existing tools
and methods of the same kind as the ones mentioned above
primarily focus on the analysis of the actual feedback (e.g.,
graphs from survey results or digitized and automated con-
tent analysis of written feedback) than building a relationship
with user. In contrast, Golsteijn & Wright [18] illustrate how
narrative-centered approaches focusing on user relationships,
for example, can strongly support researchers relationship with
study participants and inform design ideas.
The role of the user in UX evaluation
Historically, products were generally evaluated based on task
completion and performance, mainly driven by a usability
mindset. At that time, the user was rather a mean to generate
a quantified feedback to describe the quality of an interaction
with a system as indicated in the previous paragraphs. The
shift towards UX since the beginning of this century came
along with a shift towards more qualitative tools and methods,
putting the user more and more into the center of the design
process [3]. As a consequence, according to Vermeeren at
al. [54] one of the most common methods for UX evaluation is
3https://www.google.com/forms/about/
5https://userforge.com
6https://balsamiq.com
interviewing, whereas Alves et al. [1] demonstrate that obser-
vation and think-aloud are strongly endorsed in UX practice.
Wright & McCarthy [56] took the role of the user a step fur-
ther, as they point out how narratives and biography-based
approaches, such as personas, scenarios, or probes can elicit
rich experiences that help to derive insightful design artifacts
and to truly understand the users’ needs and objectives. In gen-
eral, Batterbee & Koskinen [4] conceptualize three different
approaches to UX based on the analysis how UX is interpreted
and applied:
• Measuring approaches that focus on the measurable as-
pects of experience, e.g., through emotion detection or self-
reporting.
• Empathic approaches that aim to foster a meaningful rela-
tionship between the user and the designer.
• Pragmatist approaches that base their analyzes on theoreti-
cal frameworks and models.
In our work, we take the perspective of an empathic approach,
in which the role of the user is being part of a meaningful
relationship with the designer.
Reflection on designer-user interaction in UX evaluation
To consider the diverse interests of different stakeholders in
the design process, a useful UX evaluation tool that supports
the creation of an empathic relationship with the user would
ideally allow to gain qualitative insights and to quantify quali-
tative data if needed – depending on the individual needs of
the different stakeholders. Consequently, UX evaluation tools
should be designed in a way that they foster the relationship
with the user and at the same time promote a shared mindset
characterized by "instrumental judgement [...] fluid impro-
visation [...] rather than the mere performance of a codified
method" as described by Gray [19]. In the words of Batterbee
& Koskinen [4], we see great potential for digital software
tools that balance a measuring approach based on ’numbers’
and an empathic UX approach focusing on on users’ emotions,
particularly as researchers nowadays tend to stick with com-
mon evaluation approaches such as surveys, user logging, and
interviewing [43].
A PARTICIPATORY DESIGN APPROACH
Our overall process and methodology focused on the creation
of new design knowledge based on stakeholder interviews and
a design artifact to address our RQ from different perspec-
tives. According to the early work of Frayling [15] and Muller
et al. [41], we understand our work as a process related to
action research (i.e., a step-by-step documentation that com-
municates and contextualizes practical research results) and
participatory design. Along our design process, we collab-
orated with a design agency and conducted semi-structured
interviews, an ideation workshop, and finally developed a pro-
totype that served as a design artifact/exemplar. Furthermore,
we evaluated our prototype based on semi-structured interview,
focus groups, and the AttrakDiff survey. The different steps
of our approach are outlined in the following sections.
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Role(s) in the Design Process
Interview User Usability
Designer
Product
Participant Researcher Engineer Manager
I.1 (industry)  
I.2 (industry)  
I.3 (industry)  
I.4 (industry)  
I.5 (industry)  
I.6 (industry)  
I.7 (industry) 
I.8 (industry)  
I.9 (industry)  
Table 1. Overview of the nine stakeholder interview participants (I.1 -
I.9) according to their role and tasks in the design process.
INTERVIEW STUDY: DESIGNERS’ NEEDS
To understand under which conditions empathic relationships
between designers and participants flourish, we conducted
semi-structured interviews with designers and further stake-
holder in the design process.
Interview participants
We recruited nine participants for the interviews from our
industry partner and additional snowball sampling (see Bier-
nacki & Waldorf [6]). We mainly targeted people who are
actively involved in user research activities. Table 1 shows an
overview of all interview participants including their roles in
the design process according to their own statements.
Interview procedure
In our semi-structured interviews that lasted between 45 and
60 minutes, we first asked about the participants’ roles in the
UX design process, what specific tasks they are responsible
for, and what personal contact with (potential) users during the
design process means for them in their work. We discussed
which methods they used to involve users, if and how they
maintain a relationship with users, which type of data they
collect, and how they collect it. The interview guideline was
driven by the motivation to understand current challenges in
involving users throughout the different stages of the design
process to finally develop a first prototype for a digital re-
search tool that overcomes these hurdles. We also asked all
participants how a digitally-mediated relationship between de-
signers and users could be facilitated with the help of a digital
research tool to derive first design ideas for the subsequent
workshop. All interviews were transcribed, structured, and
analyzed by one of the authors following a grounded theory
approach (see [17] and [28]). We did not conduct an inter-rater
reliability test at this stage as we did not aim to solely base our
prototype design on the stakeholder interviews but rather use
them as a starting point for the in-depth ideation workshop.
Interview results
Established methods: In general, our participants used di-
verse methods, ranging from interviews, focus groups, surveys
(mainly UEQ and HUX) over card sorting and cultural probes
to prototyping, co-creation, and lab studies (I.1 - I.9). Our
Role(s) in the Design Process
Workshop User Usability
Designer
Product
Participant Researcher Engineer Manager
W.1 (academia)  
W.2 (industry)  
W.3 (industry)  
W.4 (industry)  
W.5 (industry) 
W.6 (industry) 
Table 2. Overview of the six ideation workshop participants (W.1 - W.6)
according to their role and tasks in the design process.
interview participants used narratives, contextualized user sto-
ries, and personas to create empathy for users among the whole
design team. They emphasized the need to read the story be-
hind the feedback data (I.2, I.4, I.5) and that "users should be
constantly involved at any phase in the design process" (I.2)
and were keen to approach UX holistically by taking the user
as well as the time and the context of use into account (I.2, I.6,
I.7, I.8). However, a major hurdle to holistically evaluate UX
is limited time and budget (I.1 - I.9).
Current challenges and opportunities to foster empathy with
users: From the interview results, we were able to extract four
main challenges or opportunities to nurture empathy between
UX design teams and users in digitally-mediated user research,
i.e., (1) maintaining empathic relationships with users , (2)
driving the commitment of study participants to share their
experience (i.e., give feedback), (3) creating a shared vision,
i.e. understanding, of the relationship(s) with users in interdis-
ciplinary design teams and (4) enhancing the versatility of a
digital tool that leverages empathic relationships.
IDEATION WORKSHOP: DESIGN IDEAS
To collect ideas on how a digital communication platform
can tackle these challenges, we organized a workshop in col-
laboration with our industry partner. The workshop helped
us to involve all stakeholders and generate design ideas with
practical value as suggested by Muller et al. [41]. For each
question, the workshop participants brainstormed on how to
address that challenge (see Figure 2).
Figure 2. Whiteboard with all identified design ideas during our design
workshop for each challenge.
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Workshop participants
The workshop was conducted with six stakeholder (see Ta-
ble 2) at our industry partner’s office and was limited to two
hours. Again, we recruited participants for the workshop from
our industry partner based on their roles in the design process.
Table 2 shows an overview of the workshop participants and
their role(s) in the design process.
Workshop procedure
The starting point of the workshop was the challenge to create
a digital tool that allows design teams to foster relationships
with users. Many aspects about this tool were left deliberately
open, for example, (1) how participants/users are recruited, (2)
if users already used the product or a prototype that should
be evaluated or not, (3) how messages would be exchanged
between designers and users, or how designers would com-
municate with a whole user base of, e.g., registered test users.
We started the workshop by presenting insights and challenges
extracted from the interviews. For each of the four presented
challenges, participants silently wrote down ideas for digital
tools that tackle the presented challenge to foster empathy
with users on post-it notes. Next, participants presented their
ideas to the others while sticking their notes on the whiteboard.
Finally, participants were asked to cluster ideas according
to their similarity in an affinity diagram and to mark their
favourite ideas with sticky dots (see Figure 2).
Workshop results
During the workshop, 183 partly redundant ideas were gener-
ated by the participants. After adding 32 ideas that we drew
from the expert interviews, 215 ideas were subject to the dot-
voting at the end of the workshop. Table 3 summarizes the
highest-rated ideas with respect to each of the four challenges,
i.e., (1) maintain empathy with users, (2) drive commitment of
users to share their experiences, (3) create a shared vision in
interdisciplinary design teams and (4) enhance the versatility
of a digital tool that leverages empathic relationships.
PROTOTYPE STUDY: DIGITALLY-MEDIATED EMPATHY
To explore how digital communication platforms can help
to create an empathic relationship between users and design
teams we developed a first prototype for a digital UX tool
based on our insights from our interview study and ideation
workshop and evaluated the prototype in two studies (i.e., a
pilot and a main study).
Objective and Feature Selection
With the help of the derived challenges from our interview
study and the design ideas that we identified in our ideation
workshop we created a prototype of a digital communication
platform that focuses on creating and maintaining relation-
ships with users. Guided by our RQ, our overall aim of the
prototype was to develop a first proof-of-concept to explore
the potential of digital tools to foster an empathic relationship
between design teams and users. We did not intend to develop
a market-ready research tool but to implement selected design
ideas from our workshop to address our RQ. Consequently,
together with our industry partner we defined several criteria
to specify which features should be implemented in the pro-
totype with the given scope and limited time of the project.
First, we determined to focus on the designer/researcher view
of such a digital tool as we imagined that the user view will
build on existing solutions and concepts to collect feedback
with, e.g., a mobile application (see, e.g., [50]). Second, we
decided to implement features that directly support interdisci-
plinary design teams’ "orientation[s] to the other person [i.e.,
user]" [56]. Third, we agreed that a digital communication
platform should not only represent an add-on in the method
toolkit of UX teams but provide the established and valued
features of existing solutions to analyze and communicate
UX feedback. Based on these criteria, we derived four main
features for our prototype:
• Persona and user journey view that allow the design team
to truly understand the users’ goals [10].
• Communication features - as empathy situates in the a con-
text of communication [55].
• Flexible filters to additionally support UX teams in estab-
lished tasks and processes for qualitative data analysis.
• Feedback visualizations as an effective form to communi-
cate UX feedback within interdisciplinary teams.
In Table 3 we highlight the ideas related to these main features
that we prioritized for the development of our prototype.
Prototype
As described above, the concept of the UX platform we en-
visioned to foster empathy in design teams built on existing
means to collect feedback from users with a mobile applica-
tion as presented in [50]. We therefore assume that an app
installed on participants phones allows them to capture image
and audio material and enter text about their experience with
a product, service, or prototype. Moreover the app functions
as a portal for the communication with the design team. The
prototype described in the following paragraphs focuses on the
application used by the design team. Its main goal is to visual-
ize content generated by participants and fostering empathy
between users and designers. Below, we describe the visual de-
sign, technical implementation as well as the four mentioned
main features/elements of the first proof-of-concept.
Persona and user journey view: The profile section consoli-
dates a profile overview for every study participant (see Fig-
ure 3 middle). Each profile can be expanded to display a
timeline as well as a grid view of the participant’s feedbacks.
This profile section was conceptualized and implemented as
the main discussion in the workshop centered around the cre-
ation of adequate user profiles and personas. According to
Cooper and colleagues [10], such personas or profiles based
on real data and real-world observations are "easier to relate
to than feature lists and flowcharts".
Communication features: On the feedback page, the data is dis-
played in a tabular form with columns referring to the feedback
(ID, rating, category, title, description, date, photo, mail and
tags) as well as columns referring to the user (name, job, age,
gender). By selecting the envelope icon in the mail column,
every stakeholder of the design team can start a conversation
with the user (in our prototype, the user’s mail program is
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(1) Maintain Empathy with Users (2) Drive Commitment of Users (3) Create a Shared Vision (4) Enhance Versatility of a Dig. Tool
• * interacting via a digital user re-
search tool
• pay incentives for high engagement
in different stages of the project
• * use persona icons next to feed-
back/messages from a user
• create a tool for both designers and
users and foster a community
• allow users to choose a persona that
they feel represents them well (or to
create a new persona)
• before the study, the users should be
explicitly informed about the purpose
of the study
• leverage meta data (e.g., input du-
ration) to understand the context in
which the feedback was created
• * feedback should focus on the con-
text of use and feedback over time
• encourage users to use diverse input
modalities especially voice messages,
photos and videos, drawings or shak-
ing of the mobile device
• * giving feedback and sending mes-
sages must be very quick and easy
(what information can be viewed by
whom?)
• * user profile visualization derived
from all insights from a user should
be linked to an individual profile (can
be compared to users)
• a tool for setting up the study and
for processing and presenting the
feedback data
• show users a representation of de-
signers in the design team and their
specific interests, the history of their
conversations with the design team
and vice versa
• multiple people in the design team
could engage with a participant to
drive commitment, but their identity
should be revealed for the participant
• * emotional user journey visualiza-
tion including feedback history, rat-
ing and mood over the course of the
study (also consider visualizing day
time or day of the week)
• * guiding the stakeholder through
modular settings of a study (e.g., cur-
rent phase in the design process, fo-
cus of the study, and selecting the par-
ticipants
• allow users to annotate and priori-
tize their feedback/message
• mix open and closed questions to
keep barriers to engage low
• * persona visualization with a mix
of information collected from users
• support the creation of a reusable
study design
• * designers need to be able to
contact participants to inquire back-
ground information and follow up on
feedback that turn out to be ambigu-
ous
• appreciate any input, feedback,
or information provided by users
(e.g., by thanking them, compensat-
ing them financially)
• * adopt visualization of feedback to
content and its modality (e.g., long
text is presented as a blog, photos
as gallery) and make filter methods
transparent
• * modalities should be adaptable
to use cases (e.g., choose from text,
video, sound, screenshots, location,
pace, heart rate, temperature)
• user should be able to contact de-
signers via chat or call and vice versa
• * show designers if engagement of
participants declines, so that they can
be ’ping’ them
• * highlight outliers: extreme users
and use situations are often perceived
as very insightful
• * balance customizable visualiza-
tions: quantitative (e.g., bar charts)
including filters/meta-data and quali-
tative (e.g., word cloud)
• include (a wide range of) emoticons
as an input modality
• ask ’why’ questions and show that
someone is truly interested
• * link any aggregated visualization
with single feedback sources
• create a sense of belonging (e.g.,
participants can view each others
messages and can react or comment)
and include reminders (possibly auto-
matic or context-based)
• include highlighting/messaging fea-
tures for collaboration within the de-
sign team
Table 3. Overview of the design ideas that were rated highest in our workshop and interview study for all identified hurdles to foster empathy with the
help of a digital tool (ideas that have been taken into consideration for the development of the main features of our prototype are marked with *).
opened along with a new mail addressing the respective par-
ticipant and citing his or her corresponding feedback). The
communication features represent the core function of the
tool to foster empathy with users and to drive commitment
as expressed in our interviews and workshop. We see this as
a vital part as professional empathy training, in general, is
substantially based on communication training [56].
Flexible filters: The main page of the tool is the dashboard
that allows the design team to access the three main pages:
overview of all feedback data, profiles, and visualizations. A
global filter enables the user to screen the feedback data across
all pages of the application and a tag cloud depicts the 20 most
frequent terms in the feedback. By selecting data points in the
grid or in visualizations a preview of the feedback is displayed
as an overlay (Figure 3 right). These filter options represent
the basic analysis option of the tool as our industry partner
emphasized that different stakeholders with different interests
will and should use the tool.
Feedback visualizations: The visualizations page displays dif-
ferent types of visualization of the feedback data. A bar chart
and a pie chart depict the overall frequency distribution of
the feedback rating, a stacked bar chart illustrates the rating
frequency distribution per feedback category, a timeline dis-
plays the feedbacks over a period of time, and a tag cloud,
as mentioned, the most frequently used words in the users’
feedbacks. These visualizations were derived from the wish of
our workshop participants to quickly gain an overview about
the user feedback while at the same time highlight if/when
engagement of participants declines over time.
Visual design: All features were first designed as a visual
mockup to run a final iteration with our industry partner (see
Figure 1). Most prominently, our industry partner highlighted
the suitability of the user profiles and user journeys in the
mockups, which, as a consequence, we prioritized in the final
prototype. The proof of concept was implemented as a high
fidelity/low resolution prototype (see Figure 3).
Technical implementation: The prototype was developed as a
web-based application in Angular (version 4.0.17) and deploys
the D3 visualization library8. The grid view of the feedback
data is built upon the JavaScript-based data grid "ag-grid"9.
The tag cloud is based on an Angular module by Dario Costa10.
Unlike design practice, we did not aim to develop a marketable
7https://angular.io, retrieved July 2017
8Michael Bostock, Vadim Ogievetsky. Jeffrey Heer. D3: Data-Driven
Documents. In: IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer
Graphics, 17:12, 2011, 2301-2309
9https://ag-grid.com
10https://github.com/DarioCosta/tag-cloud
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Figure 3. Screenshots of our UX evaluation prototype that visualizes qualitative data in aggregated (left) and detailed (right) views as well as by
individual participants (middle).
product but a prototype that helps to stimulate a discourse
around the research questions according to Zimmermann and
colleagues [58].
Study Setting and Participants
Pilot Study: We conducted a pilot study with five employees
of our industry partner to get first insights about a suitable im-
plementation of our prototype and to identify target questions
for our main study. Each participant had two tasks: First to
analyze a given set of feedback data using a tool of their own
choice. Second, the participants analyzed the same data set
with our prototype (we changed the order of tasks for three par-
ticipants to avoid order bias). The data set consisted of written
feedback (distributed as a CSV file) and photos (distributed in
a zip folder) evaluating the office environment of our industry
partner. We conducted individual semi-structured interviews
with all participants (taking about one hour each) and one
group interview (taking about 15 minutes). Furthermore, all
participants filled out the AttrakDiff questionnaire. The partic-
ipants in this pilot study did not receive a compensation.
Main Study: To evaluate our prototype more holistically, we
conducted another evaluation in form of a case study. We
recruited seven focus groups with a total of 26 participants
from our educational institution. All groups had just finished
a product development course and hence were familiar with
product development tools and processes. Furthermore, each
group consisted of students with different study backgrounds,
mainly from business administration, electrical engineering,
physics, and computer science (or similar, see Table 4). Thus,
we ensured an evaluation setting with a practical orientation
in terms of interdisciplinary backgrounds and roles. For this
study, we first asked the participants about their experience
in the product development course as a warm-up. Then, we
gave each group the same test feedback data set about a fitness
tracker. The groups had the task to analyze the data and jointly
generate key insights. Each focus group took about 45 minutes
and was conducted as a combination of think-aloud and semi-
structured group interviews. Additionally, all participants
filled out the AttrakDiff questionnaire. The participants in this
study were compensated with 10e, or roughly US$12.
Inter-rater reliability: The interviews of the main study were
recorded, transcribed, and analyzed through grounded theory.
The two authors who conducted the focus groups first dis-
cussed initial insights and jointly derived six coding categories
according to our RQ and the results of our pilot study: "ob-
serving data", "analyzing data", "implementing the tool" (i.e.,
how to use it), "improvements for tool", "ideal use case" (i.e.,
when to use it), and "task comment / not meaningful" (i.e.,
comments related to the case study task, not a feedback to
our tool). The categories were chosen to better understand
how a digital tool that aims to nurture empathy with users
could be used in different design phases and how it could be
implemented in the design process. The categories helped
us to cluster common feedback through inductive category
formation according to Mayring & Fenzl [39] to finally derive
overall insights and guidelines for digital research tools with
the objective to leverage relationships with users. Two authors
coded all focus groups to ensure inter-rater reliability (IRR).
IRR was found to be α = 0.9009, 95% in a CI of (0.8431,
0.9504). According to Krippendorff [31], values for α higher
than .8 can be seen as satisfactory.
Results
The evaluation of our prototype was based on the pilot study
and the main study described above. The overall goal was
to receive feedback on our prototype and at the same time to
further understand needs and requirements for design teams
related to the empathic connections between designers and
users. In the pilot study with our industry partner we focused
on the identification of key topics and questions that we can
then intensively discuss in our main study. The feedback in
the smaller pilot study with five participants (numbered P.A,
P.B, P.C, P.D, and P.E) mainly focused on how people use the
prototype compared to established approaches. In our case, we
primarily compared the use of our prototype to the use of the
spreadsheet software Excel due to the established design pro-
cesses of our industry partner. Thus, we were able to identify a
first reasoning for using a digital communication platform that
combines traditional feedback visualizations with distinct user
profiles and user feedback journeys as "it helps that everything
is connected" (P.B) and even allows researchers and designers
to present and discuss unknown feedback data directly with
the management board or customers (P.A). Figure 4 highlights
the evaluation (i.e., consistently higher pragmatic quality) of
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Background
Focus Gender and Business Eng. and Social
Group Age [years] Administration Nat. Sciences Sciences
1
male / 27 
male / 25 
female / 19 
male / 22 
2
female / 26 
male / 22 
female / 23 
female / 22 
3
male / 26 
male / 25 
female / 26 
4
female / 26 
male / 30 
male / 24 
female / 21 
5
male / 25 
male / 21 
female / 23 
male / 22 
6
male / 23 
male / 26 
male / 26 
male / 26 
7
male / 22 
male / 26 
male / 19 
Table 4. Overview of the focus group participants according to their
group association and educational background.
our prototype using the AttrakDiff questionnaire compared to
traditional spreadsheet software.
Next, in the main study, we asked seven focus groups about
the usefulness of specific features, hence were able to better
understand the derived benefits related to digitally mediated
connections with users. The main study revealed that the
current version of our prototype was still considered neutral
yet still with a higher pragmatic and hedonic value than the
speadsheet software (see Figure 5). We also found out that
such a digital communication platform can help to analyze
qualitative data on a large scale, as the visualizations were
seen as "more useful when you have a lot of data" (Group 7),
and even highlight unexpected insights, as "the tag cloud [...]
is a great way to explore the data in a way that is not common
which might lead to uncommon insights". (Group 1). With a
closer look at the connection and relationship with users, our
in-depth qualitative analysis of the focus groups pointed out
three main benefits of our digital UX tool :
• Establish a relationship with users
• Supporting long-term studies at later stages
• Support collaboration to foster user interaction
Establish a relationship with users: The individual user pro-
files in our prototype helped to efficiently derive in-depth
insights from the data set and relate to individual user feed-
back. A participant in Group 2 mentioned that he "used the
link to the profiles when [he] saw that one person had a lot
of feedback so [he] wanted to check what else he’s writing".
The profiles were also helpful, according to Group 7, "when
you were looking for like conflicting feedback [...] so you
could actually see how the opinion of one person changed".In
general, the visualizations, tag cloud, and user profiles allowed
our study participants to quickly get familiar with the data set.
In particular, however, the profile section helped the teams to
truly understand different needs of different users.
If you want to check the feedback for customer groups
or if you want to check whether it is more intuitive for
some people than for others, then I think that the profiles
section is very useful. (Group 2)
Moreover, we were able to verify throughout the course of our
project that the increasing multidisciplinarity of UX processes
is perceived as a challenge. Different users of UX tools have
different goals and objectives and hence are interested in dif-
ferent feedbacks. The profile and notification feature in our
prototype was built to consider diverse interests. Our study
showed that "profiles are actually super important" (Group
1) and that the user journey view in the profile section was
considered as very valuable, because "when you look back at
a project, it’s useful to have all the overviews and be able to
track it over time" (Group 7). Furthermore, Group 2 exem-
plarily highlights another benefit of the notification feature
strongly related to the need for tools that foster empathic con-
nections with users.
If something was unclear and if it was a topic that a lot
of other people talk about, then I would ask this person
to tell me more [...] this [notification] feature is cool.
(Group 2)
Supporting long-term studies at later stages: In our pilot
study, the interview participants’ opinions about when a UX
tool that aims to foster an empathic connection with users is
most useful varied from at the beginning to at the end of a
development process. Several groups in our main study, how-
ever, mentioned that "in an early stage where you have paper
prototypes [that are not close to the design of the] final prod-
uct, [...] observing is more powerful" (Group 5). In Group 7,
a participant added that such a UX tool is useful at later stages
because then people have used the product for a longer time
and one can get more insights. Overall, whereas traditional
data gathering methods, such as interviewing, were seen as
helpful to interact with users at early stages our prototype was
considered as beneficial for later stages to enable the main-
tenance of empathic relationships with several users over a
longer time.
I think [it would be useful] more for large-scale studies
and not directly at the beginning, because there it is really
important that you actually talk to the person because
[...] you can directly ask a follow-up question [...]. If you
talk to users it is always better than if you do it over a
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Figure 4. Results of the AttrakDiff questionnaire comparing the use of
a spreadsheet software to the use of our UX evaluation prototype in our
pilot study.
screen, so if it is still not a big sample of people I would
still do it face to face but if it’s actually a big data [set]
with many people I would definitely go for this [tool].
(Group 5)
Support collaboration to foster user interaction: The par-
ticipants in our focus group were asked to jointly analyze
the presented case study. As a consequence, communication
and collaboration between the focus group members naturally
evolved over the course of the study as soon as the participants
got familiar with the feedback data. This revealed further
insights for collaboration in the UX process, mainly formu-
lated as suggested improvements for our prototype. Group
5 mentioned that it "would be nice to make the [tool] more
social, [...] you might have pictures of people who have al-
ready looked at [certain issues] so you know "ah, he has seen
this" [...] that would be nice ". Putnam and Kolko [45] report
similar insights and highlight the challenge that, in general,
not every stakeholder in the design process usually interacts
with users hence it is difficult to pass on empathic connections.
Other groups in our study highlight the option to increase the
involvement of users similar to the ideas from our ideation
workshop, e.g., "in the dashboard view or executive summery
[you might] get a warning that a test user is not giving feed-
back anymore" (Group 6). In addition, our focus group study
revealed that such a tool can help to even track company wide
UX goals, as emphasized by Roto et al. [47]:
Now imagine I am Apple and I have phones, fitness track-
ers like the Apple Watch and I have Macbooks; would
there be an option to see general problems [...] not on a
product but more on a company level? (Group 6)
REFLECTION ON DIGITALLY-MEDIATED EMPATHY
For our research questions, the guiding principles of participa-
tory design proved to be valuable as opinions from and needs
for different stakeholders had to be considered. We pursued a
participatory design approach involving relevant perspectives
in our interview study and to develop a design artifact to gen-
erate design knowledge for digitally-mediated empathy in UX
design processes.
Figure 5. Results of the AttrakDiff questionnaire comparing our pilot
study and main study.
Our interview study and prototype study allowed us to endorse
anticipated needs and benefits of a UX tool to foster empathic
connections with users. We saw that the topic of maintaining
empathy with users is very important for design teams yet at
the same time challenging to address with digital software
from the UX method toolkit. Existing UX tools and evalu-
ation methods, e.g., Quantified UX (see [33]) or AttrakDiff
(see [25]) demonstrate several benefits of digital UX tools,
such as the support to prioritize UX initiatives and the com-
parison of different products. However, these UX evaluation
approaches mainly focus on quantitative data and lack insights
into rich qualitative feedback that can emerge from empathic
relationships. Schneider et al. [50] emphasize that digital
tools can further support the consolidation of context-rich user
stories trough the collection of context-sensitive qualitative
data. In contrast, further tools that support the analysis and
visualization of both quantitative and qualitative UX, such as
NVivo1 or Dedoose2, do not yet provide features to develop
and maintain a relationship with users.
Our prototype study outlined that distinct tool features, par-
ticularly the persona and user journey view as well as the
communication feature, can be beneficial complements to tra-
ditional visualizations and analysis approaches. Although
personas and user journeys are traditionally used in early de-
sign stages and challenging to apply in the design process
(see Matthews et al. [38]) they were considered as helpful
for long term studies and for later stages. At the same time,
Salminen et al. [49] already showcased that further research
is needed to understand how to best apply Persona profiles
in general. In our work, we felt that in combination with the
communication feature, the persona and user journey view can
help to maintain a better overview of individual user feedback
and maintain empathy beyond an initial requirement definition
in early design stages. Interestingly, our study participants
also suggested several additional add-on features and further
use cases for such a tool that have not been implemented in
the prototype due to time and feasbility constraints but have
1https://qsrinternational.com
2http://dedoose.com
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already been suggested in our ideation workshop. As a conse-
quence, we feel strenghtend in our effort to create a UX tool
that supports digitally-mediated connections with users.
However, we realize that our work has some inherent limita-
tions. The design of our prototype was strongly influenced
by the opinions and voting of our interview and workshop
participants. Although we invited participants with different
backgrounds, they were mainly recruited through our industry
partner. Consequently, the development of our tool was guided
by the mindset, previous experiences, and established digital
tools that were frequently used by our interview and work-
shop participants, particularly the spreadsheet software MS
Excel. Furthermore, to ensure a practical tool and minimize
complexity in our initial prototype we had to limit the number
if implemented design ideas. We acknowledge that different
interview and study participants, a different industry partner,
or different selection criteria to derive the prototype from all
design ideas might have led to a different design of the proto-
type. A different design of the prototype, in turn, might have
revealed different insights and suggestions. At the same time,
we are thankful for the close collaboration with the design
agency as it allowed us to apply various analysis methods (i.e.,
stakeholder interviews, workshop, pilot study) that led to a
holistic understanding of our research question. In addition,
the collaboration with an industry partner ensured that we
base the design of our prototype on real design and research
experiences from different stakeholders rather than merely
on theoretical hypotheses. Nevertheless, these experiences
can be unique to our industry partner hence further analyses
and different partners need to be considered. Ultimately, we
want to motivate further research and the implementation as
well as evaluation of further features in digital design tools as
exemplarily summarized in Table 3.
We have chosen to evaluate our prototype with interdisci-
plinary student groups. Senior UX researchers or designers
with several years of work experience, in comparison, might
have different needs and wishes related to digital UX evalu-
ation tools. Nevertheless, no focus group in our main study
questioned the functionality of our prototype but rather sug-
gested improvements and additional features. Consequently,
we feel reassured in our research effort to foster a research and
design culture that focuses on empathic connections with users.
Furthermore, we would like to encourage further research in
that field to investigate additional case studies, probes, reflec-
tions, or design rationale - according to Greenburg & Bux-
ton [20] more appropriate in certain situations.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a participatory design ap-
proach including an interview study and a prototype study for
the development of a UX tool to foster empathic connections
between users and design teams. In collaboration with a de-
sign agency, we conducted stakeholder interviews, hosted an
ideation workshop, and developed a prototype that supports
empathic interactions with users. Finally, we evaluated our
tool in a pilot study with employees from our industry partner
and a main study with interdisciplinary student teams from
our institution in seven focus groups. Our goal was to alleviate
the task of establishing and maintaining empathic connections
with users in interdisciplinary teams during a UX project.
In our stakeholder interview, we saw once more that there is
a need for design knowledge and resulting tools in the field
of empathic connections with users. At the same time, our
evaluation demonstrated that UX software tools can go further
than traditional spreadsheet software and support the analysis
of qualitative data on a large scale. Interestingly, our study
revealed that a UX evaluation tool based on visualizations and
user profiles can highlight unexpected insights - an area that
we consider very promising for future work as it can spark
creativity and innovation. Furthermore, it was encouraging to
hear that based on our research questions our study participants
did not only positively evaluate the user profiles that allowed
the development of closer user connections but already sug-
gested additional features to support team collaboration and
the communication with users.
In the future, we see a variety of opportunities to bring the
empathic connections with users to the next level. Research
questions that have not yet been addressed in this work are the
implementation of natural language processing, machine learn-
ing, chatbots and further technical developments that designers
start to integrate in their product or services recently (see, e.g.,
Dove et al. [13] and Yang et al. [57]). Such approaches can
strongly assist the observation, analysis, and communication
of UX insights but need to balance the danger of an increasing
distance between designers and users and consequently losing
empathy during the design process. Further challenges for
empathic UX software tools that we did not focus on but need
to be addressed in future studies are how the right balance of
powers between designers as experts and users as embraced
study participants look like, how test users would like to be
reimbursed/motivated, the level of transparency that users de-
mand, and how a trusted and rewarding relationship without
biasing results can be maintained in the long run.
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ABSTRACT
Considering country-specific preferences in user interface (UI) de-
sign is a time-consuming task. We present a case study with German
and Vietnamese users to explore how cultural theory can be ap-
plied in early design phases to support culturally sensitive design.
We present an analysis of cultural dimensions and a comparison
of German and Vietnamese question-and-answer (Q&A) websites.
Based on the derived insights, we developed two UI concepts of
a Q&A-website that differ in information architecture, navigation
structure, and visual presentation. The prototypes were assessed
with 14 German and 14 Vietnamese users in a think aloud setting.
We were able to draw a conclusion about our initial analysis and
the differing evaluation of the participants from the two countries
due to their preferences regarding information retrieval, trust, and
error handling. Our analysis provides first insights into the applica-
bility of cultural theory in UI design but also opens up questions
for further research.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); • HCI design and evaluation methods → User stud-
ies;
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User Interface Design, Cultural Dimensions, Culturally Sensitive
Design, Hofstede, Cross-Cultural Design, User Experience
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1 INTRODUCTION
Placing users’ needs at the center of the design process has been ac-
cepted as crucial to ensure commercial success and customer loyalty
for a long time [1, 64]. In addition, since the turn of the century, de-
sign teams and researchers are increasingly aware that users’ needs
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Figure 1: Screenshots of the main page (left) and an exem-
plary sub-page (right) of our two prototype versions target-
ing high Power Distance cultures (top, Vietnamese version)
and low Power Distance cultures (bottom, German version).
Photos and partner logos were anonymized for this paper.
do not only circle around a usable design but favour a pleasant
and emotional experience [72]. With an increasing focus on plea-
surable products and hedonic design attributes beyond traditional
usability aspects, user-centered design became more and more com-
plex. Particularly in our digital and widely connected online world,
where competing services are just a few clicks away, user interface
(UI) designers can no longer primarily concentrate on a clickable
and usable design but need to take further UI elements such as
visuals, content structure, information architecture, and more into
account (see Figure 1). It is not sufficient anymore to understand er-
gonomic human factors in design. Instead, users’ evaluation of a UI
today depends on many further factors, such as the emotional state,
prior experiences, expectations, age, gender, and culture [69, 79].
Researchers and designers from both academia and industry use
diverse tools and methods, ranging from interviews and observa-
tions to questionnaires and data logging [7, 66, 69, 80, 93] to study,
understand, and consider these influencing factors.
In general, design teams can observe and measure the impact
of different factors by a suitable study setup and choice of study
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participants. The consideration of culture, however, usually requires
time-consuming and costly ethnographic analyses [37, 76, 102].
In particular, such first-hand research is often not feasible and
scalable for smaller teams and companies that do not have the
chance to rely on team members from respective target countries.
Consequently, numerous researchers discuss the consideration of
cultural theory, particularly Hofstede’s cultural dimensions [34],
during the design process to cope with the increasing effort and
costs [20, 44, 68, 76, 98, 100]. At the same time, further perspectives
state concerns about the blind application of cultural theory in
design (see, e.g., Nwokoye et al. [65]). In an age of “postcolonial
computing”, where culture goes beyond national boundaries, Irani
et al. [38] emphasize that the core of cross-cultural considerations is
engagement. In this light, we want to address the research question:
"How can cultural theory support a culturally
sensitive UI design process?"
To address our research question, we partnered with a small
social start-up in order to identify country-specific UI design aspects
of their website for the two pre-defined target countries Germany
and Vietnam. We present results from (1) an analysis of cultural
theory, particularly cultural dimensions according to Hofstede and
colleagues [34], an analysis of German and Vietnamese question-
and-answer (Q&A) websites and (2) a case study with 14 German
and 14 Vietnamese participants to evaluate two UI concepts with
differing information architecture, navigation structure, and visual
presentation based on the previous analysis (see Figure 1).
This paper contributes an analysis of cultural theory and its
application in UI design. For this purpose, we analyze cultural di-
mensions in the context of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
and derive design insights for culturally sensitive UI design in a
German and Vietnamese context. In addition, we discuss impli-
cations for HCI in further contexts (e.g., Africa) as well as future
work for culturally sensitive design. We have chosen to establish
the term culturally sensitive design for this work, similar to concept
of value sensitive design according to Friedman et al. [21], to em-
phasize that we aim to foster a mindset that accounts for cultural
differences during the design process.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The role of culture in HCI has been widely discussed in both
academia and industry. Companies in many industries have de-
veloped localization strategies for their products and marketing
campaigns since a long time. In addition, academic studies under-
pin the impact of cultural differences on product design [74, 77].
However, a common theoretical basis and understanding of cultural
aspects in HCI has not yet been established. In fact, researchers still
controversially discuss how existing cultural theory can be applied
in HCI (see Winschiers [98] and Ford & Kotzé [20]).
To better understand the scope of cultural issues in HCI and to
embed our research question into the academic discourse we, first,
summarize how the shift from a usability to a User Experience (UX)
perspective changed the way we need to look at culture in HCI (see
Figure 2). Second, we present basic conceptualizations of culture
and some associated design approaches. Next, we reflect on how
the established concept of cultural dimensions is generally applied
in user-centered design processes.
Figure 2: Different layers of culture according to Hoft [35].
2.1 From Usability to User Experience
The way we design and evaluate user interfaces has significantly
changed within the last decades. Researchers and practitioners alike
traditionally looked at UI from a usability perspective based on the
credo that "to measure is to know" (see Law et al. [50]). As a result,
the field of HCI was initially driven by engineers, designers, and
researchers that focused on the analysis of a product’s characteris-
tics (e.g., functionality, ergonomics) [9, 48]. In fact, before the turn
of the century, UI design was primarily based on a set of selected
design heuristics, e.g., consistency, feedback mechanisms, and error
prevention (see Nielsen & Molich [61]). Nowadays, however, usabil-
ity is generally taken for granted while pleasurable and hedonic
product attributes became crucial for customer loyalty and product
success [5, 8, 72]. Consequently, the field of HCI and UI design is
recently guided by a much more general understanding about users’
experiences. Yet, definitions and evaluation approaches of the re-
sulting concept of UX still range from a psychological perspective
on human needs (see Hassenzahl [30] and Sheldon et al. [84]) to a
task-oriented perspective on users’ goals and motivation [31]. In ad-
dition, the shift from a usability to a UX-focused UI design process
forces UI designers to take further aspects into account. Besides the
experience during the actual interaction, UX can also be influenced
by prior experiences or expectations. Furthermore, UX is unique
to an individual user and rooted in a cultural context [79]. In this
work, we base our analysis of culturally sensitive UI design on the
differentiation of pragmatic and hedonic aspects - including both
experience- and task-oriented product characteristics - according
to Hassenzahl [30].
2.2 Culture in the Context of HCI
At the same time when HCI researchers and practitioners started to
shift from a usability to a UX mindset, a discussion about the role
of culture when designing for international user groups started to
arise [62]. However, the landscape of cultural theory in the context
of HCI is controversially discussed and lacks a common under-
standing or guidelines [36, 78]. Definitions of culture range from "a
system of meaning that underlies routine and behaviour in everyday
working life" [10] over "race and ethnicity as well as other variables
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[...] manifested in customary behaviours, assumptions and values,
patterns of thinking and communication style" [11] to "the collec-
tive programming of the mind that distinguishes the members of one
group or category of people from another" [32]. A common denom-
inator of these perspectives is the existence of visible, conscious
variables (e.g., number formatting, currency, time, date formats, and
language) and abstract, unconscious variables of culture (e.g., non-
verbal communication, a sense of time, and physical distances) [36].
The iceberg meta model from Hoft [35] illustrates the different
layers of culture (see Figure 2).
In the field of HCI and UI design, the multilayered nature of
the concept of culture can be associated with traditional usability
and in-depth UX considerations. While visible layers, i.e., language,
meaning of colors, etc., can easily be adapted to create country-
or culture-specific designs [6], the consideration of the abstract
invisible layers (i.e., values) and its impact on UI design generally
requires more time and resources [78]. Furthermore, the concept
of culture can be addressed and studied on different levels, such as
the national, regional, gender, generation, social class, or corporate
level [33]. In this paper, we focus on the concept of national cultures,
because research has evidenced its impact on the perception of what
constitutes good design [78].
2.3 Cross-Cultural Design Approaches
With a change of design criteria from task-oriented usability heuris-
tics to hedonic experience attributes, the method toolkit of design-
ers and researchers grew proportionally in order to cope with the
increasing complexity and dynamics of the design processes [7, 70].
Different methods or approaches are certainly more suitable in
distinct contexts and situations. Nevertheless, Battarbee & Koski-
nen [8] cluster three general approaches for the consideration of
UX in design process:
• Measuring approaches that base their analysis on quantifiable
aspects of UX, e.g., emotion detection and self-reporting.
• Empathic approaches that aim to truly understand users’
needs through meaningful user-designer relationships.
• Pragmatist approaches that focus on the application of theo-
retical frameworks and models.
In cross-cultural UI design, measuring approaches are usually
based on quantitative analyses of different cultures through, e.g.,
log analysis (e.g., Lachner et al. [47]), evaluation of website aesthet-
ics (e.g., Nordhoff et al. [63]), or international survey studies (e.g.,
Al-Shamaileh & Sutcliffe [3], Reinecke & Gajos [77], or Walsh &
Nurkka [95]). An inherent limitation of such studies is the difficulty
to understand why certain differences occur. In contrast, empathic
approaches, such as ethnographic interviews (see, e.g., Schneider
et al. [82]) or qualitative lab studies (e.g., Athinen et al. [2]) can
provide rich stories and insights. However, such approaches are
unavoidably time-consuming and costly or require further vali-
dation [37, 76, 97, 102]. Nevertheless, measuring-focused remote
studies are often used in settings, in which on-site studies would
be challenging to conduct due to the distance between researchers
and study participants. Examples include the exploration of UX of
a learning service in South Africa by researchers based in Finland
and the UK [92] or the analysis of websites in Muslim countries by
Malaysian researchers [59]. Empathy-focused ethnographic studies
are often favored in settings that require high ethical considerations,
such as for research related to minorities or developing countries,
e.g., the analysis of usability in Namibia [98], the investigation of
apartheid-era narratives in South Africa [49], the evaluation of dig-
ital mobile maps in sub-Saharan Africa [88], or the study of mobile
banking of low-literate, low-income users [58].
Pragmatic approaches based on theoretical frameworks have
gained increasing interest in the HCI community in recent years.
More and more researchers study the applicability of cultural di-
mensions in UX and UI design [52, 54, 75, 96]. Cultural dimen-
sions are individual traits that characterize a culture’s preferred
reaction to general societal problems that are common to all cul-
tures [32]. Several sociologists and anthropologists derived distinct
cultural dimensions that have been established in academic research
since then, namely Edward Hall [27–29], Geert Hofstede and col-
leagues [33], Kluckhohn & Strodtbeck [45], Shalom Schwartz [83],
David Victor [94], and Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner [90]. Pre-
vious cultural considerations in HCI mainly builds upon the study
of cultural dimensions according to Hofstede et al. [33] as their
work represents the most comprehensive cross-cultural study that
is mainly used in HCI (see, e.g., [52, 54, 67, 75, 76, 100]). Hofstede
et al. [34] describe six cultural dimensions:
• Power Distance (PD): The degree to which hierarchy and an
unequal distribution of power is accepted in a society.
• Individualism vs. Collectivism (ID): Preference towards a
loosely-knit vs. tightly-knit social framework.
• Masculinity vs. Femininity (MAS): The balance to which soci-
eties strive for status (masculine) or modesty (feminine).
• Uncertainty Avoidance (UA): The degree to which societies
feel uncomfortable with uncertain situations.
• Long Term vs. Short Term Orientation (LTO): Preference to-
wards traditions (short term) or societal change (long term).
• Indulgence vs. Restraint (IN): The extent of vitality and fun
(indulgence) vs. strict social norms (restraint).
Kahn et al. [43], for example, use Hofstede’s cultural dimensions
as an inspiration to develop automotive human-machine interfaces
(HMI) for users from the UK and India, George et al. [23] identify
differing preferences in web design for Australia as a whole and
an indigenous Australian group in 2010 and validate ethnographic
results with theoretical insights in 2012 [22], Jaramillo-Bernal et
al. [41] develop a design framework based on Hofstede’s dimen-
sions, Yeo [103] uses Hofstede’s dimensions to explain cultural
differences in software development processes, Gould et al. [25]
derive design guidelines for Malaysian and US websites from Hofst-
ede’s dimension website design, and Suadamara et al. [89] describe
a process to integrate Hofstede’s dimensions into the Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) according to Evers & Day [18].
2.4 Reflection on Cultural Dimensions for HCI
Our overall goal is to apply cultural theory in such a way that it
supports the conceptual model of designers (or the represented
model) to better understand how users from other cultures might
interpret the way a product should be used, i.e., their mental mod-
els (see Cooper et al. [15]). While ethnographic on-site studies or
internationally staffed design teams might best allow to validate the
associated design elements, not every team can afford this due to
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team size, time pressure, or costs. However, as the understanding of
the concept of UX differs between different cultures [74], we argue
that it is inevitable for good design to be aware of cultural differ-
ences and culturally sensitive design elements. An understanding
of cultural theory represents a cost-efficient and sustainable way
to eventually develop a culturally sensitive design process.
In general, as Hofstede’s cultural dimensions represent dichoto-
mous scales, studies such as the work from Mimouni & MacDon-
ald [60], Reinecke & Bernstein [76], and Walsh & Nurkka [95] show-
case that UI designs should differ in relation to the relative scale
values. In contrast, Ford & Kotzé [20] and Ford & Gelderblom [19]
argue that the design of a UI can generally be improved simply
by focusing on high values for distinct cultural dimensions. The
latter two, however, base their study on the analysis of a website’s
usability and human performance, whereas we additionally focus
on further UX-oriented aspects. Although Marcus & Hamoodi [55]
observed inconsistent cases for Hofstede’s cultural dimensions, the
work of Hofstede and colleagues has experienced most attention
in HCI in recent years [76]. Consequently, we decided to base our
evaluation study and associated research question on Hofstede’s
work. However, the majority of cross-cultural HCI studies focuses
on post-hoc analyses of existing websites to draw a conclusion on
the relation between culture and design (see, e.g., Gevorgyan &
Porter [24] or Oliveira et al. [67]). In contrast, we want to inves-
tigate how we can translate theoretical insights derived from the
analysis of cultural dimensions into the development of new UI
designs to ultimately embed cultural theory in the design process.
3 A CASE STUDY FOR CULTURALLY
SENSITIVE UI DESIGN
The goal of this paper is to understand how cultural theory can be
used to support a culturally sensitive design process. In line with
our research question, we analyzed the theoretical background
to understand the design space of culturally sensitive UI design
and derived design hypotheses to create two UI prototypes that
focused on different cultural aspects. We aimed to investigate if
and how cultural dimensions are a suitable starting point to design
culturally sensitive interfaces. Our study results show that German
and Vietnamese participants varied in their evaluation of selected
design elements that we considered as culturally sensitive already
during the conceptualization of the UI design.
3.1 Background and Setting
At the beginning of this project we partnered with a social start-up
that offers an online Q&A-website. The website allows people from
around the world to share and discuss solutions for global social
issues, e.g., refugee crisis, global warming, or world hunger. Users
and visitors can freely access the platform to (1) browse and click
through different topics, questions, and answers for different topics
and (2) comment on or start a new discussion. As the platform aims
to address users and contributors from various countries, the goal
of our partner was to identify culturally sensitive design elements
for future development. In order not to interfere with the ongoing
UI design and development process we decided to make our own
adapted version of this site and study the impact of culture in UI
design in a well-controlled setting. In addition we decided to narrow
Figure 3: Values for Germany and Vietnam in the six cul-
tural dimensions according to Hofstede et al. [34] (values
can range from 0, low, to 100, high).
down the scope of this study to eventually derive concrete design
insights and specific starting points for future work. Consequently,
together with our partner, we decided to limit our case study to
the investigation of Germany and Vietnam. Representing two em-
pirically diverse cultures, we considered Germany and Vietnam as
suitable comparison countries for this project. In addition, due to
existing collaborations and the authors’ personal backgrounds we
were able to recruit suitable study participants from both countries
for our evaluation study.
3.2 Design Hypotheses from Cultural Theory
Our case study was divided into several different steps to address
our research question in a structured manner. Below, we describe
the reasoning behind the initial analysis of cultural dimensions.
3.2.1 Procedure. As a first step, we analyzed established cul-
tural dimensions (as presented above) and decided to base our case
study on the dimensions according to Hofstede and colleagues [34].
In this case study, we consider cultural dimensions as a means to
enhance designers’ mental models that enable a better understand-
ing of culture to ultimately support the development of a culturally
sensitive UI for our partner’s Q&A-website. We focused on only
one cultural dimension, namely Power Distance (PD), to decrease
the complexity of our hypotheses and the associated UI designs. We
chose PD for our case study as the two target countries Germany
and Vietnam differ significantly in their PD values and Mimouni &
MacDonald [60] evidenced that PD has an influence on UI design.
We used the framework of Marcus & Gould [54] (that previous
studies, e.g., Alexander et al. [4], have also used to evaluate existing
websites in a cross-cultural context) as a starting point for the
development of culturally sensitive UI prototypes. More precisely,
we translated the design guidelines related to Hofstede’s cultural
dimensions according to Marcus & Gould [53, 54] into website
elements for cultures with a high (e.g., Vietnam) and a low value
(e.g., Germany) for PD (see Figure 3).
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Table 1: Design aspects for high and low PD cultures accord-
ing to Marcus & Gould [53].
Low PD High PD
Metaphor Objects that represent free
choice and equality
Objects that represent
hierarchy and distance
Mental
Model
Simple, informal, less
structured, organized
Complex, highly organized
and categorized
Navigation Flexible paths, multiple
choices
Restricted access,
predefined paths
Interaction Helpful error messages,
keywords
Severe error message
Presentation Pictures of groups, individ-
uals, established symbols,
informal language
Pictures of leaders, logos,
official symbols, formal
language
3.2.2 Design Hypotheses. Based on Hofstede’s cultural dimen-
sions, Germany and Vietnam can be considered culturally diverse
(see Figure 3). With higher scores for individualism, masculinity,
uncertainty avoidance, and long term orientation, Germany can
be seen as a country where self-actualization is strongly believed,
performance is highly valued, systematic overview in thinking, pre-
senting, and planning is preferred, and where people believe that
truth is dependent on context and time. In addition, a participate
communication style is common, leadership can be challenged and
people tend towards cynicism and pessimism - characterized by a
lower value for power distance and indulgence. In Vietnam, people
similarly tend towards cynicism and pessimism (high value for in-
dulgence) and generally base truth on context and time (high value
for long term orientation). In contrast, Vietnamese accept hierar-
chical order and inequalities (low value for power distance), foster
strong relationships (low value for individualism, i.e., collectivistic
culture), value equality and well-being (low value for masculinity,
i.e., feminine culture), and have a low preference for avoiding uncer-
tainties [34]. For this case study and our focus on Power Distance,
we are mainly interested in how preferences regarding hierarchical
structures (i.e., PD) may impact UI design. Marcus & Gould [53, 54]
analyzed how relative differences in a culture’s perception with
regards to cultural dimensions can be translated into UI design
elements. Based on their work, we can derive the hypothesis that
low PD cultures (e.g., Germany) value informally organized and
categorized data, overview, flexible navigation, helpful error mes-
sages, and graphics representing groups rather than selected leaders,
whereas high PD cultures (e.g., Vietnam) prefer complex structures,
pre-defined navigation paths, direct error messages, symbols, logos,
and graphics that represent leaders (see Table 1). We used these
guidelines as a starting point for the development of two distinct
interfaces of a Q&A-website.
3.3 Benchmark with Existing Q&A-Websites
As a next step, we analyzed existing German and Vietnamese Q&A
websites in order to enrich our theoretical insights and calibrate our
perspective on how to translate theoretical insights into concrete
design elements.
Table 2: Websites for our benchmark analysis.
German websites Vietnamese websites
www.gutefrage.net www.webtretho.com/forum
www.chefkoch.de www.tinhte.vn/forums
www.computerbase.de www.vforum.vn
www.motor-talk.de www.sinhvienit.net/home
www.android-hilfe.de www.vozforum.org
www.forum.chip.de www.otofun.net/forums
www.hifi-forum.de www.violet.vn
www.fotocommunity.de/forum www.hdvietnam.com
www.board.gulli.com www.ttvnol.com
www.wer-weiss-was.de www.lamchame.com/forum
3.3.1 Procedure. We selected frequently used online forums in
Germany and Vietnam, as such websites best represent our part-
ner’s platform. We manually searched for forums using the search
engine Google and the search queries most common/popular/visited
forums/question-and-answer websites in Germany/Vietnam and Ger-
man/Vietnamese forums/question-and-answer websites to first iden-
tify compiled lists of suitable websites. After identifying popular
Q&A-websites, we ranked them according to the number of website
visits as stated at https://www.similarweb.com/. In this ranking,
we only considered websites that had more than 60% local website
visitors. Finally, we decided to analyze the top ten websites in detail
(see Table 2). For this analysis, we looked at all selected websites and
manually derived design characteristics of each website according
to the framework of Marcus & Gould [53], i.e., metaphor, mental
model, navigation, interaction, and presentation.
In general, our website analysis served as a reference, calibration
of our mental model, and comparison of the design insights that
we derived from our analysis of cultural dimensions according
to Marcus & Gould [54]. We did not aim to holistically describe
significant differences and similarities of German and Vietnamese
websites in this step. Consequently, we only manually analyzed a
few selected websites for each country.
3.3.2 StatusQuo of German and Vietnamese Q&A-websites. Our
analysis of existing websites allowed us to better understand fa-
miliar design elements for German and Vietnamese users. Table 2
gives an overview of all German and Vietnamese websites that we
have analyzed in this step. We used the same framework, i.e., the
analysis of metaphors, mental model, navigation, interaction, and
presentation according to Marcus & Gould [53], as before. Also, we
focused again on the analysis of design elements associated with
the cultural dimension PD.
We recognized that, e.g., leading organizations, administrators
or moderators are rarely prominently presented on German Q&A-
websites. The websites are rather targeted towards the general user
base (e.g., gutefrage.net), both in the structure of the websites and
the visual presentation. However, contrasting with our theoretical
hypotheses we saw that in our sample set most of the websites
were highly structured with many sub-levels and topic categories.
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Yet, the general navigation structure offered several flexible paths,
including search feature(s), drop-down menus, and direct links to,
e.g., related content (e.g., computerbase.de). Mimouni & MacDon-
ald [60] describe similar insights for website navigation in relation
to cultural dimensions in their analysis of American and Arabic
websites. The language used on the selected websites was generally
polite and error messages even provided helpful comments in many
cases (e.g., wer-weiss-was.de).
Q&A-websites that are popular in Vietnam, in contrast, generally
did emphasize moderators and administrators (e.g., webtretho.com
highlights admins for each topic), navigation paths are less flexible
and related content is rarely linked (e.g., vozforums.com). Further-
more, information is usually highly structured, e.g., into categories
and sub-categories. However, we could not derive differing insights
with regards to a distinct formulation of error messages or language.
3.4 Culturally Sensitive Prototype Design
Based on the derived insights from our theoretical analysis, we
developed two UI prototypes that differed in navigation structure,
visual presentation, and language. In addition, we particularly fo-
cused on content structure and the design of error messages as
our comparison of cross-cultural design heuristics and existing
Q&A-websites pointed out mixed results.
3.4.1 Procedure. We aimed to design two distinct yet similar
UIs based on design elements for (1) a high and (2) a low value for
PD according to Marcus & Gould [54]. We primarily focused on
the translation of theoretical design insights to address our overall
research question yet used our benchmark analysis of existing web-
sites to align the overall structure and presentation of the prototype
concepts to familiar Q&A-websites. Both UI prototypes were trans-
lated into a German and a Vietnamese website by native speakers
resulting in four different versions (see Figure 1). The informa-
tion architecture, visual design, and navigation structure were not
changed for the two Vietnamese or the two German versions. All
prototypes were designed using the design software Axure1.
3.4.2 Prototypes. We used the existing design and corporate
identity (e.g., colors, font, etc.) of our collaboration partner for both
prototypes to avoid biases but adapted selected elements according
to our previous analysis. Our partner’s website focuses on different
social issues and global problems. For our case study, we decided
to only focus on the topic ‘refugee crisis’, as it was the a key topic
of our partner’s strategy at the time of the study, as well as a topic
of global interest. Furthermore, we created and used a number of
test profiles and articles to provide a suitable amount of content.
For the first version, we focused on high Power Distance ele-
ments. We aimed to prominently position the administrators (in
our case the founders of the platform), used pictures and logos of
organizations represented on the website, and added only a few
selected interaction possibilities (e.g., search for a solution, create
an article). The main topics on the home page were arranged in a
grid format. However, articles for a distinct topic were only listed
one after another without further filter options. The error message
for a login and a search task that we used in our case study did not
provide further helpful information in this design (see Figure 4).
1https://www.axure.com/
Figure 4: Different types of error messages in our two Ger-
man UI prototypes, without (top) and with (bottom) further
information (Vietnamese error messages were translated ac-
cordingly).
Also, the introduction about the platform at the main page was
written formally and in a succinct style. We did not consider Mar-
cus & Gould’s [53] guideline for Mental Models (i.e., flat or highly
structured UI) as we had defined our case study around one focus
topic, and hence lacked enough content and categories that would
have been necessary to be structured accordingly. In sum, the first
version (high PD) was mainly defined by the following elements:
• Administrators are prominently presented
• Few alternative navigation paths
• Error messages are short and direct
• Language is formal and distanced
The second version was based on low Power Distance character-
istics. In this version, we did not add photos of the administrators
on the home page or logos of organizations but provided additional
navigation elements, such as links to different sub-categories as
well as tags, filters, and breadcrumbs. The selected topics on the
home page were arranged as a list to have enough space to add
additional search bars and tags. In sum, the second version (low
Power Distance) was based on the following parameters:
• No focus on authority figures
• Many alternative navigation paths
• Error messages provide further information
• Language is informal and personal
3.5 Evaluation and Results
We conducted a think-aloud study to evaluate how study partic-
ipants from Vietnam and Germany perceived the two different
UI prototypes. Based on our research question we wanted to un-
derstand how the feedback of the study participants differed and
whether we would be able to anticipate these differences through
the previous analysis of cultural theory.
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3.5.1 Study Participants. In total, we recruited 14 study partici-
pants from Germany and 14 from Vietnam for our think-aloud study
through the network and mailing lists of two collaborating univer-
sities in Germany and Vietnam. We decided to pursue a qualitative
approach as it allows to understand the reasoning behind users’
experiences and related design issues. This represents a substantial
aspect to understand if we properly applied cultural theory for our
UI design, and hence suitably addressed our research question (see
Law et al. [50]). For our study, we only accepted study participants
that have not yet lived abroad (either privately or work/study re-
lated) for longer than for 6 months. In total, we had 60% male and
40% female study participants with an average age of 23.6 years.
Table 3 shows an overview of all study participants as well as the
average age and gender distribution per country.
3.5.2 Think-Aloud Procedure. We conducted a within-subjects
think-aloud study with a 2 UI design (high PD vs. low PD) x 2 nation-
ality (German vs. Vietnamese) design. To avoid language effects, we
presented both prototype versions (i.e., high and low PD versions)
to all study participants in their native language. Also, we random-
ized the order in which the participants evaluated both prototypes
to avoid biases. We were able to run the study with Vietnamese
participants on-site in the facilities of the Vietnamese university
that supported us for participant recruiting. The Vietnamese study
participants were invited to a study room and used one of the au-
thors’ laptop to interact with the prototypes. To stay within our
time schedule we were forced to interview the German participants
remotely using the IP telephone and screen sharing service Skype
as none of the authors was in Germany at the time the study was
conducted. However, we wanted to ensure and hence prioritized
that all study participants were situated in a familiar environment,
i.e., their home country. For this remote study, we sent all HTML
files of the German prototypes to the participants and let them
interact with the prototype on their own laptop or computer. In
addition, to cope with an initially low response rate for our first call
for participation, German participants took part in a $60 shopping
voucher lottery. Vietnamese study participants did not receive a
compensation as we had many returns within a short time for our
first call for participation hence we had conducted the interviews
already before the second call for participation for German users.
During the study, we asked all participants to think out loud
while they interacted with the prototypes and performed several
tasks. First, they were asked to browse through the start screen and
then look for an answer for a given topic. Second, they were told
to log in into a default user account and, third, enter a search term
in the prototype’s search bar. In these two cases, an error message
appeared that differed for both versions, i.e., for the low and high
PD version. Fourth, they were asked to describe which version
they preferred in general after evaluating both the low PD and
high PD version before they filled out a questionnaire about their
personal data. Once again, we conducted the think-aloud study
with every study participant in their mother tongue. However,
four Vietnamese study participants wished to conduct the study in
English. The Vietnamese think-aloud studies lasted between 40 and
55 minutes with an average of 45 minutes, the studies with German
participants lasted between 30 and 45 minutes with an average of
34 minutes.
Table 3: Demographic data of study participants.
Vietnam Germany
n 14 14
Gender (m) 64% (m) 57%(f) 36% (f) 43%
Age Range 19 - 24 yrs 20 - 31 yrs
Average 21 yrs 26 yrs
3.5.3 Data Analysis. All think-aloud sessions were recorded,
transcribed, analyzed through grounded theory, and finally trans-
lated from German and Vietnamese to English for this paper. The
two authors who conducted the think-aloud study individually
coded all statements using the coding categories Metaphor, Mental
Model, Navigation, Interaction, Presentation, and General Comment
to ensure inter-rater reliability (IRR). The coding categories were
derived from the framework of Marcus & Gould [54] that had al-
ready been used for the development of the prototypes. Based on
these categories, we were able to cluster and identify common state-
ments through inductive category formation according to Mayring
& Fenzl [56] to finally derive differences and similarities in the
answers of the German and Vietnamese participants. Our IRR anal-
ysis resulted in a value for α = .8963, 95% in a CI of (0.8224, 0.9120).
According to Krippendorff [46], values for α that are higher than .8
can be seen as satisfactory.
3.5.4 Results. The overall goal of our think-aloud study was
to evaluate (1) whether participants from Germany preferred dif-
ferent UI aspects compared to the Vietnamese participants and (2)
whether we were able to consider these differences already during
the design of the UI through the analysis of cultural dimensions.
We did not specifically ask our study participants how much they
liked distinct design and interaction aspects but rather motivated
them to think out loud while they performed our tasks. In addition,
we were interested in both usability-focused pragmatic aspects and
experience-focused hedonic aspects and inquired reasons for the
participants’ opinions and statements.
All participants naturally commented on the features of interest
related to our design hypotheses due to the nature of the case
study tasks (e.g., search for a specific answer or topic, login attempt
that prompted an error message). In particular, when they were
confronted with the respective second prototype (either version 1 or
version 2, depending on order) the participants were able to easily
verbalize differences and their preferred concepts. In general, all
participants from Vietnam (PV) and Germany (PG) gave feedback
about the visual presentation (e.g., the photos of the social start-up
founders) the structure and navigation (e.g., the search bar, tags,
and filters), as well as the perceived trustworthiness of the website
designs. Both concepts were generally well perceived and we had
only few comments related to the overall design concept, i.e., our
partner’s corporate identity, or the fidelity of the prototype (e.g.,
"the font is too small" (PV13), "I like the colors" (PG3, PV3), or "the
wording ‘urgent issues’ sounds weird" (PG3)).
A differentiated look at our results, however, revealed percepti-
ble differences between the Vietnamese and German participants.
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Table 4: Exemplary statements from the study participants per country for the derived insight and number of participants
who preferred version 1 or 2 (*numbers do not add up to 28 as 3 participants did not state a clear preference).
Vietnam Germany
Version 1 (high PD) Version 2 (low PD) Version 1 (high PD) Version 2 (low PD)
Preferred emotional language style Preferred factual language style
Content, language,
and communication
"I was surprised. A more
friendly sentence would have
been better, e.g., I am sorry, we
did not find [...]" (PV11)
"It is friendly and the users un-
derstands the problem." (PV8)
"I think this information is
better." (PV12)
"I would have liked to see that
the website helps me [...] and
suggests additional links to
other websites." (PG2)
"I think it is normal that [web-
sites] say if the user name of
password is wrong. This states
actually the same." (PG6)
Restricted information density Guided information density
Information
retrieval
"I have no problem [with this
design] as I have the same feel-
ing as I have on Google or
Wikipedia." (PV7)
"There are more search func-
tions [...] and it is not easy to
use." (PV9)
"I would have preferred to
have a navigation menu, [the
website] becomes easily con-
fusing with more text." (PG7)
"I would tend to version 2 be-
cause I can add tags. [...] I have
a better overview when I do
not use the search bar." (PG6)
Trust through emotions and visuals Trust through content and validity
Trust "The photos of the founders
make the website look more
professional. I like the logos
of the organizations." (PV1)
"Information about the
founders of the website is
necessary [...] to increase the
level of trust." (PV6)
"I think it is good that there
is the source [of the informa-
tion]. It makes it trustworthy."
(PG7)
"[The photos] can be interest-
ing in general but when I go
to such a website I don’t think
it is important." (PG6)
preferred version* 8 4 4 9
In line with our design hypotheses and as indicated in Table 4,
the majority of the Vietnamese participants preferred the design
version 1 (focusing on high PD) and the majority of the German
participants the design version 2 (focusing on low PD). An in-depth
analysis of all coded think-aloud protocols allowed us to derive
three main topics that summarize differing tendencies between the
Vietnamese and the German study participants (Table 4 provides
an overview of all three insights including exemplary comments
from participants):
(1) Emotional vs. factual language style
(2) Restricted vs. guided information density
(3) Trust through emotions vs. trust through content
Emotional vs. factual language style: During the think-aloud
study, all participants were faced with two planned error message,
one as the result of an intentionally failed login attempt and an-
other one after using the search bar on the home page. Based on
our theoretical analysis we expected Vietnamese participants to
prefer the short and direct error message in version 1 and German
participants message with additional information about the error
type in version 2. However, in contrast to our expectations, the er-
ror message in version 2 (low PD) was generally perceived familiar
or even better (PV2, PV5-8, PV11-14, PG2-4,PG6-7, PG10-13), as "it
is friendly" (PV8), "the [additional] information is helpful to detect
the error" (PV10) and it "makes it clear that [the participant] has to
review his input" (PG11).
Nevertheless, the study participants from Vietnam and Germany
mentioned different reasons why they where shocked or disap-
pointed (PV1, PV4, PV8, PV11, PG2, PG4, PG7) when they saw the
error messages in version 1. German participants did primarily
ask for factual information, e.g., "links to other websites" (PG2) as
"related content" (PG4) and "alternatives [are] missing" (PG6) or even
"a prompt to add a new solution" (PG11). Vietnamese participants,
in contrast, rather noticed a lack of emotions and suggested to "use
different words" (PV9) or more precisely a "more friendly sentence"
(PV11). PV6 even suggested to use emoticons or stickers. However,
the error messages did not strongly affect the overall evaluation
of the Vietnamese study participants from which the majority still
favoured version 1 (see Table 4).
Restricted vs. guided information density: The main tasks
of our think-aloud study included the search process to find a spe-
cific question and related answers on the websites. Consequently, all
participants had to familiarize with the platform and its navigation
structure. We saw that the navigation had a stronger impact on the
final evaluation of the designs. Vietnamese participants generally
valued the "clear, concrete, and direct" (PV2) structure of version
1 that makes it "comfortable [and] easy to use" (PV6). They also
highlighted to prefer using the search bar (PV1, , PV2, PV4, PV7,
PV 9, PV12). PV7 even mentioned that the general concept reminds
her of Google or Wikipedia. PV10, however, still concluded that it
"would be good to have more sub-categories" as it would make the
search process easier. In contrast, version 2 was perceived as "too
long and difficult" (PV12) and "not easy to use" (PV9). PV9 suggests,
among other things, that the read-on button of article should not
link to another page but open as a flip-out menu instead, PV 13 high-
lights that the list of categories in version 2 is too long. In sum, our
Vietnamese study group preferred a restricted information density.
German participants rarely used the search functions as, e.g.,
they "prefer to click through the topics on the website and browse
through the articles" (PG1). In contrast, they generally preferred
an independent yet guided step-by-step information search. Con-
sequently, several German participants positively valued the tag
and filter possibilities in version 2 (PG1-4, PG6) as it allows to "get
fast to the respective topic" (PV8) and one does not have to scroll
through unimportant information (PG7, PG14). In addition, PG14
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highlights that it is important to have an overview about all the
data. Also, PG2 appreciated the breadcrumbs in version 2, while
PG12 suggests that an additional navigation bar would have made
the search process even easier. PG 13 summarizes that he just "like
on Amazon [...] first looked for sub-categories" and then fine-tuned
his search.
Trust through emotions vs. trust through content: The main
aspect of cultures with different perceptions of PD is a varying ac-
ceptance of hierarchy in society. According to Marcus & Gould [53]
this is reflected in images of hierarchically higher people. In our
case study, we received divergent feedback from Vietnamese and
Germany participants yet in line with the theoretical hypotheses.
The majority of our Vietnamese participant group appreciated
the photos of the platform founders in version 1 as they "make
the website look more professional" (PV1). PV6 highlights that even
more information about the founders should be provided to "in-
crease the level of trust". Additionally, the logos of organizations for
each article increased the credibility of the platform (PV1, PV3). In
contrast, the lack of the photos in version 2 was frequently stated
as a negative aspect of the version that was based on low PD design
aspects (PV6, PV9, PV10, PV13).
From the German participants, only a few stated that the photos
increased the reliability of the website yet take up too much space
on the home page (PG3). In fact, many participants claimed that
they do not necessarily favour the photos of the founders on the
home page (PG6-9, PG13) or even think they are too dominant
(PG1). However, the sources of the articles (e.g., links or names of
the organizations) increased trust and validity of the content on
the platform (PG1, PG2, PG7).
4 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
In this work, we showcased the applicability of cultural dimen-
sions in early stages of a UI design process. Our think-aloud study
revealed that Vietnamese study participants tended to favour UI el-
ements that we anticipated as suitable for high PD cultures, such as
Vietnam, and German participants, vice versa, design elements for
low PD cultures. Throughout the whole case study, we felt that the
analysis of cultural dimensions represented a helpful framework
to consider critical UI elements for a culturally sensitive design
process. At the same time, we acknowledge that our decisions to
limit the scope and complexity of our case study invariably brings
other limitations and open questions.
4.1 Reflection About the Study Setting
Study setting and generalization of our insights? Due to our collabora-
tion with a social start-up we defined our case study based on their
Q&A-website. Different use cases or websites might require further
analysis or even lead to difficulties in applying cultural dimensions.
For future studies, we recommend and will continuously consider
a validation of design insights, similar to our analysis of existing
Q&A-websites. Likewise, as we focused our analysis on only one
cultural dimension, further research is required to draw a conclu-
sion on the applicability of other cultural dimensions. We decided
to focus on only one dimensions to derive distinct design insights
and to decrease and cope with the complexity of our cross-cultural
case study. Also, we have chosen to focus our case study on the
analysis of Vietnamese and German study participants. Although
the feedback from participants from other countries might lead to
more in-depth insights, the controlled setting with selected target
countries allowed us to specifically interpret our results as well as
the value of both cultural dimensions and our benchmark analy-
sis. Furthermore, we do not want to argue that websites should be
adjusted for every single country but rather for regions with compa-
rable cultural backgrounds. Consequently, we see our comparison
of Germany and Vietnam as an initial use case and will further
investigate how cultural dimensions are applicable for different
culturally similar regions. Similarly, a quantitative analysis (e.g., a
log analysis as conducted by Lachner et al. [47]) will provide addi-
tional insights and help to validate our derived design insights. In
our study, however, we decided to conduct a qualitative study with
at least 12 participants per participant group for data saturation
in interview studies (as suggested by Guest et al. [26]) to better
understand why certain design elements are preferred. Finally, we
needed to conduct the study with German participants remotely as
no author was able to interview our German participants on-site
at the time we had scheduled the interviews. Although a remote
setting might affect the implementation of the study, we designed
all study tasks and questions in a way that participants were able
to focus merely on the design of the websites.
Implementation of cultural theory in design processes? Our overall
research question was guided by the motivation of implementing
cultural theory in the UI design process. On the one hand we were
able to see that cultural dimensions represent a helpful tool to intro-
duce cultural consideration in the design process, on the other hand
we still need to investigate how such theoretical constructs can
be best combined with further methods. According to Pettersson
et al. [69], particularly questionnaires and observations represent
commonly used methods that, from our perspective, should be eval-
uated in this context. In our case study, we saw that our qualitative
think-aloud study benefited from the initial analysis of cultural
dimensions.
The role of the user? In addition, we see potential for further
research on the impact of culture on user studies in general. In
our case study, we realized that Vietnamese participants were less
talkative during the think-aloud study. German study participants,
however, were more talkative. Lewis [51] describes an indication
for this observation as Vietnam is listed as a reactive culture (i.e.,
cultures that prefer to focus on respect, listen quietly, and react
carefully) and Germany a linear-active culture (i.e., cultures that
plan, systematize, and follow correct procedures) in his model for
cultural considerations. In addition, Hall [28] describes Vietnam
as a higher-context culture, Germany as a lower-context culture
indicating that communication in Vietnam includes more implicit
information than in Germany. We suggest to investigate implica-
tions on design evaluations in the future.
4.2 Reflection About Cultural Dimensions
Implications for HCI in further contexts? In our analysis of related
work in the context of culturally sensitive design, we realized that
cross-cultural considerations based on theoretical frameworks (e.g.,
cultural dimensions) show a tendency to investigate differences in
Asia, Europe, and America (see, e.g., Calabrese et al. [13] who focus
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on Brazil, Portugal, Angola, and Macau, Karacay-Aydin et al. [42]
who study USA and Turkey, Singh et al. [86] who investigate USA
and China, Singh, Zhao, and Hu [87] who compare China Japan
USA, or Sachau & Hutchinson [81] with their study of USA and
Mexico). Research in rural or developing regions, particularly in
Africa, is rather based on ethnographic studies or remote analyses as
previously discussed. However, we see high potential for culturally
sensitive HCI research based on cultural theory in such settings.
First, from our perspective, the analysis of cultural dimensions
in the context of HCI can lead to a better understanding of good
design in a globalized world, particularly as, e.g., in South Africa
(see Pretorius et al. [73]), the field of UX and design still lacks
appropriate knowledge and inadequate training. Second, a better
understanding of cultural dimensions and cultural preferences will
be beneficial for cross-collaboration as international and globally
acting design teams will better understand potential biases and
culturally diverse mental models.
Limitations of cultural dimensions? The application of cultural
dimensions comes along with inherent limitations of Hofstede’s
work [91]. McSweeney [57] highlights that cultural dimensions are
based on a concept of national culture, but Hofstede’s data was
gathered through a survey that was only sent to IBM employees.
In addition, researchers argue that culture is a dynamic construct,
whereas cultural dimensions describe a static taxnomoy [12, 57, 85].
To cope with the dynamics of the term culture, Irani et al. [38]
introduce the term “postcolonial computing”, referring to an ap-
proach that is based on engagement, articulation, and translation.
The concept is mainly driven by the fact that further aspects, such
as, e.g., gender, ethnicity, race, or subculture may influence the
overall construct of culture [39]. Chandra et al. [14], Jack & Jack-
son [40], and Wyche et al. [99], for instance, apply the concept
of postcolonial computing and derive an in-depth ethnographic
research approach for their studies. However, we do not see the
concept of postcolonial computing as a contradicting approach
but rather as an overall “tactic” [71]. Based on our results, wee
see cultural dimensions as a suitable starting point rather than a
standardized framework for culturally sensitive considerations that
are followed by further in-depth investigations, e.g., ethnographic
research (similar to the approach of Schneider et al. [82]).
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a case study to investigate a cul-
turally sensitive UI design process based on the analysis of cultural
theory. In collaboration with a social start-up we developed two dis-
tinct UI prototypes for a Q&A-website and conducted a think-aloud
study with 14 German and 14 Vietnamese study participants. The
differing design elements in our prototypes were derived from the
analysis of cultural dimensions. We found out that our study partic-
ipants differed in their evaluation of information density, trust, and
error handling. Our overall goal was to investigate how cultural
theory can be applied during the UI design process.
In sum, we learned that the analysis of cultural dimensions
helped us to anticipate differing feedback and, in particular, foresee
critical design elements for a culturally sensitive design process in
general. Consequently, we feel encouraged about the general value
of cultural dimensions for a culturally sensitive design process.
However, in accordance with previous study results, such as the
work of Winschiers [98], we would like to raise concern if cultural
dimensions are applied blindly for the development of a new de-
sign. Although we were able to identify and foresee crucial design
elements that were assessed differently by our culturally diverse
study participants, we also found slightly different yet culturally
sensitive design insights. In this context, our additional benchmark
of existing websites helped us to calibrate our mental model and
shape our design hypotheses. In general, we suggest to use cultural
dimensions to develop a common language in interdisciplinary de-
sign teams, calibrate the mental models, and to inspire culturally
sensitive design solutions. However, due to the dynamic nature of
culture and values (see Irani et al. [38]), we want to motivate re-
searchers, designers, and developers to conduct additional research
in cross-cultural projects to fully understand the needs of culturally
diverse user groups.
In the future, we see the potential to derive more insights from
further studies in other culturally diverse countries as well as the
investigation of more cultural dimensions or varying study settings.
In addition, a research questions that we did not raise yet but that
needs to be addressed is how technologies, such as machine learning
that is more and more discussed in relation to UX and UI Design (see,
e.g., Dove et al. [16] or Yang et al. [101]), can support a culturally
sensitive design process, e.g., through the automated detection of
personal and cultural traits based on behavioral data (comparable
to the work of Epp et al. [17] in the field of emotion detection).
Further topics that will be relevant for culturally sensitive design
are a suitable balance of globally implemented hence corporate
identity conform design elements and locally adapted aspects.
Reflecting on our approach, we feel confident that cultural di-
mensions allowed us to anticipate crucial UI elements with min-
imum costs and expenditure of time compared to more in-depth
ethnographic approaches. Similar to the case studies presented by
Yaaqoubi & Reinecke [100] we argue that the analysis of cultural
dimensions is helpful in early design stages, particularly if addi-
tionally validated during the design process. Overall, we see our
current work as complementary to previous results in the complex
landscape of culturally sensitive design and as a fruitful starting
point for future work in different contexts, continents, and based
on more cultural theories to ultimately define the role of culture in
HCI.
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